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Introduction
Economic conditions during the 1930s caused unprecedented
problems for the American people.

The most obvious feature of the

Depression--high

particularly discouraging since

unemployment--was

no group of workers was spared from the realities of hard times.
After experiencing relatively prosperous and comfortable lives
during the Twenties, thousands of professionals and service
personnel joined blue-collar workers in soup lines and charity
programs.
This study concerns

itself with one response the federal

government made to deal with jobless white-collar personnel
during the depression decade.
Administration's

As part of the Works Progress

program to hire unemployed persons in the fields

of art, music, theater, and writing, the Federal Writer's Project
(FWP) was begun in 1935 to employ idle white-collar workers as
researchers, writers, and editors.

While this national writing

program affected only a small number of the total WPA work force,
for the next seven years it offered employment to several thousand
white-collar workers in the United States.
Nebraska's unit of the Federal Writer's Project was one of the
most successful WPA writing groups in th~ country, especially among
those in rural states.

Its history offers a wealth of information

about one part of the federal

art11 patronage program for relief

11

workers during the New Deal years.
The story of the FWP in Nebraska is presented here in two
stages:

Part I is a chronological account of the WPA writing

program in the state between 1935 and 1942; Part II offers an

2

analysis of the personnel, programs, and publications of the
Nebraska Writers' Project during that period.

By examining the WPA

Writers' Project in Nebraska in this manner, insight concerning the
record of the FWP in a rural state should be gained.

Moreover, a

larger understanding of one kind of government work relief program
for white-collar persons should be reached as well.
A variety of sources have been used to assemble this paper.

Much

of my material came from interviews with former Nebraska Writer's
Project workers.

Rudolph Umland, once State Supervisor of the

Writers' Project in Nebraska, contributed a great deal to this study.
He was most generous in sharing both his personal files and recollections of the FWP; without his aid this project could not have been
completed.
Other infonnation comes from document collections of FWP materials
held by the Archives Division of the Nebraska State Historical Society
in Lincoln, Nebraska, and the National Archives of the United States
in Washington, D.C.

Various publications of the Nebraska Writers'

Project, the Washington, D.C. office of the Federal Writers' Project,
and the Works Progress Administration were consulted extensively.
Magazine articles, particularly those in the University of Nebraska's
Prairie Schooner and the Nebraska State Historical Society's
Nebraska History, have also been helpful in researching this topic.
Two Ph.D. dissertations written in 1970, Kathleen O'Connor
McKinzie's "Writers on Relief: 1935-194211 (Indiana University) and
Monty N. Penkower's 11The Federal Writers• Project: A Study in
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Government Patronage of the Arts" (Columbia University), contain
valuable infonnation about the national record of the WPA Writers'
Project.

Only two books have dealt with the Federal Writers'

Project at any length, but both have been useful for the purposes of
this paper.

William F. McDonald's The Federal Relief Administration

and the Arts (Ohio State University Press, 1969) not only discusses
the Writers' Project of the WPA in a scholarly fashion, it also
examines the origins and operations of the other programs included
in the Federal Art Project of the WPA (Art, Music, Theater, and
Historical Records) as well.

The Dream and the Deal:

The Federal

Writers' Project, 1935-1943 (Little, Brown, and Company, 1972) is a
personal history of the Federal Writers' Project by a former staff
member of the national FWP office, Jerre Mangione.

It is the

definitive work on the FWP to date and contains a lengthy section on
the Nebraska unit of the WPA Writers' Project.
Other source materials are listed in the bibliography at the
conclusion of this paper.

4a

PART A--THE STORY OF THE FEDERAL
WRITERS' PROJECT IN NEBRASKA

4b
CHAPTER !--THE SETTING
When Franklin D. Roosevelt took the oath of office of the

President of the United States in March of 1933, Nebraska, like the
rest of the nation, was in the midst of hard times.

The scope of the

Depression took longer to affect Nebraska than some other parts of the
country because of the agricultural base of the state's economy, but by
1933, many Nebraskans had reason to believe hard times had come to stay.
Farm prices, always an index of prosperity in the Cornhusker State, had
fallen to new lows;1 farm mortgage foreclosures had become so numerous
that the state legislature had declared a mortgage moratorium in February 1933 after a group of militant farmers marched on Lincoln;2 businessmen's sales continued to decline, while business failures remained
high.3

By the end of the year, the number of unemployment relief cases

in the state would climb to over 21,000.4

To make matters worse,

drought conditions which were to plague the state for several more
years added to the misery of already suffering Nebraskans.
1Nebraska

Emergency Relief Administration, Ernest F. Witte, State
Administrator, Final Re ort of the Nebraska Erner enc Relief Administration, June 1, 1933-January l, 1938 Aurora, NE: Burr Publishing
Co., 1938), p. 51. (Hereinafter referred to as Final Report of the
NERA--1938).
2wi
11 i am D. Rawley, "Grass Roots and Imported Radicalism in
Nebraska, 1932-193411 (unpublished M.A. thesis, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1963), pp. 57-67.
3H.
Peter Greenwood, "Some Aspects of the Labor Market in Nebraska" (unpublished M.A. thesis, University of Nebraska--Lincoln, 1941),
p. 7. Nebraska Legislative Council. Nebraska Blue Book, 1940 ed.,
(Lincoln: Nebraska Legislative Council, December 1970), p. 398.
4Final
Report of the NERA--1938, p. 10. Accurate unemployment
figures for Nebraska before the summer of 1933 apparently are unavailable.
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Up to this point, official responses to the problems caused by
the Depression in Nebraska had been typical of those on other rural
states.

Private charities and local relief agencies were expected to

bear the burden of relief costs and administration.5

If anything,

Nebraskans received less assistance from their state government than
most Americans because Nebraska refused participation in President
Hoover's Reconstruction Finance Corporation program.6

Furthermore,

it was not until 1936 that state funds for relief purposes were
allocated regularly by the Nebraska legislature.7
For the unemployed in Nebraska, there were few solutions to their
work problems in 1933.

Some moved in with relatives to pool often

meager family resources; others hired out as seasonal laborers on
farms; thousands more became part of an exodus from the state which
lasted throughout the Thirties.8

Those out-of-work Nebraskans who

5Nebraska
Legislative Council, Roger V. Schumate, Director of
Research, "Public Assistance in Nebraska,•• Nebraska Legislative Council
Report No. 3, November 26, 1938 (mimeographed), p. 9. (Hereinafter
referred to as "Public Assistance in Nebraska--193811).
6charles
W. Ohrvall, "The Domestic Program of President Franklin
D. Roosevelt's First Administration as Viewed in the Editorials of
the Lincoln (NE) Star" (unpublished M.A. thesis, University of
Nebraska--Omaha, 19'60), p. 130. Since the Nebraska state constitution
prohibited the state from incurring any debt over $100,000, Nebraska
was one of six states which did not participate in the RFC program.
7"Public
Assistance in Nebraska--1938,11 p. ii.
8Greenwood,
"Some Aspects of the Labor Market in Nebraska, 11 p.
7. Between 1930 and 1940, Nebraska's population declined by about
4.5 percent as more than 62,000 people--most of them farmers--left
the state.
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would not, or could not, choose between these alternatives simply
lived from day-to-day, often by relying on the 11dole11 from local
agencies and private charities.9
For some people in the state, the approach of spring in 1933
brought its annual revival of optimism.

But for many others, the

change of administrations in Washington, D.C. brought the greatest hope
that better days lay ahead.

As part of a Democratic Party sweep of

Nebraska in 1932--"the most substantial protest vote in the history of
the state1110--Frank1in Roosevelt became the first Democrat since Wilson
to capture Nebraska's electoral votes, and for many of the state's
unemployed, he represented a tangible possibility that their job
situations would improve.
While Governor of New York State, FDR had initiated a state
relief program of unheard proportions which spent $48.7 million in
1931-1932 for direct and work relief for one and a half million
people.11

This was the Temporary Emergency Relief Administration

(TERA), an agency which provided work opportunities for persons in a
variety of occupational areas.

Furthermore, under the TERA not only

out-of-work laborers and tradesmen were given jobs by the state,
911Public Assistance in Nebraska--1938,11 p. 8. As the Legislative
Council pointed out, however, most Nebraskans "were unprepared to
accept the idea of a 'dole' ... which seemed out of place in a land
of vast resources, inhabited by an avowedly self-reliant people."
10James C. Olson, History of Nebraska (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1955), p. 305. This phrase is not included in Olson's
second edition (1966) of his book.
11Bernard Bellush, Franklin D. Roosevelt as Governor of New York
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1955), p. 306.
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white-collar workers and professionals were also offered employment
in their own occupational fields.

Through the TERA program, efforts

were even made to provide work for jobless artists and musicians in
New York.

This program was unique among state-supported unemployment

relief projects, and it earned Roosevelt a reputation as an innovator
and experimenter in the area of work relief.12
Once Franklin Roosevelt entered the White House, rapid changes
began to occur in the area of federal relief administration.

With

unusual speed, Congress launched the New Deal by passing a variety of
measures FOR hoped would cure America's economic ills.

Prominent

among this legislation was a bill which created the Federal Emergency
Relief Administration (FERA) in May 1933 as the nation's primary relief
agency.13

Although President Roosevelt stressed that the FERA was no

more than a temporary solution to the unemployment crisis, the program
was allotted $500 million by Congress.

The President chose his former

New York TERA director, Harry Hopkins, to head the new federal relief
system, 14 and the FERA began providing federal grants-in-aid to
individual state governments.

These funds were then distributed among

various county and local relief agencies to provide both direct and
work relief to needy persons.
12william F. McDonald, Federal Relief Administration and the Arts
(Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1969), pp. 18-22, 25, 59.
13Federal Emergency Relief Act of 1933, Statutes at Large, Vol.
48 (1933).
14Robert Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins: An Intimate History,
rev. ed. (New York: Harper and Row, 1948), p. 33.
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In Nebraska, the FERA set up a state coordinating office in
Lincoln to oversee employment and relief payments.

During July 1933

the first FERA grants reached county relief administrators in the
state.

Three months later, over $250,000 in federal grants had been

supplied to Nebraska's local relief officials to support hiring programs and direct relief.15
Across the nation, other state divisions of the FERA and other
work relief programs--such as the Public Works Administration (PWA)
under Harold Ickes and the youth-oriented Civilian Conservation Corps
(CCC)--were also providing jobs for Americans.

But Roosevelt and

Hopkins were dissatisfied with the pace of recovery and decided to
prime the economic pump with more federal dollars by creating another
work relief program, the Civil Works Administration (CWA).

On

November 9, 1933, this new agency was founded.16
Even more so than the FERA, the CWA was conceived as a short-term
measure to reduce unemployment, and by the spring of 1934, the program
had been discontinued.

Still, during its brief existence the CWA spent

nearly a billion dollars on work relief projects which employed over
four million people in the United States.17

At the height of the

15Final Report of the NERA--1938, pp. 217-218.
16Executive Order No. 6420-B, November 9, 1933. Executive Orders
of President Roosevelt relating to New Deal relief programs are
included in The Public Pa ers and Addresses of Franklin D. Roosevelt,
compiled by Samue
. Rosenman New York: Random House, 19 8 .
17u.s. Federal Works Agency, Final Report on the WPA Program,
1935-1943 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1946),
pp. 3-4. (Hereinafter referred to as Final Report on the WPA--1946).
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program in January 1934, about 38,000 Nebraskans were listed on Civil
Works rolls.18
The Civil Works Administration established a number of federal
work relief precedents.

For the first time, federal relief expendi-

tures in the states were controlled by federal personnel.

Instead

of offering grants for distribution by state officials, the new system
paid employees on CWA projects directly with United States government
checks.

Most importantly for this study, a major attempt was made

by the Civil Works Administration to hire white-collar persons for
relief jobs in occupational areas for which their training and
experience were suited.19
In all, some 10 percent of the workers on CWA rosters were
listed as "white-collar personnel ,11 and about $55 million was spent
on CWA "professional and service projects.20
11

Moreover, the beginning

of a federal arts program was established by the CWA with the hiring
18Nebraska Emergency Relief Administration, "Bul l et tn on Relief

Statistics, January 1935 (mimeographed), p. 5.
19To circumvent legal problems involved in using FERA funds for
white-collar work relief projects, FERA Director Hopkins organized
the Civil Works Service (CWS) program to ensure that federal money
would be provided for this kind of work relief in the states. The
CWS thus became the first national work relief program designed
specifically for white-collar employees. See McDonald, Federal Relief
Administration, pp. 56-57.
20works Progress Administration, Analysis of Civil Works Program
Statistics, prepared by Pamela Brown (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1939), p. 27.
11
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of 3,000 unemployed cultural workers.21

These people worked on an

assortment of projects, ranging from theater and music projects in
metropolitan
states.

areas to library and museum programs in a number of

The best known of all CWA cultural experiments,

Works of Art Project (PWAP) was national in scope.22

the Public

Other CWA

employees were placed in Civil Works research and writing programs
sponsored by a diverse group of government agencies.23
CWA personnel in Nebraska engaged in work which foreshadowed the
programs of the WPA cultural projects.

One work relief venture in

particular established a precedent for the future Writers' Project
of the WPA in the state.

This was a program of research and record

collection begun by the Nebraska State Historical Society with the
use of Ci vi 1 i~orks Administration

funds and workers.

Between December

1933 and February 1934, three CWA workers catalogued the Historical
Society's collection of newspapers and other documents in Lincoln.
They also assisted in the publication of the State Historical
quarterly magazine, Nebraska History.24

Society's

During the course of this

21sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins, p. 57. According to Monty
Penkower, "The Federal Writers' Project: A Study of Government
Patronage of the Arts" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia
University, 1970), p. 17, this program was unique because "no precedent
existed anywhere for successful government aid on a large scale to
jobless creative personnel."
22The Final Report of the NERA--1938, pp. 190-191, states that
only about $6,000 was spent on PWAP projects in Nebraska. An example
of PWAP work in the state is "The Smoke Signal," a statue of an
American Indian in Lincoln's Pioneers' Park.
23For summaries of PWAP accomplishments and CWA research and
writing programs, see McDonald, Federal Relief Administration, pp.
359-368 and p. 62.
24Nebraska History, Vol. XVI, No. 3 (1935), p. 185.
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project, the Historical Society's politically influential superintendent, Dr. Addison E. Sheldon, saw the merit of using unemployed
white-collar personnel to aid in the collection of historical infonnation.

Sheldon became a strong supporter of white-collar work relief--

at least as it applied to historical record-keeping--and in future
years, he was a leader among Nebraskans who supported federal research
and writing programs.25
By March of 1934, the Civil Works program had been tenninated
nationwide.

Despite strident criticism of some CWA undertakings,26

the Federal Emergency Relief Administration, which was still in
operation, continued many of its uncompleted projects.

In Nebraska,

projects employing about 1,600 white-collar workers were continued
with FERA funding during the spring and summer of 1934.27

FERA offic-

ials in both Lincoln and Washington agreed there was clearly a need
to continue programs in white-collar and professional work relief in
25Ibid., Vol. XVIII, No. l (1938), p. 51. Discussing the "WPA
and History, 11 Sheldon praised federal white-collar program employees
as contributors to the cultural creation of the New Nebraska and the
New World which is before us."
26For examples of criticism of the Civil Works program, see Con~ressional Record, 73d Congress, 2d Session, Vol. 78, Part 2, pp. 21862194, and various reports in the New York Times in February and March
of 1934. Stories of CWA mismanagement and inefficiency apparently were
so widespread that the Republican National Corrmittee issued a pamphlet
called 11CWA Scandals" as a campaign tool. (New York Times, February
9, 1934.).
27Nebraska Emergency Relief Administration, "Work Relief in
Nebraska, April 1934-July 1935," Report of the Work Division of the
Nebraska 8nergency Relief Administration, November 1935 (mimeographed),
p. 17. (Hereinafter referred to as "Work Relief in Nebraska--1935").
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Nebraska.

With this in mind, during August 1934 the federal govern-

ment issued a white-collar employment quota of 2,000 persons for FERA
projects in the state.

This figure amounted to about one-seventh of

the work relief roll in Nebraska at the time.28
Some federal programs were now supporting artists and musicians
in Omaha and Lincoln.29

Additionally, researchers working on popula-

tion and unemployment surveys were among white-collar work relief
programs in Nebraska.30

The work projects of the Nebraska State

Historical Society had been expanded as some 40 to 60 FERA workers
engaged in research, archeological studies, and museum work.31

In

all, 623 white-collar and professional projects were administered by
FERA officials in Nebraska during the next few months at a cost of
over $705,00o.32
This aid was encouraging for Nebraska's unemployed, but despite
federal work relief spending, 1935 brought few signs that Nebraska, or
28Ibid. According to McDonald, Federal Relief Administration, pp.
76-77, strict classification requirements and local relief officials'
opposition to hiring white-collar workers at a higher pay rate than
other persons on relief prevented this quota from being reached in
Nebraska.
2911Work Relief in Nebraska--1935,11 pp. 122-125, 133-134.
3°Final Report of the NERA--1938, p. 158.
31Nebraska History, Vol. XVI, No. 3 (1935), p. 185.
32Final Report of the NERA--1938, p. 172. Included in this group
of projects were "art projects, music, library and museum projects,
general clerical work, construction of correspondence courses, relief
study centers, supervision of work projects, photography, and educational camos ." Such a broad definition of the term "white-collar
project" meant personnel from the white-collar classification were
employed on almost all FERA--and later, on most WPA--projects.
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the rest of the country, was breaking the hold of the Depression.
Indeed, after nearly two years of New Deal programs and pump-priming,
people were still suffering from the insecurity of Depression economics.
Unemployment in Nebraska remained at an untenable level:

in February

1935 over 212,000 persons--15 percent of the state's population--were
on relief rosters in the state.33

Nebraska's fanners were still faced

with low prices and unfavorable weather conditions.

"Black blizzards"

ravaged the region for days at a time as the term "dust bowl" became
common in the vocabularies of all Nebraskans.34
In Washington, President Roosevelt and his advisors grew increasingly concerned about the failures of New Deal policies to bring
recovery.

Ignoring the complaints of both Congressional and editorial

critics--as well as his own promise, "the federal government must and
shall quit this business of relief1135--FDR joined with FERA administrators to propose yet another work relief program.

Their plans called

for the formation of a new super-agency to coordinate and supervise
programs formerly carried on by the FERA, the PWA, and dozens of other
federal departments associated with work relief.
After prolonged debate, Congress empowered the President to
originate this new program of unemployment relief to provide 3.5 million
33 Ibid. , p. 1 7.
34For more about the great dust stonns of the Thirties in Nebraska,
see Rudolph Umland, "Spring of the Black Blizzards," Prairie Schooner,
Vol. IX (Fall 1935), pp. 243-249.
35Basil Rauch, ed., The Roosevelt Reader: Selected S eeches, MesPress Conferences and Letters of Franklin D. Roosevelt New
o t , me art, an Winston,
5
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work relief positions under the provisions of the 1935 Emergency
Relief Appropriation Act.36

The Administration was given $4.8

billion to create these new jobs.

Less than a month later, the Works

Progress Administration was established by executive order of the
President to spearhead this ambitious effort and received $1 .5
billion of the appropriation.37

The irrepressible Harry Hopkins was

named to direct the new agency. In the next few years, the letters
11WPA11
would become a synonym for work relief in the United States.38
There was little in the statement which authorized the WPA's
beginnings to indicate what was in store for jobless white-collar
Americans.

The President's order of May 6, 1935 enabled the Admini-

stration to create "a Federal Works Program" to coordinate and
administer several federal relief programs already in existence.

As

a secondary function, it allowed the new agency to "reconmend and
carry on small and useful projects designed to assure a maximum of
employment in a 11 agencies."

But s i nee $300 mi 11 ion had been a 11 otted

for white-collar work relief by the latest Emergency Relief Act,
supporters of this kind of work relief inmediately recognized an
opportunity for the expansion of white-collar projects like those
36Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935, Statutes at Large,
Vol. 49 (1935).
37Executive Order No. 7034, May 6, 1935. McDonald, Federal
Relief Administration, pp. 104-105, 122.
38Mcoonald, Federal Relief Administration, p. 31, notes that
Hopkins too became a "synonym for work relief" during this period.
According to Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins, p. 33, Hopkins' value to
FDR lay in his ability to do his work "imaginatively, speedily, and
giving the least possible amount of trouble to Roosevelt himself."
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initiated under CWA and FERA leadership.

With 11 percent of the

nation's white-collar workers unemployed and with increased funding
assured, they began to pursue a means of putting idle professionals
and service workers--teachers, clerks, lawyers, artists, musicians-to work on federal projects of value.39
Some proponents of white-collar work relief envisioned a federal
employment program specifically for cultural workers.

After all, they

reasoned, governments had offered patronage to artists and writers in
other times and places, why not in the United States in 1935? This
idea gained support in official circles, and in Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt,
the backe~of a cultural program for relief workers found an especially
influential advocate.40

More importantly, their work bore fruit with

the passage of the 1935 Emergency Relief Act:

in Section l(e) of the

statute, Congress authorized the "useful employment of artists,
musicians, actors, entertainers, writers, .•• and others in these
cultural f le l ds ," A national relief program specifically for artists
was about to become a reality.
Within weeks, the WPA Arts Program--11Federal

Project Number One,11

as the program came to be known--had been deve 1 oped as one of the "sma 11
39McDonald, Federal Relief Administration, p. 84, pp. 119-126.
40ramara K. Hareven, Eleanor Roosevelt: An American Conscience
(Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1968), pp. 79-87. McDonald, p. 362.
Milton Meltzer, in his brief history of the WPA arts projects, Violins
and Shovels (New York: Delacorte Press, 1976), p. 19, quotes one of
the supporters of a national cultural program for relief workers: "We
don't think a good musician should be asked
to turn second-rate laborer
in order that a sewer may be laid ...• 11
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and useful projects" the WPA would administer.

It was decided that

the needs of unemployed artists and writers could be met best by
establishing four-distinct subdivisions of the arts program.

The

Federal Art Project (FAP), the Federal Music Project (FMP), the
Federal Theater Project (FTP), and the Federal Writers' Project (FWP)
were thus fonned.41

While it was unclear at first what kinds of

programs each division would carry on, an early decision provided that
independent offices for each of the four projects would be established
in Washington and the several states.

Accordingly, during the late

sunmer of 1935, four directors were appointed to serve as national
supervisors of the WPA Arts Program under the leadership of Federal
One's Ellen S. Woodward.42

The nation's first experiment in federal

patronage for the arts on a major scale had begun.
In Nebraska, there was apparently little public excitement over
the announcement that the federal government would sponsor a new employment program for unemployed workers in cultural fields.

Most people

1n the state, however, were interested in newspaper reports concerning
41A fifth branch of Federal One, the Historical Records Survey
(HRS}, originally was a subdivision of the Federal Writers' Project.
After September 1936, the HRS assumed its own independent position
among the WPA's cultural projects. In Nebraska, the HRS worked in conjunction with the Writers' Project on some programs throughout its
existence but maintained its own personnel rolls, research projects
and organizational structure. Harold Marks and Frank Stanoscheck
served as state directors of the Historical Records Survey in Nebraska.
For more about the HRS and its programs, see McDonald, Federal Relief
Administration, pp. 751-828.
42McDonald, Federal Relief Administration, p. 129. The original
directors of the four departments of Federal One were Helger Cahill
(Federal Art Project), Nicolai Sokoloff (Federal Music Project), Hallie
Flanagan (Federal Theater Project), and Henry Alsberg (Federal Writers'
Project).
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the establishment of WPA relief offices in Lincoln on July 1, 1935.
FERA programs and a minor agricultural recovery had helped many
jobless Nebraskans, but thousands more still wanted work.43

To these

people, the best news of the su1TDTier came from newly-appointed state
administrator of the WPA, Dwight F. Felton, who told reporters that
"every man in relief in Nebraska" would be working by mid-August.44
For white and blue-collar job hunters alike throughout the state,
this was welcome news.
43According to the Final Rerort of the NERA--1938, p. 10, there
were over 28,000 unemployment re ief cases in Nebraska when the WPA
was established in the state.
44Lincoln Star, July 25, 1935.
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CHAPTER II--THE ORGANIZATION OF
THE FEDERAL WRITERS' PROJECT
For Nebraska's unemployed, $5 billion in WPA funds was a subject
of imnediate attention.

But in Washington, federal administrators had

to begin the task of outlining specific programs for the Administration's second major assault on unemployment before any money could
reach the states.
Among these programs was the new Federal Arts Project.

Almost

$22 million was available for its operation,1 but what kinds of
projects was Federal One to administer?

This question was considered

carefully by planners in the Professional and Service Projects Division
of the WPA during the sunmer of 1935.

They were uncertain whether the

soon-to-be hired federal artists, actors, musicians should concentrate
their efforts on creative productions or if they should serve as spokesmen for the government.

In the end, they struck a balance somewhere

between the two alternatives of complete artistic freedom and. strict
government control.2
The WPA Writers' Project posed a particularly thorny problem for
the planners.

They were aware of the special impact of the written

word, and while no one suggested the Federal Writers' Project should
1works Progress Administration, "Report on the Progress of the WPA
Program, March 16, 193611 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1936), p. 33.
2In McDonald's view, Federal Relief Administration and the Arts
(Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1969), pp. l86-l70, the
WPA's decision to make state directors of the arts projects subordinate to state-appointed WPA officials had much to do with the
character Federal One eventually assumed.
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serve as a propaganda agency for the President and his New Deal, there
was concern FWP writers might produce materials too radical for even
the supposedly "liberal" Roosevelt administration
this reason, Federal One's.administrators

to accept.3

For

were anxious to see the

right person named to the directorship of the Writers' Project.

With

the appointment of Henry G. Alsberg to the post, many of them were
convinced the job had been given to the right man.
Perceptive observers realized Alsberg's appointment as FWP director in early August of 1935 signalled the course the program for unemployed writers would follow.

Ex-lawyer, newsman, theater director, and

editor, Alsberg had most recently been supervisor of FERA newspaper
projects in Washington,

D.C.4

His background indicated FWP programs

would be administered more from the point of view of a newspaperman
and researcher than from that of a creative writer.

Additionally,

the

staff Alsberg assembled drew more heavily from the ranks of researchers
and administrators

than the field of creative authors.5

Reed Harris,

3Jerre Mangione, The Dream and the Deal: The Federal Writers'
Project, 1935-1943 (Boston: Little, Bcown and Co., 1972), p. 45. "Al-

though there were a few WPA planners who supported the dream of making
the Writers' Project a vehicle for imaginative writing, most of them,
fearing the consequences of permitting leftwing writers to write what
they pleased, were opposed to it. Finally, the only employees of
Federal One who were allowed to work on their own projects ..• were the
painters and sculptors. Nothing they produced, reasoned the planners,
could cause as much trouble as the printed word:'
4For more about Henry Alsberg, see McDonald, Federal Relief Administration, pp. 663-665, and Mangione, The Dream and the Deal, pp. 53-59.
5According to McDonald, Federal Relief Administration, p. 694,
Alsberg regarded the FWP as "primarily cultural and indeed creative,"
but his assistants had 11encyclopedists111 viewpoints. At any rate, the
WPA Writers' Project did not encourage creative writing by most of its
employees. See pp. 696-704 for more about the Washington staff of FWP.
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George Cronyn, and Clair Laning fonned the nucl~us of an office in
Washington which came to resemble the headquarters of a big-city
newspaper more than anything else.6
With Alsberg as its head, the FWP plainly would emphasize research
and fact-finding more than imaginative writing.

But during the

development stages of the WPA Writers' Project, other questions
emerged.

What were the specific aims of the FWP program?

What kinds

of writers would be included on the personnel rolls of the Federal
Writers' Project?

What type of literature would FWP authors produce?

How would the project be organized?
Works Progress Administrator Hopkins made the answer to the first
question clear to the administrative staff of the WPA:

the primary

objective of any WPA program was to put jobless men and women to work.
Unlike the Public Works Administration's budget-minded Harold Ickes,
Hopkins viewed quality work as an added benefit--not the chief aim--of
WPA expenditures.

The WPA Writers' Project, no less than other WPA

programs, was primarily to be a work relief effort; if outstanding
literary accomplishments resulted from Federal One's program for unemployed writers and researchers, that would be considered an extra
6Kathleen
O'Connor McKinzie, "Writers on Relief: 1935-1942"
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Indiana University, 1970), p. 79.
See McDonald, Federal Relief Administration, pp. 665-669 and Mangione,
The Dream of the Deal, pp. 59-73, for further information concerning
the central office of the FWP.
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bonus for the project.

The first task was to provide jobs.7

Who would be included in the Federal Writers' Project?
question brought a variety of responses.

This

Some people, such as

members of the Authors' Guild, wanted only established writers included on FWP rosters.

But others, like New York City's more poli-

tically radical Unemployed Writers' Union, insisted that anyone "who
has ••. been published in major periodicals or who can produce satisfactory manuscripts" should be considered for WPA writing units.8
Alsberg's office took a middle position between these proposals by
giving preference to proven authors o~ its personnel rolls but by also
allowing non-writers to serve as clerical workers, researchers, and
editors.9

Furthennore, a certain number of non-relief workers could be

Placed in each writing group to work alongside previously unemployed
persons.10

In rural areas like Nebraska, these proved to be important

7Mangione,
The Dream and the Deal, p. 48. McDonald, Federal
Relief Administration, pp. 184-185, notes that since Federal One was a
relief venture first and foremost, "the project worker and not the
project was the center of attention; [thus,] destitution [--not competence--] was the criterion of personnel selection."
8Mangione, The Dream and the Deal, p. 36.
9Ibid,
pp. 47-48. "The same WPA memorandum that spelled out the
Progra~
the federal writers also made it clear that almost any person
on relief who could write English might be eligible to work for the
Project."
10McDonald,
Federal Relief Administration, pp. 172-178. As
directed by Presidential order, 90 percent of the WPA's workers had to
come from public relief rolls, but 10 percent of the employees on any
project could be "non-certified" personnel, which in WPA jargon meant
"non-relief" personnel. Federal One received a special exemption from
the 90/10 requirement for a while and was allowed to employ as many as
one~fourth of its workers from outside the relief rolls. In late 1936,
however, this exemption was ended, and the arts projects returned to
the same hiring standards as the WPA's other programs.
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decisions for.the WPA Writers' Project since a shortage of established
authors on relief rolls necessitated

the hiring of untried individuals

and provided employment for persons not previously considered
The program the Federal Writers'

"writers."

Project chose to implement was

largely the result of a desire to find a politically
which could employ a large number of white-collar

"safe" project

unemployed.

During

the SUJTJller of 1935 it was decided that the FWP would develop a series
of guidebooks

to the United States as its principal endeavor.11

guidebook program already had a precedent to follow.

The

A recently com-

pleted guide to the state of Connecticut had been funded by the FERA.12
Moreover,

the proposal was valued because it offered an opportunity

to

replace the badly outdated Baedeker guides to the United States which
had been standards for travelers long before World War I but had never
been updated for the automobile age.

If time and money permitted, other

programs for unemployed writers could be initiated later, but the
first priority for the FWP was the publishing of a factual and comprehensive guide to America.13
11Nationa

Alsberg established one criterion for the

1 Archives of the United States, "Records of the Feder a 1
Writers' Project, Work Projects Administration, 1935-1944," Prelimin~ry
Inventory No. 57, compiled by Katherine H. Davidson (Washington, O.C.:
The National Archives, 1953), p. 1. (Hereinafter referred to as
Davidson, "Records of the FWP''). Mangione, The Dream of the Deal, p. 47.
12Mc0onald,
Federal Relief Administration, pp. 650-652. Penkower,
"The Federal Writers' Project,11 pp. 42-43.
13In
contrast to original plans, no single volume guide to the
United States was ever published by the WPA writers. As it turned out,
several lo~al guid~books--the.result of projects c9nsidered secondary
to the national guidebook series--were among the first published works
of the Federal Writers' Project. See Davidson, "Records of the FWP,"
p. 3.
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books early, claiming they would be literature as well as travelogues.
The choice of projects for the FWP, however, indicated that creativity
would be encouraged less by the Writers' Project than by the other
three subdivisions of Federal One.14
Questions about wages for FWP workers also caused some discussion.
From the inception of government white-collar programs, federal administrators had agreed to allow higher salaries and hourly wages for
workers listed in this classification than for those persons classed
as laborers and unskilled personnel.

This policy was based on the

relative differences between past earnings of white-collar and bluecollar workingmen in the private sector. 15 Harry Hopkins himself had
once answered a question about the need for special relief programs for
white-collar workers by saying, "Hell, they've got to eat just like
other people, don't they?", and the WPA continued an earlier relief
program practice of paying white-collar workers more than personnel in
other employment categories.16
Even among FWP workers themselves there were different wage
schedules:

administrators were paid monthly salaries, while personnel

who worked for hourly wages were classified as "professional writers,"
"research editors," "editors," and "clerks "--with the ''writers" at the
top of the pay scale.
14McDonald,
15

Like other WPA workers, the wages of Federal

Federal Relif Administration, p. 665.

I bi d , p • 48 .

16sherwood,
Roosevelt and Hopkins, p. 59.
Relief Administration, pp. 36-37, 55.

McDonald, Federal
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Writers' Project personnel were determined in part by the section of
the country in which they lived; Southerners and people in the Midwest
received lower pay than workers on either coasts.17

At first, FWP

workers were required to meet wordage quotas before getting their WPA
checks, but this system was discarded to encourage higher quality
material from local workers.18

In general, the wages Writers' Project

personnel received were comparable to those of white-collar workers on
other WPA projects throughout the life of the program.19
By the fall of 1935 the organization of the Federal Writers' Project was nearly complete.

Some questions remained unanswered--especial-

ly lacking were well defined policies concerning the actual writing of
the proposed guidebooks--but the people in Alsberg's agency basically
understood what lay before them.

When more than $4.4 million in federal

funds was allotted to the FWP in October,20 most plans to begin the
project had been made.
17 Final Report on the WPA--1946, pp. 23-26.
Mangione, The Dream and the Deal, p. 100.
18McKinzie, "Writers on Relief," p. 74.

McDonald, p. 175.

19McDonald, Federal Relief Administration, pp. 231-233. Federal
One, however, employed many more "professional and technical" workers
per project than other WPA programs. Thus, in 1937, Federal One's labor
costs were 69 percent higher than the average WPA project. According
to the Lincoln Star, January 14, 1936, the WPA's "professional and
technical" personnel in Nebraska earned 83¢/hour as compared to earnings
of 52¢/hour for "unskt 11 ed" workers, 60¢/hour for 11i ntennedi ate 11
workers, and 75¢/hour for "skilled" workers employed by the WPA. In
April 1937, a Nebraska FWP typist earned 47¢/hour, a stenographer earned
61¢/hour, a "professional writer" earned 70¢/hour, and a "senior editor"
earned 61¢/hour. (DA105 "Prevailing ~age ~chedule,11 "Love Library" box,
WPA Records, RG 515, Nebraska State H1stor1cal Society).
20oavidson,
"Records of the FWP," p. 1.
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Organization was crucial to a successful beginning for the WPA's
cultural programs in the states.

One reason the Works Progress

Administration had been created was to tighten federal control of
work relief programs throughout the country.

Since the President and

WPA Administrator Hopkins felt the FERA grants-in-aid system offered
too many opportunities for inefficiency and mismanagement of federal
funds at local levels, they emphasized the building of a WPA bureaucracy within each of the states as an integral feature of the 1935
program.

This meant that in every state, a WPA administration

parallel to--and answerable to--the Works Progress Administration in
Washington was established.21
The creators of Federal One likewise wanted to control the quality
of their programs at the local level.

In each state, therefore,

directors for the various arts projects were appointed to handle the
affairs of their particular programs with only limited interference,
even from state WPA officials.

For the Federal Writers' Project, this

meant a director for each state's office of the Writers's Project had
to be chosen to oversee local preparation of guidebook copy.

These

appointments present a special challenge for Henry Alsberg and his
staff since local achievements would be the key to the success of the
21McDonald, Federal Relief Administration, pp. 134-157.
Davidson, "Records of the FWP,11 p. 1. With offices in each of the
53 WPA "states," the Federal Writers' Project was the only branch of
Federal One to operate on a truly national scale from its earliest
stages.
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CHAPTER III--THE BEGINNING AND NEAR END OF
THE NEBRASKA FWP, 1935-1936
As in some fifty other WPA "s tates ," the fall of 1935 marked the
establishment of the WPA Writers' Project in Nebraska.

The national

office of the FWP began to seek a state director for the Nebraska
writing unit during these months, and by November 1, the Federal
Writers' Project was officially organized in the state.1

The project

was headquartered in Lincoln, its offices located in the Union
Tenninal Warehouse Building at the edge of the University of
Nebraska campus.
The search for a person to direct the Nebraska FWP had not turned
up any outstanding literary figures.

Professor Lowery C. Wimberly,

University of Nebraska English instructor and editor of the respected
Prairie Schooner, might have been a logical choice for the post.

He

certainly supported the FWP, but apparently neither Wimberly or WPA
officials pursued this consideration.2

Another potential candidate for

the position could have been Mari Sandoz, the rising star of Nebraska
writers in 1935.
1The

She had served as a supervisor of CWA-FERA projects

Federal Music Project and the Federal Theater Project also
opened offices in Nebraska in 1935, but the Federal Arts Project,
despite Nebraska's ties to the PWAP, was never formally established
in the state.
2Interview with Rudolph Umland, former Nebraska State FWP Supervisor, Lincoln, N~, August 1976. Wimberly, however, became the WPA's
key contact for the Writers' Project in the University of Nebraska
and during the course of the Project, he served as an ex officio advisor and recruiter of new personnel for the FWP in Nebraska. For
more about Professor Wimberly, see Rudolph Umland, 11The Ghost of
Lowery Wimberly,11 Prairie Schooner, Vol. XL! (Fall 1967), pp. 325-338.
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entire FWP program.22
In heavily populated areas, administrators generally had several
choices from which to pick directors for FWP units, but in fann states
like Nebraska, shortages of qualified persons compounded the difficulties presented by the political considerations which accompanied any
major WPA appointment.23

Alsberg's primary objectives during late 1935

and early 1936 were to find competent leaders to head the various state
branches of the Federal Writers' Project and to establish working procedures for these state directors to follow in writing the national
guidebook series.24
In the case of the Nebraska FWP unit, as will be seen, neither objective was met in the early months of the project.

Still, following

the general program outline which was devised during the SUITJTler and fall
of 1935, the WPA Writers' Project began a long, if at times controversial, life for this branch of the Works Progress Administration in
Nebraksa.
22see McDonald, Federal Relief Administration, pp. 671-674, for a
discussion of state offices of the FWP. According to McDonald, most
state directors came from three categories of prior occupations:
(a) college teachers, (b) free lance writers, and (c) newspapermen.
23McKi nzi e, "Writers on Re 1 i ef ," p. 47; Monty N. Penkower, "The
Federal Writers• Project," (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia
University, 1970), p. 79.
24see
McDonald, Federal Relief Administration, pp. 671, 679,
Mangione, The Dream and the Deal, pp. 73-93, McKinzie, "Writers on
Relief," p. 43 ff., and Penkower, "The Federal Writers' Project," p.
79 ff. for problems Alsberg's staff encountered in dealings with the
FWP's state officials.
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carried on by the Nebraska State Historical Society during 1934 and was
familiar with the workings of the federal relief bureaucracy.

However,

Sandoz had just won national recognition for Old Jules, which had been
published in October 1935, and she was headed for a successful writing
career of her own.

It is not known whether she was approached con-

cerning the directorship, but it is clear she did not seek the appointment as she, like Wimberly, had little to gain by taking such a
position.3

Sandoz and Wirrberly, however, did agree to act as 11volun-

teer consultants11 for the project, and in the coming months, they
reviewed and edited some sections of the Nebraska guidebook.4
3Rudolph Umland felt Sandoz would have been "the top pick" to head
Nebraska's WPA writers if she had wanted the job, but although Monty
Penkower, "The Federal Writers' Project" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1970), p. 315, writes that Miss Sandoz was
a member of the Writers' Project staff in Nebraska, she was never an
FWP employee. Various pieces of correspondence relating to Sandoz's
tenure on relief projects sponsored by the Nebraska State Historical
Society under FERA programs can be found in Box 109, Records of WPA
Projects, Record Group 515, Nebraska State Historical Society Archives,
Lincoln, NE. (Hereinafter referred to as WPA Records, RG 515, NSHS).
4sandoz's and Wimberly's contributions to the Nebraska FWP notwithstanding, they shared the title 11volunteer consultant" with dozens
of other Nebraskans--including John Neihardt and
eighth grade students
in 220 Nebraska communities. A list of these 11consultants11 can be
found in the "Nebraska Consultants and References11file,11WPA
FWP Consultants and References, KY-ND, 1935-1939,11 Records of the Federal
Writers' Project, Record Group 69, National Archives, Washington, D.C.
(Hereinafter referred to as FWP Records, RG 69, National Archives.)
Sandoz was most cooperative with Nebraska's WPA writers and once sent
a telegram to Washington to protest personnel cuts in the FWP program.
(Woodward to Sandoz, December 21, 1936, "Sandoz Co l l ecttcn," Love
Library Archives, University of Nebraska--Lincoln.) Nebraska's other
famous female author, Willa Cather, apparently had no official contact
with the Writers' Project. By 1935, Cather was so successful as a
writer that she was included in a list of "literary magnates11 who
earned $70 ,000 or more yearly by Edward Weeks in "Hard Times and the
Author," Atlantic Monthly, May 1935, pp. 551-562.
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The apparent first choice for the position of state Writers'
Project director in author-thin Nebraska was Jack D. Barton, Assistant
Director of Women's and Professional Services of the WPA for the
state.

National FWP administrator Alsberg requested that Barton take

the Nebraska FWP directorship, but he must have declined the offer
because he never did assUJTE this office.5
A middle-aged Lincoln woman, Miss Elizabeth Sheehan, was
eventually chosen to head the Nebraska Writers' group in late October
1935.6

This choice proved fateful for the Nebraska FWP:

during the

next twelve months, Miss Sheehan single-handedly almost caused the
end of the WPA Writers' Project in Nebraska, and she was to be a source)
of irritation for state and national WPA officials for several more
years.
Elizabeth Sheehan· assumed the directorship of the Nebraska unit
of the FWP with little experience as either author or administrator.
She was an ex-schoolteacher who had never published a single volume or
edited a major publication when she was picked to head Nebraska's WPA
writers.

She seemingly owed her appointment to the fact that she was

on relief at the time a director was needed and that she was a personal
acquaintance of Lincoln Star editor, James E. Lawrence.

Lawrence was a

5Jacob
Baker, WPA Assistant Administrator, to Dwight Felton,
Nebraska State WPA Administrator, October 25, 1935, "Nebraska 651 .313
to 651.317, 1935-1938,'' FWP Records, RG 69, National Archives.
6Henry
Alsberg to Elizabeth Sheehan, October 25, 1935, "Nebraska
651.313 to 651.317, 1935-1938,11 FWP Records, RG 69, National Archives.
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Nebraska Democratic Party kingpin who had connections in Washington,
most notably, ties with Senator George W. Norris.

This was said to

be the reason Miss Sheehan was appointed to lead the Writers' Project
in Nebraska.7

Whatever lay behind the nomination of Sheehan, Henry

Alsberg was evidently satisfied with the choice.

Once she was named

to the post, it seemed as though work was ready to begin on the
Nebraska section of the guidebook series on schedule.
While most Nebraskans were watching the newspapers for stories
about University of Nebraska football or news of the Italians in
Ethiopia, the office Elizabeth Sheehan directed opened its doors on
November l, 1935 with nineteen workers and a budget of $25,400 to
support it until May 15 of the following year.8

By early 1936, the

project was organized statewide and had been authorized a hiring quota
of 85 employees.9

At this point, Miss Sheehan believed she understood

the role of state director; she made visits to WPA administrators'
meetings, communicated with Alsberg's staff frequently, and in general,
7Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976.

Mangione, The Dream and the Deal (Boston: Little, Brown and Company,
1972), p. 76. More about James Lawrence and Nebraska's Democratic
Party can be found in J. F. Pederson and K. D. Wald's Should the People
Rule: A Histor of the Democratic Part in Nebraska Politics, 18541nco n:
aco art, nc.,
, pp.
- 2 .
8Lincoln
Star, November l, 1935. Alsberg to Felton, December 5,
1935, "Nebraska 651.313 to 651.317, 1935-1938," FWP Records, RG 69,
Nat. Arch, By November 1935, Omaha had an FWP unit of twelve workers
operating from office space in the city's Post Office Building (Omaha
World-Herald, November 3, 1935),
. . :Nebraska Works Progress A~i ni strati on, "Report of the Nebraska
D1v1s1on of Women's and Profess1onal Projects," Mrs. Ethel May Sanmann
State Director, August 31, 1936 (mimeographed), p, 3-A.
'
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"supervised" the work in her own office.

After six months on the job,

Sheehan was confident her work was successful, so much so that she
felt the Nebraska section of the WPA guide to America was nearly ready
for the presses.10
Other employees of the Nebraska unit did not share her optimism.
Although there were 80 people on the Nebraska Writers' Project staff
by April 1936,11 at times workers of the Nebraska Writers' branch were
not quite certain what they were supposed to be doing under Miss Sheehan's guidance.12

Rudolph Unland, a fonner University of Nebraska

student who came to the project in February of 1936, found things to
~---------·--;.

be very different from the picture Elizabeth Sheehan painted in her
10In March 1936, Sheehan wrote the Washington office of the
Writers' Project asking if the Nebraska FWP could contribute "several
short articles" to Vacation Month magazine. This seems indicative of
her view of the role of WPA's writers in Nebraska. ("WPA FWP Administrative Coorespondence, MONT-NE, 1935-1939,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat.
Arch.) Further illustrating Sheehan's belief Nebraska's contribution
to the American Guide Series was satisfactorily finished was this note
in the Nebraska Writers' Guild Bulletin of October 1936, p. 8: "Elizabeth Sheehan, State Director of Federal Writers, sent the dummy for
the Nebraska Guide Book to Washington in early May."
11Neil A. McDonald, Assistant Director of Nebraska Professional
and Service Projects to Al sberg, April 17, 1936, "Nebraska 651. 313651. 317, 1935-1938,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch. According to
Davidson, "Records of the FWP,11 p. 2, April 1936 represented the peak
of FWP employment nationwide. That month found 6,868 person--40 percent of them women--on the rolls of the Writers' Project. By this
time, however, approximately 23,000 people were on WPA rosters in
Nebraska, according to the Final Report on the WPA--1946, pp. 110-112,
indicating what a small percentage of WPA workers were employed by the
Federal Writers' Project.
12Interview
with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976. Interview with fonner Nebraska FWP staff member Miss Ethel Schiable,
Lincoln, NE, March 1976. Interview with fonner Nebraska FWP staff
member Robert Carlson, Lincoln, NE, August 1976.
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reports to supervisors.

Acting on the advice of Professor Wimberly,

Umland had taken a position with the FWP for lack of anything better
to do, but after a few weeks on the project, he was ready to look
for a more peaceful way to spend his time.

Umland quickly realized

that little constructive work was being done by employees of the
Nebraska Writers' Project.

In part this was due to crowded, noisy

conditions in the Terminal Warehouse Building offices, but he felt most
problems were caused by a lack of direction and leadership from Sheehan.13

Within a short while, he was on the Nebraska FWP Director's

list of enemies.

---

Miss Sheehan became convinced this young upstart--and

others in the office-:were

conspiring to take over her position.

'
-- Umland was a political radical, "a
Furth"ermore,
she believed that

---·---~-----·

dangerous Red," whose motives should be continually suspected.

She

decided that he and some of his fellow workers had to be fired and
turned all of her attention to this objective.14
In this climate, the production of quality copy for Nebraska's
portion of the national guide series was overshadowed by Elizabeth
Sheehan's distrust of her fellow workers.

She began a one-woman cru-

sade to rid her staff of critics and pressed WPA administrators to
help her to do so.

At the urging of Nebraska WPA Director Dwight

13see Rudolph Umland, "On Editing WPA Guide Books," Prairie
Schooner, Vol. XII (Fall 1939), pp. 160-164, for a humorous account
of early FWP activities in Nebraska.
14rnterview
with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976. Umland
suspects Sheehan possibly thought he was a left-wing agitator because
she had once seen a photograph of him in the crowd of farmers who
marched on Lincoln to protest fann policies in February 1933.
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Felton, Alsberg sent one of his regional troubleshooters from the
national office of the FWP, Joseph Gaer, to Nebraska to evaluate the
state's writing unit.15

After two days in Lincoln and finding the

Writers' Project headquarters there in "semi-chaos," Gaer reconmended
that Miss Sheehan be replaced.16
Alsberg, already confronted with directorship problems in other
state offices, asked Gaer and another field representative, Lawrence
Morris, for advice about a replacement for Sheehan in Nebraska.
suggestions were not encouraging.

Their

Henry C. Richmond, only recently

named as Assistant State Director of the Nebraska FWP, was found to be
a "broken-down newspapennan" who was better suited to the role of
political hack than director of a statewide relief program.17

Rudolph

Umland was not acceptable to local Democratic Party patronage chiefs
for the director's chair, but he was to remain with the project as an
editor.

In the end, Neil A. McDonald, the recently-appointed WPA

Assistant Director of Women's and Professional Services in Nebraska,
15Felton to Alsberg, May 15, 1936, "Nebraska 651.313 to 651.317,
1935-1938," FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.
16Joseph Gaer, FWP Field Supervisor, to Alsberg, July 13, 1936
and July 15, 1936, "WPA FWP Administrative Correspondence, MONT-NE,
1935-1939," FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch. By this time, Miss Sheehan
seemed to be unpopular with nearly everyone connected with the Writers'
Project. Among other things, she was called "irresponsible" by Mari
Sandoz, "the old irritation" by FWP Director Alsberg, "dangerous" by
Nebraska WPA Administrator Felton, and 11psycopathic11 by FWP Field
Supervisor Jay Du Von.
17 Baker to Felton, February 11, 1936, "Nebraska 651.313 to
651.317, 1935-1938," FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch. Alsberg to Baker
April 10, 1936, "WPA FWP Administrative Correspondence, MONT-NE, 1935~
1939," FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.
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was assigned to watch over the program while a search began for a new
state director.18
Meanwhile, more problems arose for the Nebraska branch of the
WPA Writers' Project.

Miss Sheehan heard of plans to replace her and

threatened drastic action:

she would co1T111it suicide in the Nebraska

FWP offices if she lost her job.19

The threat was never carried out,

but another appeared in its place shortly.

Word came from the "higher

ups" (possibly from Senator Norris in Washington) that "Miss Sheehan

------------·--------~------

. --··)

was to have her desk as long as there was a Writers' Project in

----··--------- --. ~. ---·- ......-.--~-..

Nebraska.1120

The FWP office in Washington found itself in a quandary:

Alsberg had to choose between the welfare of the Nebraska FWP and the
demands of Elizabeth Sheehan.

Thus, by the summer of its first year of

operation, the Federal Writers' Project in Nebraska was in serious
trouble.

____

Not only was
much of. . the._Ne~t~.~_ka
guidebook
-----·
----·-·-··-_._ . ...._ incomplete, the

leadership crisis within the project threatned to close it down alto-

-~.--------

gether.
Still, Alsberg and others associated with the WPA Writers' Project
refused to abandon the Nebraska unit.

At the suggestion of Nebraska

University's Lowery Wimberly, J. Harris ("Jake") Gable was interviewed
18Gaer to Alsberg, May 25, 1936, "WPA FWP Field Reports, MI-NYC,
1935-1939," FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.
19rnterview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976. This
story is corroborated by a letter from fonner FWP Field Supervisor
Lawrence Morris to Umland, March 10, 1976, Personal file of Rudolph
Umland.
20Interview
with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976.
Mangione, The Dream and The Deal, p. 76.
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for the position of Nebraska FWP director.

Compared to his predeces-

sor, Gable's qualifications for the post were impressive.

He was

energetic and personable; he had published a series of boys' books
and a librarians' manual; he was trained as a researcher and administrator.21 Alsberg was soon satisfied Gable was his man in Nebraska,
and after short deliberations in Washington, he was hired as Sheehan's
successor on July~

at a salary of $200 per month.22

~----;

But what to do -- about
Elizabeth Sheehan and her apparent political
.. ·-~ ..- .. _ . __ .... -------·- - .,
clout? Alsberg sought her resignation once more but failed to receive
'

----------·-

it.

.,..

-· _ •. .,,,.._.__ ·••

•·••·•-•"'..-"'•-''·"'"'''--'•P-·~

He then turned to a novel solution to his problem:

if the con-

tinuation of the Nebraska Writers' Project depended on a desk for Miss
Sheehan, then she would have one--in her own apartment.

Sheehan was

allowed to move her desk, a file cabinet, and a stenographer to her )
own home, where she was to work as an "editor" for the FWP.

Her

21who's Who in America, Vol. XXV (1948-1949) (Chicago: A.N.
Marquis Co., 1949), p. 871. Shortly before joining the FWP in
Nebraska, Gable had earned an M.A. in Library Administration at the
University of Michigan and had most recently been employed as a
librarian at Iowa State University.
22Ellen S. Woodward, WPA Assistant Adminstrator, to Felton,
June 14, 1936, "Nebraska 651.313 to 651.317, 1935-1938, "FWP
Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.
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previous salary of $150 per month was continued.23

In this manner,

the Nebraska Writers' Project survived its first major challenge.
J. Harris Gable immediately set about reorganizing the program
of the Nebraska FWP.

Rudolph Umland, a man who was increasingly

valued as an able editor and administrator, was promoted to Assistant
State Director,24 and the Nebraska FWP rapidly accelerated its program.
Previously gathered infonnation was reassembled and weak sections of
the guidebook were rewritten.

In the state FWP office, Gable's flair

_

as a publicist and innovator complemented Umland's skill as a research-

----·--···-----.,

-----

.---·

er and editor to produce capable leadership.

By the fall of 1936, for

..., began to gain national
the first time, the Nebraska Writers' Project
attention as one of the best of the WPA's state writers' programs.25
··-~·- .......

-------

23Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976.
Mangione, p. 76. Lawrence Morris, Assistant WPA Administrator, to Mr.
Riles, position unknown, August 11, 1937, "Nebraska 651.313 to 651.
317, 1935-1938,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch. Referring to a letter
from Lincoln Star Editor Lawrence, Morris wrote: "When Mr. Lawrence
says that 'tempennentally she was not fitted for an administrative
task,' he is putting it very mildly. When it became imperative to remove Miss Sheehan as state director, she was given a special assignment at her old salary .... I do not believe that any injustice is
involved, and feel that the Writers' Project has been more than fair
in carrying her for an entire year after she proved herself incompetent
as state director."
24Gable to Alsberg, July 27, 1936, ''WPA FWP Administrative Correspondence, MONT-NE, 1935-1939,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.
25In October 1936, a section of the Nebraska guidebook manuscript
was included in a group of "Supplementary Instructions" to the
American Guide Manual" as an example of a well-written local tour.
("American Guide Series Manuals" file, Box 106, WPA Records, RG 515
11th~
NSHS.) In November, an FWP Field Supervisor wrote
Alsberg
that
Nebraska project is doing an outstanding job ...• 11 (Du Von to Alsberg,
November 23, 1936, 11WPA FWP Field Reports, MI-NYC, 1935-1939,11 FWP
Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.)

-----
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The WPA writers in Lincoln even felt confident enough to publish
11
short anthology of after-hours creative work entitled "Shucks in
October 1936 to show off their literary talents.26

However, just when all seemed well for the Gable-Umland partnership and the Nebraska FWP, Elizabeth Sheehan again threatened to doom
the entire project.

Gable had not succeeded in removing her from the

state FWP roster to make room for more valuable workers, and in late
1936, State WPA Administrator Felton came under increased pressure to
do something about Sheehan•s continued employment on this relief program.

Felton was afraid her unwarranted presence on WPA administrative

rolls would be his own undoing since she had vowed to begin a telephone
and letter campaign to regain her former position as State Director of
the Writers• Project.27

Caught between increasing criticism of WPA

free spending and the demands of local politicians, Felton had informed
WPA administrators in Washington that he wanted to end Nebraska's participation in the FWP program as early as August of 1936.28

By Novem-

ber, he was adamant about terminating the project:
26one of the few surviving copies of this mimeographed piece is in
the "Love Library" Box, WPA Records, RG 515,
NSHS. Penkower, "The
Federal Writers• Project," p. 340, claims 11Shucks11 was not received
favorably by the Washington office of the FWP.
271nterview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976.
28Felton to Howard 0. Hunter, WPA Assistant Administrator, August
28, 1936, ''WPA FWP Administrative Coorespondence, MONT-NE, 1935-1939,11
FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch. 1936 was an election year--FDR himself
visited Omaha in October--and Felton was probably under pressure to
make his agency as uncontroversial as possible.

Ji.1

--38
Any project that can keep a woman on the payroll, paying
her a hundred and fifty dollars a month for doing nothing,
and providing her with a secretary as well, should be discontinued •.•. I'm between two fires. On the one hand
there's a bunch of grafters after me to pad their payrolls,
and when I refuse, they point out that that's what I'm
doing with Miss Sheehan for the other boys. Besides, it's
on my conscience. I've got to get her fired or close down
the whole project.29
Alsberg, though, managed to secure more time for his project in
Felton•s state.

Then in December, under "pressure" from Star editor

Lawrence, Felton had yet another change of heart; he informed the
national FWP staff that Sheehan and the Writers' Project in Nebraska
could remain as they had previously.30
For the next few years, Elizabeth Sheehan collected a federal
check as an employee of the WPA Writers• Project.31
something of a legend among FWP personnel:

Her story became

according to Washington

rumor, she was an ex-mistress of newspaperman James Lawrence and still
had influence with Lincoln's Democratic Party leader;32 one local story
purported that her paychecks were needed to repay a relative•s secret
29 DuVon to Alsberg, November 23, 1936, 11WPA FWP Field Reports,
MI-NY, 1935-1939,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.
3°Florence S. Kerr, Regional Director of WPA Women's and Professional Projects to Ellen Woodward, December 17, 1936, "Nebraska
651.313 to 651.317, 1935-1938,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.
31Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976. Mangione, The Dream and The Deal, p. 76. This statement is substantiated
by Miss Sheehan's own description of her occupation--11Specialized
Supervisor, Federal Writers• Project11--in the 1939 and 1941 Lincoln
City Directories and by Zerne Haning, Paola, KS, who was the last
supervisor of the FWP in Nebraska. (Haning to author, June 16, 1976)~
32 Mangione, The Dream and the Deal, p. 76.
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embezzlement debt;33 Lincoln's FWP writers believed she had potentially
damaging infonnation about Henry Richmond or some other political
figure that could be used for blackmail purposes.34 At any rate, with
Lawrence, Felton, Sheehan, and all others concerned with the matter
seemingly satisfied, the Nebraska project could get back to the business
of writing guidebooks.
By the end of its first year of operation, the Writers' Project
in the Cornhusker State had developed into an effective research and
writing unit.

It had overcome a poor choice of directors and weathered

a test for its survival. Most questions about its purpose and program
had been clarified through directives from Washington, and its new
leaders were functioning well.

An efficient staff corps had been

established in Lincoln to oversee state FWP operations, and the
Writers' Project branch in Omaha was operating satisfactorily. Gable
somewhat smugly wrote Alsberg:

"Without wishing to cast any reflections

upon my predecessor in this office, I do feel that our work should have
reached its present stage several months ago .... " Most workers on the
33Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976. This
contention is supported bY. a memorandum dated July 13, 1936 from
Joseph Gaer to Alsberg: 'If we insisted upon her immediate resignation, she claimed she would appeal through the press, and make public
certain documents she had against Mr. Richmond .... " ("WPA FWP
Administrative Correspondence, MONT-NE, 1935-1939," FWP Records, RG
69, Nat. Arch.).
34Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976.
35Gable to Alsberg, November 30, 1936, "WPA FWP Administrative
Correspondence, MONT-NE, 1935-1939," FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.
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Nebraska branch of the FWP continued to see their positions as temporary means of enduring the insecurity of hard times, but many also
took pride in Nebraska's writing unit and in the WPA's program to
tell other Americans about their state.
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CHAPTER IV--"WRITERS IN THE STICKS," 1937-1938
Once the administrative team of J. Harris Gable and Rudolph
Umland had gained firm control of the Nebraska Writers' Project,
the unit turned to guide writing in earnest.

Within a few months

after the proposed closing of the project, the Nebraska FWP was
beginning to earn a reputation as an outstanding branch of the WPA's
writing program for white-collar workers.
By 1938 the Writers' Project in Nebraska had achieved such
success that it was included in an article by E. Current-Garcia in
the Prairie Schooner about distinguished rural programs of the FWP.1
According to Current-Garcia, these "writers in the sticks" had
proven the federal writing program could succeed even in regions which
lacked a number of experiencedwriters on relief rolls.

With proper

direction and training, he insisted, unemployed teachers, newspapermen,
and white-collar workers could produce excellent guidebooks and other
useful publications.

In a section on Nebraska, Current-Garcia noted

the writers' group there had "found itself" and attributed most of the
achievements of the FWP in the state to Gable and Umland.2
1E. Current-Garcia, "Writers in the 'Sticks'," Prairie Schooner,
Vol. XII (Winter 1938), pp. 294-309. Current-Garcia was a fonner
employee of the Louisiana FWP. He was a strong supporter of the WPA's
writing program and had written an earlier article on the American
Guide Series in the Summer 1938 edition of the Prairie Schooner entitled "American Panorama" in which he said "the white-collar worker
became the forgotten man ... "when hard times befell the United States
( p. 79).

2current-Garcia, "Writers in the 'Sticks'," Prairie Schooner,
p. 306.
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Much had happened between the difficulties faced by the Nebraska
FWP in 1936 and the publication of the Current-Garcia article.

With

Miss Sheehan safely relegated to "working" at home, one of the first
positive changes to take place in the organization was a larger role
for Rudolph Umland.

In August 1936, he had been named Assistant

Director of the Nebraska Office.

Since he had been functioning in a

leadership capacity for some time, the promotion was largely a formality.

Even so, it served official notice that his abilities were

recognized by the national office of the Writers' Project and brought
increases in both pay and authority.3
Jake Gable also secured a promotion. He was named to the post of
"Field Supervisor" of FWP Region IV in June 1937.4

The title brought

a small raise in pay, but to Gable, the appointment's value was unrelated to this fact.

Status was what Gable sought, and he received it

by acting as a regional troubleshooter for Alsberg's office. He
checked on the progress of seven state units periodically for the FWP
and reported his recommendations back to Washington.5

For the

3Gable to Alsberg, July 21, 1936, "WPA FWP Administrative Correspondence, MONT-NE, 1935-1939," FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch. As a
result of this promotion, Umland's salary was raised to $150.00 per
month.
4woodwa rd to Fe 1 ton, July 21 , 1936, "Nebraska 651 . 313 to 651 . 317,
1935-1938," FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.
5Ibid. Gable was provided with a salary increase of $500.00 per
year for his added duties. FWP branches in Illinois, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Missouri, North and South Dakota, and Nebraska were included under Gable's jurisdiction in his new position, but according
11selfto his former assistant supervisor, Gable was a believer in
adulation11 and the Field Supervisor's appointment benefited his ego
more than anything else. (Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE,
July 1976; Haning to author, July 16, 1976).
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flamboyant and somewhat egoistic Gable, this appeared a major step
along the road to more prestige and authority.

One of his first acts

in the new position was the taking of a trip to Washington to make
himself known to the chieftains of the WPA.
several tours of other states' operations,

In future months, he made
leaving Umland in charge of

the project in Nebraska.6
By early 1937, the project staff had been reduced to 50 workers
in Nebraska because of WPA hiring quota reductions,7

but progress on

numerous programs continued unabated across the state.

The main office

of the FWP in Lincoln still had the largest staff, while the Omaha unit
of the project under Carl Uhlarik employed Nebraska's second largest
group of WPA writers.8

Other district offices of the Writers' Project

were located in Grand Island and Hastings.

In addition, individual

workers and groups of workers were scattered throughout Nebraska.
These outstate FWP workers, often without direct supervision,

spent

6Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976. In 1937
Gable traveled to FWP offices in Washington, D.C. and four other states.
("WPA FWP Administrative Correspondence, MONT-NE, 1935-1939," FWP
Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.).
7Gable to Alsberg, November 30, 1936, "WPA FWP Administrative
Correspondence, MONT-NE, 1935-1939," FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.
McKinzie, "Writers on Relief" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
Indiana University, 1970), p. 184, notes that Congress had reduced WPA
appropriations by 24 percent in early 1937 and that all federal relief
programs were curtailed as a result of these cutbacks.
8
to Alsberg, December 1936, "WPA FWP Administrative
---,-------..,

Correspondence, MONT-NE, 1935-1939," FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.
Uhlarik replaced Mrs. H. L. Mossman as head of Omaha's FWP group in
December 1936. He remained in that position until the project was
disbanded in 1942. (Interview with Mrs. Carl Uhlarik, Omaha, NE,
June 1977).
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about 30 to 40 hours each week collecting any kind of information which
might be useful toward the completion of the Nebraska guidebook sections.9
data.

Most of what they gathered was raw historical and biographical
This material was then forwarded to Lincoln, where it was re-

organized and evaluated.

Many of the field reporters employed from

the relief rolls by the Nebraska Writers' Project were inexperienced
researchers and the majority spent only a brief time on the project,
but they collected reams of material--interviews,

newspaper clippings,

scientific and geographic reports, folklore material, and pioneer
stories--to send to the Lincoln headquarters.10
In mid-1937, Nebraska FWP director Gable decided to make the most
of the hiring ceilings imposed by Washington and closed the outstate
Nebraska offices of the FWP.

As a result, outside of FWP headquarters

in Lincoln, only the Omaha unit of the writers' group continued to
maintain a fully operational

FWP office.11

But so much material had

9Nebraska FWP "Employees' Time Report," Box 109, WPA Records, RG
515, NSHS. The "Time Report" of the Writers' Project for August 1936
listed 57 relief workers in 20 Nebraska counties, in addition to 17
supervisors and non-relief personnel in Omaha and Lincoln.
10Interview
with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976.
11Gable

to Alsberg, July 10, 1937, "WPA FWP Administrative Correspondence, MONT-NE, 1935-1939,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch. At
this point Nebraska's FWP employee quota had been reduced to 53 people.
In an effort to use this restriction to his best advantage, Gable
asked to have Elizabeth Sheehan removed from his official personnel
rolls. (Gable to Alsberg, June 6, 1937, "WPA FWP Administrative Correspondence, MONT-NE, 1935-1939,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. ARch.) The
national office of the Writers' Project responded by securing a "special exemption" for Sheehan and reducing her pay to $33 per month, but
she remained an FWP worker in the official records of the project.
(Morris to Riles, August 11, 1937, "Nebraska 651.313 to 651.317, 19351938,11 RWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.).
/
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been collected in the early months of the project it became clear
Nebraska's situation was similar to that of other states:

the WPA's

researchers had unearthed too much information for one guidebook to
contain.

Therefore, if this material was to be offered to the public

other publication projects were needed.12
Such reasoning produced the first publication of the Nebraska
Writers' Project, the Lincoln City Guide.

This book was printed in

April 1937 as a result of research by Lincoln unit of the project.
Following standard WPA Writers' Project policy, the Lincoln City Guide
was "sponsored" by the Nebraska State Historical Society to encourage
local support for the publication.13

It sold for a modest 25 cents and

was an immediate success in the Lincoln area.

The little book went on

to become something of a best-seller among Federal Writers' Project
materials as over 16,000 copies of the Lincoln Guide were distributed
altogether.14
12Publications like this proved to be an important part of the
FWP's total program. By the conclusion of the Federal Writers' Program
in 1942, over 500 "non-guide" works had been published by the WPA
writers nationwide.
(McKinzie, "Writers on Relief," p. 130).
1311Sponsorship11 was a device used by the FWP to include local

government agencies and private organization in to process of publishing Writers' Project materials. Sponsors underwrote publishing costs
of FWP books, signed contracts with publishers to receive any profits
from the books, and provided some supplies and office space for FWP
units. For more about FWP sponsors and their role in the WPA writing
program, see McDonald, Federal Relief Administration (Columbus: Ohio
State University Press, 1969), pp. 264-275, Mangione, The Dream and the
Deal (Boston: Little,
Brown and Co., 1972), p. 221 and McKinzie,
"Writers on Relief, 11 p. 91.
14Nebraska Writers' Project, "Information Bul l e t in ;" March 24,
1941 (mimeographed), p. 2.
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The FWP released a second publication in June of 1937.

This was

Old Bellevue, a history of Nebraska's oldest existing town on the
Missouri River.

The book was written from research by workers of the

Omaha FWP group and sponsored by the Sarpy County Historical Society.
Although it was not as popular as the Lincoln City Guide,15

the book

about Bellevue was recognized as an attempt to present a factual history of one of Nebraska's best-known co111T1unities.

Furthermore, during

the fall of 1937, Gable reported to Alsberg that the Omaha unit was
also nearing completion of a guidebook to the state's largest city
which would be "much, much better than the Lincoln book.1116
Another project emerged in 1937 which was to gain national atten-

.

tion for the Federal Writers' Project in Nebraska. Under the direction
of editor Robert Carlson, Lincoln workers of the FWP began to collect
folklore material from Nebraska's early pioneer days in hope of,
\

compiling a book on folklore topics and tall tales.

The nationat\

office of the Writers' Project had encouraged its various state units
to search out previously unrecorded information which made each
of the country unique, and for Nebraska, a decision was made to
trate on pioneer folklore. Across the state, researchers were aske
to contribute stories about Indians, interviews with old settlers,
songs and dancecalls, tall tales, and any other material which might
15Gable to John D. Newsom, National Director of the FWP, March 21,
1940, "Nebraska 651.317 to 651.3179, 1939-1942,11 FWP Records, RG 69,
Nat. Arch. In this report Gable conceded, "Old Be11evue--the sale
barely covered the cost ."
16
651.317,

Gable to Alsberg, September 7, 1937, "Nebraska 651 .313 to
1935-1938,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.
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be considered as folklore.

So much of the information that came into

the state headquarters of the FWP focused on Indian attacks that one
of the project's writers composed a verse which began:

I

"Once I was
I

happy, but now I'm forlorn/Writing of Redskins from early morn

.J."17

Out of the wealth of material which was received in Lincoln,~.
series of mimeographed pamphelts entitled "Nebraska Folklore" was \
developed.

The first was issued in May 1937, and eventually thirty

separate pamphlets in all were printed.

Initially the booklets were

only circulated in Nebraska schools, but later reprints were published
18
as three paperbound volumes between 1939 and 1941.
The Nebraska guidebook itself was still going through revisions
by 1938. Research on the book had long been completed, and a sponsorship agreement with the Nebraska State Historical Society had been
reached, but FWP supervisors in Washington remained dissatisfied with
the guidebook manuscript.

For the next several months Gable, Umland,

and members of the state office staff--now housed in the sixth floor
of the Sharp Building in Lincoln19--labored to please the national
17Mangione, The Dream and The Deal, p. 266. See McDonald, Federal
Relief Administration, pp. 704-724, and Mangione, pp. 265-277, for a
discussion of WPA Writers' Project folklore programs in general.
18The program received national attention when Nebraska Folklore
(Book II), issued in October 1940, garnered a favorable review in the
February 7, 1940 Sunday Edition of the New York Times.
19The headquarters of the Nebraska writing unit were relocated several times during the life of the project. From Lincoln's Terminal
Warehouse Building, FWP workers moved to the Sharp Building in 1937.
In 1939, the group was housed in the basement of Nebraska University's
University Hall. By the close of the project in 1942, staff members
were operating out of an office in the Montgomery Ward Building.
(Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976).
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editors as parts of the book were rewritten, tours were examined
again for accuracy, and factual information was rechecked.

A poem

about guidewriting composed by a California FWP worker found its way
to Nebraska, where workers there agreed with its sentiments:
I think that I have never tried
A job as painful as the guide.
A guide which changes every day
Because our betters feel that way.
A guide whose deadlines come so fast
Yet no one lives to see the last.
A guide to which we give our best
To hear: 'This stinks like all the rest!

1

There's no way out but suicide 20
For only God can end the Guide.
Nearly two years had passed since the first draft of the Nebraska
guidebook had been sent to Washington for approval, but a definite
publication date continued to elude the book's authors.

Finally,

however, in May 1938, FWP editors in Alsberg's office gave their blessing to the Nebraska Writers' Project's chief product.

Soon there-

after, a publication agreement with Viking Press was completed.21
After more than two and one-half years of preparation, the publication
of Nebraska's contribution to the American Guide series was at last
20umland, "On Editing WPA Guide sooks ," Prairie Schooner, pp. 165-)
166. McKinzie, "Writers on Rel ief ," p. 73, credits the writing of the
poem to Miriam Allen deFord of the California Writers' Project.
21umland, "On Editing WPA Guide Bocks ," Prairie Schooner, p. 168.
Mangione, pp. 230-237, discusses the decision to use national publishing houses, rather than local publishers, to print the major guidebooks for each state. He notes that "project directors happily received the news that their state guides could escape the fate of
being published by local printers." The Nebraska Guide was considered
such a poor publisher's risk that it was accepted by Viking Press only
as part of a "package deal" which included contracts for a number of
other FWP books. (Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March
1976).
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assured.
June of 1938 brought the initiation of another undertaking by the
Federal writers• group in Nebraska.

This was the

Writers• Project News Service11 program.

Nebraska Federal

11

It was co-sponsored by the

Nebraska FWP and the Nebraska Press Association, producing weekly news
releases about FWP projects and sending interesting facts turned up by
FWP researchers to over 200 newspapers in small cofl1Tlunities across the
state.22

Although the program was not conceived by Gable, his bent

for public relations caused him to appreciate the publicity value of
this project.

Before many weeks had passed, newspaper readers through-

out Nebraska were reminded frequently that WPA Writers• Project workers
were busy recovering portions of Nebraska1s past for their benefit.
The News Service program became one of the Nebraska Writers• Project1s
longest-running enterprises and was continued until early 1942.23
22Nebraska Federal Writers• Project, "Informat ion Bul l etf n ,"
December 1938 (mimeographed), p. 4.
23zerne Haning to author, June 11, 1976. The 11News Service"
was inaugurated at the suggestion of the Washington,
O.C. office
(see Penkower, 11The Federal Writers• Project 11 unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, Columbia University, 1970 , p. 267), but it was particularly successful in Nebraska.
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Although the Depression was far from over in Nebraska,24 for the
most part, the future looked encouraging for the project directed by
Gable and Umland by mid-summer in its third year of operation.

The

Nebraska Writers' Project could boast no large successes for its
writers or impressive discoveries of new writing talent from the ranks
of the unemployed, but some project publications had been wellreceived, and a few of Nebraska's FWP personnel were earning independent reputations as writers.25

Furthennore, another $32,400 to hire

65 people from July to the end of 1938 had been received from the
WPA.26

Overall in 1938, an average of about 50 white-collar workers,

241938 was a difficult year for Nebraskans, but the entire nation
suffered similar problems in the WPA's third year of operation. As a
result of the "Roosevelt Recession" discussed in Paul Conkin's The New
Deal (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1967}, pp. 96-99, 1938 brought
a substantial increase in the number of unemployed Americans. This was
the peak year for WPA employment nationwide (Final Report on the11Public
WPA-1946, pp. 110-112}, and in Nebraska, the Legislative Council's

ASs'lstance in Nebraska--1938," p. 24, estimated that 18 percent of the
state's population would be on relief by November 1938, a figure representing more people than the FERA had served at its height in 1933. To
make matters worse for Nebraska's unemployed, by 1938 Senator Edward
Burke of Nebraska was "as hostile to the New Deal as any Democrat in
the Senate," and opposed increased spending for relief. (James T.
Patterson, Congressional Conservatism and the New Deal Lexington:
University of Kentucky Press, 1967, p. 49). Still, WPA funds continued to reach Nebraska, and when "Public Assistance in Nebraska" was
issued in late 1938, the Works Progress Administration was providing
about 40 percent of Nebraska's total outdoor relief aid (p. 27}, and
over 31 ,000 Nebraskans were on WPA employment rosters. (Final Report
on the WPA--1946, pp. 110-112}.
25Among the Nebraska WPA's writers, Weldon Kees enjoyed the most
success in seeing his creative work published at this point. In the
summer of 1938, New Masses, Direction, and Poetry magazines included
pieces by Kees in their editions devoted to the federal writing
program.
26 Felton to Woodward, July 23, 1938, "Nebraska 651.313 to 651.317,
1935-1938,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.
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most of them from the relief rolls, were steadily employed by the
Federal Writers' Project in Nebraska.27

In September and October,

two more non-guidebook works, The Origin of Nebraska Placenames and
An Almanac for Nebraskans, 1939 appeared as a result of FWP efforts.
And with the approval of the Nebraska guidebook manuscript by the
chief editors of the FWP, prospects for continued success by the
Nebraska Writers' Project--both in terms of relief employment and
writing programs--were heartening.

Nebraska's "writers in the

sticks" continued to show they were capable of producing the kind of
books and secondary projects WPA administrators and the public would
accept.
However, publication of the state guidebook, the recognized
standard of WPA Writers' Project success, was not to come as quickly
as workers of the Nebraska unit hoped.

During the sullU'ller of 1938,

Representative Martin Dies of Texas made national headlines by denouncing the programs of Federal One as vehicles for radical literature
and art.

Newspapers quickly picked up Congressman Dies' story, and

for the next several months, the war Dies and some of his fellow
legislators had declared on the WPA Arts Program connnanded front page
attention in the United States.

Among the more sensational

charges

made by Dies and his "Conmi ttee on Un-American Activities" was the
claim that the federal arts projects were a "hotbed of Connnunism11

27This figure is an estimate derived from personnel lists of
the Nebraska FWP in RG 515 of the Nebraska State Historical Society,
various reports in RG 69 of the National Archives, and correspondence
among FWP officials in 1938.
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used to promote "Conmunist propaganda and appeals to class hatred.1128
Suspected radicalism in the WPA programs proved a popular theme for
anti-New Deal forces to exploit, and by late 1938, a full-scale
investigation of Federal One and its subdivisions was underway.
During well-publicized Congressional

hearings about the WPA

Writers' Project, the name of Nebraska's FWP unit was pulled into the
controversy.

A copy reader from the national office of the Writers'

Project testified before the Dies' Corrunittee in November that Viking
Press was preparing to print the most subversive pieces of official
project literature--the New Jersey and Montana guidebooks--and recommended that the Viking guides, one of which was the Nebraska book, be
subpoenaed by the committee for inspection.29

To further verify the

28New York Times, July 27, 1938 and November 27, 1938. These
charges originally were made against the Federal Theater Project of
the WPA, but Representative J. Parnell Thomas of New Jersey, a member
of Dies' committee, spoke for many Congressmen when he said the
co111T1ittee1s investigation showed 11what is true of the Theater Project

is equally true of the Federal Writers' Project.11 A full report of the
hearings of the Dies committee concerning Federal One can be found in
U.S. Congress, House of Representatives, House Un-American Activities
Committee, "Report on Hearings Pursuant to House Resolution 282,11 4
Vols., 75th Congress, 3d Session, 1938. (Hereinafter referred to as
11HUAC
Hearings on H.R. 28211), and U.S. Congress, House Un-American
Activities Committee, House Miscellaneous Reports, Vol. I, 76th
Congress, 1st Session, 1939. An abbreviated version of these hearings
is found in Mangione, The Dream and the Deal, pp. 209 ff.
29New York Times, December 3, 1938. 11HUAC Hearings on H.R. 282,11
Vol. IV, pp. 3138-3139. Penkower, 11The Federal Writers' Project, p.
202, points out that the Massachusetts Guide was especially offensive
to Dies' supporters because it devoted three times as many lines to the
Sacco-Vanzetti case than it did to the Boston Tea Party and the Boston
Massacre of the American Revolution combined. The committee's hearings
brought the immediate resignation of New Jersey's state FWP director.
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alleged support of radicals by FWP administrators,

she told the

Congressmen that Washington editors of the project had ordered the
inclusion of a photograph of a meeting of the Workers' Alliance--a
radical labor organization--at
Nebraska.30

North Platte in the completed guide to

While the woman's testimony showed Nebraska's administra-

tive staff had opposed complying with this request,31

the Writers'

Project in Nebraska experienced the unfortunate effects of guilt by
30McKinzie, "Writers on Relief," p. 214. Penkower, "The Federal
Writers' Project," p. 394. The Workers' Alliance was a national union
of WPA employees. The group became a principol target of HUAC members
during the hearings on political radicalism among WPA workers. Testimony before the corrrnittee during the summer of 1938 brought the charge
that most FWP workers were members of the organization and that many
members of the Workers' Alliance were communists.
(Mangione, The Dream
and the Deal, p. 289). Some Congressmen were already aware of the
Workers' Alliance interest in Nebraska's relief programs as a result
of previous testimoney before another House committee--The House
Committee on Appropriations--in May 1938 by a leader of the Workers'
Alliance: using Nebraska as an example of a state where local
officials failed to provide adequate aid for the unemployed, he claimed
insensitivity had been shown by Nebraska's relief administrators and
that this was evidence of a need for continuing high expenditures by
the WPA in the states. His testimony was challenged by members of the
Appropriations Committee and likely convinced corrmittee members that
the Workers' Alliance was as radical as its reputation.
(U.S. Congress,
House of Representatives, Committee on Appropriations, "Hearings before
the House Corrmittee on Appropriations on the Emergency Relief
Appropriations Act of 1938,11 75th Congress, 3rd Session, 1938, p. 813-

818. For more about the Workers' Alliance, see Workers' Alliance
Membership Book, Nebraska State Historical Society Library; Final
Report on the WPA--1946, p. 22; and Mangione, The Dream and the Deal,
pp. 135, 166-167.
3111HUAC Hearings on H.R. 282," Vol. IV, p. 3129. According to
the witness, "the Nebraska people did not want that picture in there.
They had objected to its being in." The photograph in question was
included in the finished guidebook and can be found on p. 217 of
Nebraska: A Guide to the Cornhusker State.
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association, a technique Dies and his supporters would master in
future committee proceedings.32

The guidebooks Viking Press was about

to publish, the Workers' Alliance, the Federal Arts Project, and the
WPA Writers' Project itself became code words for suspected "Red"
influences in the Works Progress Administration.

Since the Nebraska

guide was connected with all of these, delays in its publication were
virtually assured.33
In public hearings during December 1938, the Dies Corrmittee
systematically attacked each branch of the Federal Arts Project as
tools of radical conspirators. The Federal Theater Project and the
Federal Writers' Project drew most of the committee's criticism, and
before the hearings were over, FWP Director Alsberg testified that
left-wing radicals had indeed been employed as FWP researchers and
32see Meltzer, Violins and Shovels, pp. 137-140 for a discussion
of the committee's handling of witnesses and testimony during the
hearings on Federal One. Mangione, The Dream and the Deal, p. 321,
writes of the publicity value of the hearings for the House Un-American
Activities Corrmittee: "the Dies Corrmittee attacks on the Writers' and
Theater Projects undoubtedly helped to put it on the nation's political
map ..• since a Gallup poll taken shortly after Alsberg testified
before the committee showed 75 percent of those questioned wanted Dies
to continue his investigation of the WPA. Furthermore, the House
appropriated $100,000 to fund the continuation of the committee's
operations for another year following its report on radicalism in
the WPA.
33During the Dies' committee hearings, there seems to have been
no hostility expressed toward the Nebraska FWP by local newspapers.
But in an apparent attempt to provide some complimentary press for the
Nebraska writing unit during this troublesome period, Current-Garcia's
Prairie Schooner article, "Writers in the 'Sticks'", p. 306, offered
this commentary: "Nebraska is another state whose wr+ters ' project,
notwithstanding the omniscience of the Dies' Committee, is now in
capable hands.
11

11
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writers in some offices of the Writers' Project.34

The controversy

these hearings created all but guaranteed that the continued existence of the FWP would be challenged in Congress.
In Nebraska's FWP unit, reactions to the situation in Washington
were mixed.

Some workers on the Nebraska Writers' Project were

unaware their program had even been connected with charges of radicalism within the WPA.35

Others followed the proceedings with somewhat

cynical interest, chalking the whole affair up to "politics.1136
By now, though, the people connected with Gable and Umland's
project had come to expect problems within Nebraska's program for
unemployed writers and researchers as a matter of course, with or
without the attendant publicity.

They accepted this latest develop-

ment as patiently as previous controversies had been accepted.

Most

realized that 1939 brought no more security for staff members of the
Writers' Project in Nebraska than had been present two years earlier
during the problems with Elizabeth Sheehan.

These "writers in the

sticks" had found some success in the publication of local materials,
3411HUAC Hearings on H.R. 282,11 Vol. IV, p. 2886.

Alsberg's
testimony primarily related to the most radical of all FWP groups,
the New York City unit of the Federal Writers' Project. However, as
noted by Mangione, The Dream and the Deal , p. 293, Mc Kinzie, "Writers
on Re l ief ," p. 201, and Penkower, "The Federal Writers' Project," p.
368, many Congressmen failed to distinguish between this particular
unit of writers and the entire FWP program in their criticism of the
WPA Writers' Project.
35Interview with Ethel Schiable, Lincoln, NE, March 1976.
36Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976.
Interview with Robert Carlson, Lincoln, NE, August 1976.
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had achieved national recognition as a WPA agency, and had formed a
solid nucleus of workers in the state headquarters. Disappointingly,
however, the state guidebook remained unpublished; fluctuating
personnel quotas added to workers' fears about the temporary nature
of their jobs; bureaucratic difficulties continued to cause frustrations; and above all this, the lifeblood of the Federal Writers'
Project--the WPA's Federal One--was under attack as never before.37
37McKinzie, "Writers on Re l tef ," p. 235, lists the following
reasons for the Congressional assault on the WPA cultural projects
in late 1938: (a) dislike of President Roosevelt and his programs
by conservative politicians, (b) reaction to FDR's 1938 "purges"
and the "Roosevelt Recession," (c) antagonism between urban and
rural Congressmen, and (d) disenchantment with relief programs which
were "no longer innovative or exciting."
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CHAPTER V--SUCCESSES AND DISAPPOINTMENTS, 1939-1940
Despite the fact that an unemployment compensation insurance
program began in Nebraska in early 1939,1 the white-collar relief
workers of the Nebraska Writers' Project entered yet another year
with uncertain futures.

Because of changing employment requirements,

individual workers had always known their positions with the FWP
were tenuous, but the latest episode in the story of the WPA Arts
Program--centered on the charges aired before the Dies' Corrunittee-theatened more than isolated writers and researchers. The entire WPA
cultural program was being questioned by Congressmen, and by the
spring of 1939, the Works Progress Administration itself was under
fire as never before.

It appeared that Federal One might be the

first casualty in the dispute over work relief between the Roosevelt
administration and conservatives in Congress.2
In Nebraska, however, the battle concerning the fate of the four
WPA cultural programs caused little uproar. An editorial titled "Art
in Relief" in the Omaha World-Herald warned:

11 ••• in these days,

propaganda has become an important ingredient of government; and remember that the arts are the indispensable tools of propaganda.113

But the

1Nebraska Legislative Council, "Public Assistance in Nebraska,"

Nebraska Legislative Council Report No. 3, November 26, 1938, p. 17.
2McKinzie, "Writers on Relief" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
Indiana University, 1970), p. 204, found three "waves" of the Congressional offensive against Federal One: (a) investigations by the House
Committee on Un-American Activities in the surrrner and fall of 1938,
(b) hearings before a special subcorrunittee of the House Appropriations
Committee in early 1939, and (c) debate in Congress over the 1939
relief appropriation bill.
30maha World-Herald, June 19, 1939.
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editorial did not mention Nebraska's own FWP writers and apparently
there was little more public criticism of Federal One's cultural
programs in the state.
had been disbanded.4

Nebraska's Federal Theater Project already
The Federal Art Project had never been estab-

lished firmly in the state.5

And the Federal Music Project in

Nebraska largely had been limited to Omaha and Lincoln throughout its
4Lawrence Morris to J. H. Miller, position unknown , December 2,
1937, "Nebraska 651.311 to 651.3129, 1937-1942," FWP Records, RG 69,
Nat. Arch. The Federal Theater Project in Nebraska concluded its
operations on July 15, 1937. Oscar Lieban and Charles LaRue served
as state directors of the Nebraska FTP in 1936 and 1937. According
to the Nebraska FERA, "Report of the Statewide
Co-ordinating Meeting
11
of Federal Agencies Operating in Nebraska, April 1936 (mimeographed),
pp. 30A-30C, the WPA Theater Project in Nebraska employed actors,
directors, and set construction workers. It produced plays, vaudeville programs, and puppet shows for schools, civic organizations,
and the public at large. The group seems to have enjoyed its greatest
success presenting comedies to Omaha audiences. For more about the
FTP in Nebraska, see Nebraska WPA, "Nebraska Women's and Professional
Services Newsletter," February 1937, p. 2, and material in the "WPA
FWP Editorial Correspondence, Nebraska 1935-1939" file, FWP Records,
RG 69, Nat. Arch.
5Holger Cahill, Federal Art Project National Director, to Dwight
Kirsch, Chainnan, University of Nebraska Department of Art, September
26, 1940, "Nebraska 651.3152," FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.: "I
have always regretted that there has been no art project in Nebraska."
The WPA spent $2,100 for the employment of seven workers on a sculptur project in Lincoln in the surrmer of 1936, but no other FAP-style
projects seem to have been undertaken, despite the fact the PWAP's
artists produced several pieces of work in Nebraska before 1936. As
late as March 1940, Mrs. Ethel Sanmann of the Nebraska WPA's Women's
and Professional Division was still attempting to get an FAP program
established in the state. ("Nebraska 651.315, 1939-1940," FWP
Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.).
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existence.6

Only the Writers' Project had been statewide in Nebraska,

and workers of the state unit of the FWP showed few signs of outward
concern for the political wrangling over their project.

However,

those who followed the proceedings in Washington must have been
bemused by the Dies' Committee report to Congress in January that
"communist activities were carried on openly in the FWP117 and by
statements in May from another House colTITlittee, the Appropriations
Subcorrmittee,

that its investigations

"had revealed 'definite control'

of the Writers Project by the Workers' Alliance.118

There had been no

occurrences in the Nebraska group's history to support these claims.
Political radicalism simply was not a characteristic of the Nebraska
6The Federal Music Project rivaled the Writers' Project for longevity in Nebraska and actually employed more workers in the state than
the FWP. Its personnel roll grew from 69 employees in 1935 to over
200 in 1940. At its height, the Nebraska FMP sponsored six musical
groups in Omaha--including a symphony orchestra and a Negro dance
band--and a concert band in Lincoln. In FMP reports, William Meyers,
Earl V. Moore, and Theodore C. Diers are listed as state directors of
the Music Project in Nebraska at various times. The FMP was in operation in Nebraska as late as December 1941. Both the FTP and FMP
worked in conjunction with Nebraska's large WPA Recreation Project on
a number of programs in the state. (Information collected from FERA
"Report of the Statewide Co-ordinating Meeting of Federal Agencies
Operating in Nebraska," April 24, 1936, pp. 30A-30C; "Report of the
WPA Women's and Professional Division Service Projects," March 1939,
p. 3; various reports in "Nebraska 651.311 to 651.3129, 1938-1942,"
FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.; and Interview with Harold C. Hill,
former State Director of Nebraska WPA Recreation Projects, Lincoln,
NE, June 1977).
7u.s. Congress, U.S. House of Representatives, "Report of the

Special Committee on Un-American Activities Pursuant to House Resolution 282," January 3, 1939, House Miscellaneous Reports, Vol. I, 76th
Congress, 1st Session, 1939, p. 31. In following pages, the corronittee
listed eight states' FWP guidebooks--including those of Nebraska
neighbors Iowa and South Dakota--as potentially radical works, but the
guide to Nebraska was not among them.
8New York Times, May 2, 1939.
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Writers' Project.
Although they were aware the Congressional

debate over future

WPA appropriations and programs were important for the Federal
Writers' Project, Nebraska FWP personnel made no concerted effort to
rally the people of their state behind the project.9

In general,

work continued as usual for the WPA writers in Nebraska as unfinished
publications were strengthened, and completion of the state's guidebook project was awaited.

Another delay in the printing of the guide

to Nebraska surfaced in April 1939 when the sole copy of the state map
to be included in the book was lost by Viking Press.

To some FWP

workers in Lincoln at the time, this setback seemed more bothersome
than Federal One's larger problems being discussed in the nation's
capita1.10

In June 1939 the wait to learn the fate of Federal One was
9In contrast to the demonstrations staged by FWP workers protesting proposed cutbacks in the federal writing program which were
reported by the New York Times during June and July of 1939 and discussed by Mangione, The Dream and the Deal (Boston: Little, Brown and
Co., 1972), p. 189, and McKinzie, 11Writers on Re l tef ," p. 201, no public efforts were made by the Nebraskans to save their jobs. In July
1939, the Omaha World-Herald described the demonstrations by WPA
employees in several cities, but the newspaper could find only one
demonstrator--a man who was not a member of Federal One or the WPA
Writers' Project--in all of Omaha. (Omaha World-Herald, July 12,
1939). Likewise, the public pleas of authors, editors, and publishers
to continue the FWP as a federal agency (see, e.g., New York Times,
May 22, 1939 and June 15, 1939), had no parallels in the state. Still,
the World-Herald's July 12, 1939 editorial, "An Issue to Face ," was
highly critical of the WPA strikers and contained the following statement: "some day we shall find out in America who rules the roost:
whether it is those who believe in work or those who believe in a free
ride. 11
10Abe Lerner, Viking Press, to Alsberg, April 4, 1939, "Nebraska
651.317 to 651.3179, 1939-1942,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.
Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976.
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finally ended:

Congress passed the 1939 Emergency Relief Appropria-

tion Act with a stipulation that federal sponsorship of the WPA Arts
Program be terminated.11

The Federal Theater Program was abandoned

altogether, but the other programs of Federal One were allowed to
continue if they could find local sponsors to provide at least 25
percent of their funding and to assume administrative control of
their projects.12
The FWP had survived, but with local control of the arts programs
assured, the WPA Writers' Project was certain to undergo changes in
personnel and direction.

Furthermore, Henry Alsberg's tenure as

national director of the writing program was about to end.
News of the impending reorganization of the FWP and reports of
WPA personnel cutbacks caused some dismay in Lincoln, but about the
same time, there was a celebration among the staff of the Nebraska
Writers' Project. After further changes and revisions, Viking Press
had finally published the long-delayed state guidebook, one year after
11Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1939, Statutes at Large,
Vo 1. 53 ( 1939).
12McDonald, Federal Relief Administration and the Arts (Columbus:
Ohio State University Press, 1969), pp. 312-313. In addition to abolishing the FTP, the new regulations limited WPA funding for the other
programs of Federal One to $11,077,500 for the coming year, about $10
million less than the WPA's cultural branch had been allotted in 1935.
(McDonald, p. 249); loyalty oaths were required of all WPA workers; and
workers were to be released from WPA employment after 18 months on any
given project. Concerning the local sponsorship requirement for the
arts projects the new measure contained, Mangione, The Dream and the
Deal, p. 344, says: "Sponsors had always been useful in the life of
the Writers' Project, but after July 1939, they became indispensible
since ... no state office of the Writers' Program could exist without
a sponsor's contribution of money, services or materials." See New York
Times, July 1, 1939, and McKinzie, "Writers on Relief," p. 232, for
summaries of the provisions which affected Federal One in the new bill.
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the final approval of the book's manuscript by the Washington
office.13

Nebraska:

A Guide to the Cornhusker State, a hard-bound

volume of some 400 pages, appeared under the sponsorship of the
Nebraska State Historical Society.14

The book followed the format
+o

of FWP guidebooks for other states, but in additionAdetailed tour
guide information about various points of interest in the state, it
also discussed Nebraska's geography, natural and political history,
and economic development at length.

The Nebraska Guide presented an

up-to-date picture of the state--complete with a grisly Depression-era
photograph of a dead steer entitled 11Drouth11--in a readable and
interesting manner. An absence of Chamber of Commerce style boosterism
offended some people, and there were complaints about unfactual
material, but the book was generally well received wherever it
13umland, "On Editing WPA Guide Books ," Prairie Schooner, p. 168.

Discussing the publication of the Nebraska Guide in this Prairie
Schooner article, Umland could not resist a jab at the Dies Committee:
11even
before the guide was published, destructive forces were at work.
In November, 1938, Representative Martin Dies .•. named the Nebraska
State Guide among several others of the American Guide Series, charged
with containing [sic.] communist propaganda and inflammatory statements
criticizing the American system of government .••. How such a charge
could be made against the Nebraska State Guide proved enigmatic to even
the most conservative reader of the manuscript. No corrections were
made. The cry 11Red11 had been heard before--from people who wore their
patriotism on their coat lapels."
14In the forward to the book, p. v, Dr. Addison Sheldon, Superintendent of the Nebraska State Historical Society, praised the work
in glowing terms. In addition to Nebraska Guide, the Nebraska State
Historical Society underwrote the publishing costs of the Lincoln City
Guide (1937), Nebraska Placenames (1938), Almanac for Nebraskans
(1939), and "Pioneer Life in Nebraska" pamphlets (1941-1942).
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appeared.15

Requests for complimentary copies were numerous, and

the Nebraska Guide was favorably reviewed in the New York Times and
the Omaha World-Herald.16

The first lines of State FWP Director

Gable's promotional announcement for the book--"We are pleased to
announce to you publication of Nebraska:
State ..•.

A Guide to the Cornhusker

The book is useful in many ways--as a reference work, as a

tourist's handbook, and as simple good reading •.•• "--must have been
echoed by the entire Writers' Project staff in Nebraska.17

Three and

a half years in the making, the Guide was at last in print, and
readers in Nebraska and elsewhere agreed that it was a worthwhile
contribution to the literature of the state.
The summer of 1939 brought the completion of other Nebraska FWP
projects too.

Among these were A Military History of Nebraska and

the Nebraska section of the Oregon Trail guidebook.
other publications which were far from finished.

Still, there were
For this reason it

was imperative that a new sponsor be found to replace the parent arts
division of the WPA before the existing federal program expired on
August 31, 1939.
15rnterview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976. The
Fremont (NE) Tribune carried a story in September 1939 headlined:
"Flagrant Errors Found in WPA Writers' History of Fremont," and the
president of the Fremont Chamber of Conmerce sent an uncomplimentary
letter to Dr. Sheldon of the State Historical Society decrying "the
incompetent way the work was done." (Paul Colson to Sheldon, September 5, 1939, Box 116, WPA Records, RG 515, NSHS}:
16New York Times, August 6, 1939. Omaha World-Herald, June 25,
1939.
17Gable to National FWP Office, August 3, 1939, "Nebraska 651.317
to 651.3179, 1939-1942," FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.
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The Nebraska Writers' Project's close ties to the University of
Nebraska proved useful for the writing unit during the search for a
local sponsoring agency to replace the WPA.

The College of Arts and

Sciences of Nebraska University agreed to assume sponsorship of the
program.

On September 1, the Nebraska Writers' Project opened an
18

office in University Hall on the campus of the school.

For the

remaining years of the WPA's writing program in Nebraska, the University of Nebraska provided office space and supplies which theoretically
amounted to one-quarter of the cost of the project.

Salaries for the

FWP's workers continued to come from WPA allotments for white-collar
relief projects in the state.19
On the national level, changes had already taken place within the
organization of the Writers' Project.

The Washington office of the FWP

remained in operation, but it was restructured as part of a larger
18Gable to Newsom, September 5, 1939, "Nebraska 651.317 to

651.3179, 1939-1942,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch. Professor Charles
Oldfather, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences of the University
of Nebraska, was instrumental in securing this arrangement. Nationally, sponsors were secured for the reorganized WPA Writers' Program
in all but two states during the sunmer of 1939, but FWP programs
were altered markedly in some regions. Under the Writers' Program,
writing units' size varied from as few as 10 workers in Idaho to as
many as 370 in New York City. (McKinzie, "Writers on Relief," p. 241).
19Financial records for the Nebraska division of the Federal
Writers' Program after September 1939 apparently are unavailable. Up
to that date, expenditures for a staff of some 40 to 60 workers
averaged about $3,500 to $5,000 per month in Nebraska. Although the
1939 reorganization of Federal One produced reductions in the WPA's
cultural programs, it is likely these figures changed little before
the final weeks of the Writers' Project in Nebraska.
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reorganization of the WPA.20

In August, Henry G. Alsberg was replaced

as the national director of the agency by John D. Newsom, a former
. t or o f th e M"1c h"1gan wr1•t·1ng un1i t • 21
d 1rec

The function of the head-

quarters office in Washington shifted from direction of FWP affairs
nationwide to coordination of projects and provisions of editorial
assistance.

In general, the level of activity by the administrators

of the Federal Writers' Project in Washington was reduced after the
summer of 1939, and FWP officials there became more oriented toward
completing programs which were in progress rather than beginning new
projects.22

Even the name of the Writers' Project was changed during

this reorganization period. After the fall of 1939, the FWP was
officially known as the "WPA Writers' Proqran" or the "Federal Writers'
20Mangione, The Dream and the Deal, pp. 329-330. Among other
changes in 1939, the Works Progress Administration got a new name--

11Work Projects Administration"--and a new function, coordinating--not
originating--relief projects. Harry Hopkins had been replaced by Col.
Francis Harrington in January 1939 as head of the WPA, and this change
of personnel remolded the entire agency along more conservative and
businesslike lines. For more about the reorganization of the WPA and
Col. Harrington, see McDonald, Federal Relief Administration, pp. 305315.
21According to Mangione, The Dream and the Deal, p. 331, Newsom

was more of a manager than Alsberg. He was quoted in Time magazine
shortly after his appointment as saying: "Thi s is a production unit,
and it's work that counts. I've never been for art for art's sake
alone." Newsom even began looking for a program less controversial
than guidebook writing after he took Alsberg's position, eventually
choosing "encyclopedias" and "factbooks" for each state as model
projects. (Mangione, p. 345).
22Mangione, The Dream and the Deal, p. 337, notes that only
eleven editors were on the FWP staff in Washington, D.C. after the
reorganization of Federal One. McKinzie, 11Writers on Relief," p. 246,
found "the influence of the national office declined. About the only
thing it could do was threaten not to give the necessary approval
before publication.11
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Program" to distinguish it from the "Writers' Project" of Federal One
which had developed under the sponsorship of the WPA's cultural
branch.
For the most part, however, the national reorganization had little
direct effect on the FWP unit in Nebraska. Although Jake Gable was
no longer untilized as a field supervisor for the Washington office,23
leadership of the Nebraska program was unchanged. Gable remained state
director--although his title now became "State Supervisor"--and Rudolph
Umland continued to act as his chief assistant. Together they supervised the work of about 55 persons, a figure which had remained fairly
constant for some time.24
Project work also continued much the same as it had before the
reorganization of Federal One.

In October 1939, the first collection

of pioneer folklore materials, Nebraska Folklore, was published by the
Nebraska writers, and the group continued to devote much of its energy
to the folklore program.

Other gufdebook projects, most notably a

guidebook to the city of Omaha, were continued or newly planned.

Work

on biographies of Nebraska's poet laureate, John Neihardt, and Febold
Feboldsen--the state's answer to Paul Bunyon--progressed slowly.

The

renamed "Nebraska Writers' Program1125 entered its fourth year with much
work behind it but with many more programs awaiting completion.
23 Newson to Gable, August 8, 1939, "Nebraska 651.317 to 651.3179,
1939 to 1942," FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.
24FWP Project memorandum, September 21, 1939, "Nebraska 651.317
to 651. 3179, 1939-1942, 11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.
25The change of names seemed to mean little to the Nebraska staff
as they continued to ca 11 the FWP the "Writers Project 11 after 1939.
1
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After the stormy two years which proceeded it, 1940 was a
relatively calm year for the Writers' Program in Nebraska. The
working partnership it had established with the University of
Nebraska proved to be a good one, and advancements were made on
several writing projects.

In February, the New York Times printed

a brief but glowing review of "Pioneer Recollections," an anthology
of folklore tales published a month earlier by the Nebraska writers.26
In July, study of Nebraska's blacks, The Negroes of Nebraska, was
published under the sponsorship of the Omaha Urban League.27

While

some of the language of this little book was obviously paternalistic,
the volume was a serious attempt to present accurate information about
the state's black citizens.

In September, another small book, Printing

Comes to Lincoln, was published in cooperation with Lincoln's Benjamin
Franklin Club, a local printers' organization. A second folklore book,
Nebraska Folklore (Book II), was published late in the year to complement the earlier volume of pioneer stories from early Nebraska history.
While none of these books attracted the readership of the Lincoln City
Guide or the national attention the Nebraska Guide received, they were
generally recognized as useful pieces of work.28
26New York Times, February 7, 1940.
27The preface of this book credits "two Negro employees of the
Nebraska Writers' Project" and "an Omaha Negro artist" with assisting
in its preparation. McKinzie, "Writers on Re l ief ," p. 137, discovered
that only 180 blacks were employed by the FWP nationwide.
28Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, June 1976. Among
other projects completed in 1940 by the Nebraska FWP were four issues
of Nebraska University's Nebraska Scholar magazine and a booklet entitled 11A Pageant of Wausa, Nebraska,11 developed as part of a joint
project with the WPA's Music Program and Recreation Program to commemorate the 50th anniversary of a Nebraska town.
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There were disappointments
1940 too.

for the Nebraska Writers' Program in

One of the greatest concerned attempts to publish a

guidebook for Omaha.

The manuscript for the book about Nebraska's

largest city was long completed by workers of the Omaha and Lincoln
units of the Writers' Program, but finding an organization to sponsor
the book proved troublesome.

An early report from Gable to his super-

visors--110ur arrangements for publication

[of the Omaha guidebook]

quite ticklish and .•• will very likely fall through.1129--was

are

pro-

phetic, and no sponsor was found.
The Omaha Junior Chamber of Coll1Tlerce had originally agreed to
underwrite the cost of the project, but this organization retracted
its prior commitment when certain sections of the manuscript were
found objectionable to Omaha businessmen.30

Delays had seemed to be

part of this particular project from its inception, but once the
manuscript was completed, Nebraska staff members assumed its publication was assured.

However, even though other prospective sponsors were

contacted by administrators of the Nebraska unit of the Writers'
Program, the disapproval of the businessmen's organization was too
29Gable to Newsom, September 30, 1939, "Nebraska 651 .317 to
651.3179, 1939-1942,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.
30rnterview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976. Most
offensive to the businessmen were the pro-labor and slum description
sections of the proposed book. Penkower, "The Federal Writers' ·Project" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1970), p.
215, says Alsberg told Gable at one point in 1938 to "tone down'' the
language of the Omaha Guide manuscript to assuage Omaha's wealthier
citizens. George Cronyn, FWP Associate Director, Washington, D.C.,
to Gable, October 15, 1937, Box 90, WPA Records, RG 515, NSHS, warned
that the Omaha book was "too hostile" to the business community to be
acceptable.
·
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powerful an influence to overcome.

No local group was willing to take

responsibility for the book, and in the end, the project was abandoned.
As a result, Nebraska's WPA writers never published a guidebook to
Omaha.

Finding sponsors for publications and administering publication

agreements caused problems in the future for the Writers' Program
directed by Gable and Umland, but no other dealings with local organizations produced as many frustations or wasted efforts as those
surrounding the Omaha guide.31
By the end of 1940, the Nebraska FWP had completed much of its
original program, and it had made significant progress on many other
projects.

Nebraska's contribution to the American Guide series was

finally in print, and the program's major undertaking had been judged
a success.

The new administrative arrangement with the University of

Nebraska allowed the Nebraska FWP to continue its dual function of
supervising white-collar work relief and state-supported writing projects.

Above all, the people of Nebraska apparently accepted the

continuation of the WPA Writers' Program in the state since it had
31umland to Penkower, May 28, 1968, Personal file of Rudolph
Umland. Umland accuses the Omaha Chamber of ColTlllerce of "deliberately
sitting on the manuscript on the advice of their Republican elders" to
keep this book out of print. Throughout the life of the WPA in
Nebraska, the relationship between officials in Nebraska's largest city
and the relief agency was strained frequently. After 1939, World-Herald
editorials attacked the WPA regularly, and the newspaper carried
stories of calls for State WPA Administrator Dwight Felton's resignation almost from the date of his appointment. Agencies like Writers'
Project had difficulty even securing office space in the city. Although Omaha: A Guide to the City and Its Environs was never printed,
surviving portions of the guidebook are among the holdings of the
Nebraska State Historical Society, RG 515.
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survived at a time when units in other states were being disbanded.
The year 1940 had been a productive period for Nebraska's WPA
writers, but as it drew to a close, the Nebraska Federal Writers'
Program headed toward its last full year of operation.
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CHAPTER VI--A CASUALTY OF THE WAR:

1941-1942

Nineteen forty-one brought a continuation of the pattern of
ups and downs the Nebraska Writers' Program had experienced throughout
its existence.
too.

There were some successes, but there were setbacks

The most important of these failures occurred both early and

late in the year, causing the year's shortcomings to diminish its
accomplishments.
With little warning, another leadership crisis struck the Nebraska program for WPA writers.

In January, special investigator Clement

C. Moseley of the Work Projects Administration

came to Lincoln to

examine an informant's claim that State Supervisor Gable had diverted
WPA funds and personnel from official work for his own benefit.

Gable

was specifically charged with writing parts of a new photography book
during WPA project time and using FWP workers to assist him in this
and the writing of a monthly newsletter for the Lincoln Camera Club
during 1938 and 1939.

Although the total value of the misappropriated

labor and supplies was set at only $62.67, on January 27, 1941, Gable
and four other long-time project employees were suspended from the
Writers' Program by WPA officials.1
After the Sheehan situation had been tolerated so long in Nebraska, why was J. Harris Gable summarily dismissed after four and a
1corrington Gill, WPA Assistant Col'TITlissioner, Washington, D.C.,
to Felton, April 12, 141, "Nebraska 651.317 to 651.3179, 1939-1942,11

FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch. After listing the claims against Gable,
the report states: "The services of ... Margaret Scott, G. Cerdan
Dewey, Allen Kennedy, and Beth Cornelison have been terminated for
complicity in the irregularities above cited."
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half years of service with the FWP for such a seemingly minor infraction of WPA regulations? The administrative changes which
occurred in the WPA after the 1939 reorganization of the agency may
be part of the answer to this question.

Under Harry Hopkin's suc-

cessor, Colonel Francis Harrington, WPA administrators demanded
stricter observance of agency regulations than had been the case under
Hopkin's leadership.2

About the same time too, Nebraska WPA officials

faced new criticism of white-collar programs in the state.

Since 1939

the Omaha World-Herald had become increasingly critical of such projects, and on May 18, 1941, it carried a story about Nebraska Congressmen's opposition to white-collar work relief.

Representatives Carl

Curtis and Karl Stefan had vowed to end white-collar work programs in
Nebraska, and they were especially critical of the arts projects of the
WPA.

"What does all that esthetic stuff do for a man and wife with

five hungry children?", Stefan was quoted as saying.

Facing such

opposition, state WPA director Dwight Felton probably could not afford
to defend Gable before his superiors.3
A more plausible reason for Gable's sudden dismissal, however,
may possibly be found in the FWP supervisor's behavior after June
1938.

About that time, Gable--who was already a family man--began a

2McDonald, Federal Relief Administration and the Arts (Columbus:
Ohio State University Press, 1969), pp. 306-307. Although Harrington
died in late 1940, his successor, Howard 0. Hunter, followed his
efficiency-oriented approach to managing the WPA. Penkowever, "The
Federal Writers' Project" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia
University, 1970), p. 414, notes that Florence Kerr, the head of
Federal One after the 1939 reorganization, was also more administratively minded than her predecessor, Ellen W. Woodward.
3Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, August 1976.
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romantic relationship with a young female employee on the project which
was to become increasingly scandalous.

According to fellow workers,

this affair caused his perfonnance as head of Nebraska's WPA writers
to suffer from a lack of attention.

None of this was in the official

report of 1941, but Gable's associates in Lincoln were convinced the
romance was behind his downfall in the WPA.4

By the time he was fired,

Gable had already been removed from the post of Field Supervisor and
had been reprimanded by officials in Washington and Nebraska for
overstepping the bounds of his authority previously.5

For all of these

reasons, it is likely that WPA was looking for an opportunity to replace Jake Gable in Nebraska, and the camera book affair presented
such an occasion to do so.

Whatever the immediate cause, by February

1941, Gable was no longer part of the Nebraska Writers• Program.

He

wrote Federal One's new national supervisor, Florence Kerr, asking for
4Interview with Ethel Schiable, Lincoln, NE, March 1976. Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, June 1976. Interview with
Robert Carlson, August 1976.
5Newsom to Felton, February 10, 1940, "Nebraska 651.317 to
651.3179, 1939-1942," FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch. For example,
Gable had been criticized in the past for his handling of the distribution of Printing Comes to Lincoln. In that instance, many copies of
an FWP book were given away free of charge at WPA expense, and this
had upset the new FWP officials in Washington.
(Newsom to Felton,
February 10, 1940, "Nebraska 651.317 to 651.3179, 1939-1942," FWP
Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.) Moreover, his failure to keep expenditures by the Nebraska writing unit within the budgetary limitations
imposed by the planners of Federal One had produced disapproval by
the chief administrator of the WPA's cultural projects on at least one
earlier occasion. (Kerr to Felton, March 8, 1939, "Nebraska 651.317
to 651.3179, 1939-1942," FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.).
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her support in a bid for reinstatement,

but his efforts failed.6

Despite Gable's firing, the projects of the Writers' Program in
Nebraska continued with little interruption.

Gable was succeeded by

his experienced assistant, Rudolph Umland, and the smooth transition
in leadership which followed confirmed the belief of some workers
that Umland had been the real administrator of the Nebraska program
all along.7

As of March 1, 1941, Umland finally received a super-

visor's salary.
Umland's appointment did not go unchallenged,

though.

Another

anonymous tip--possibly from the same person who had accused Gable of
impropriety--reached

officials of the WPA in Washington.

This com-

plaint accused Umland to past ties to political radicals and questioned
his suitability for the supervisor's position.

The same investigator

who had reported on Gable's case returned to Lincoln once again.

This

time, however, he found nothing to substantiate the charges of the informant.8

The appointment of the new supervisor of the FWP in Nebraska

was allowed to stand.
6Gable to Kerr, April 21, 1941, "Nebraska 651.317 to 651.3179,
1939-1942,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch. In this letter, Gable pro-

tested that his years of off-duty overtime work for the WPA justified
his use of office personnel, materials, and time for his own purposes.
But in her reply Mrs. Kerr told him, 11I regret that there is nothing
•.. I can do to assist you in this matter.11 (Kerr to Gable, April 24,
1941, "Nebraska 651.317 to 651.3179, 1939-1942,11 FWP Records, RG 69,
Nat. Arch . ).
7Interview with Ethel Schiable, Lincoln, NE, March 1976. Haning
to author, June 16, 1976.
8Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, June 1976. Interview with Robert Carlson, Lincoln, NE, August 1976.
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In late March, the Nebraska Writers' Program published an
"Information Bulletin" which briefly recounted project history to
date and listed various publications which had been completed or were
still in progress.

For an FWP unit which had practically no experi-

enced writers on its staff when it began, the list was impressive.

In

addition to the Nebraska Guide, thirteen other books and booklets had
been printed, 30 mimeographed editions of folklore pamphlets had been
circulated, and nearly two dozen other activities were at one stage
or another of completion.9

Furthermore, the Weekly News Service pro-

gram continued as before, and new ideas for projects were constantly
being brought forward for consideration. After several years work,
Rudolph Umland and his staff had established one of the most substantial records in the federal writing program.
The Nebraska Writers' Program under Umland completed several
projects during 1941.

Three issues of the Nebraska State Historical

Society's Nebraska History were credited to the WPA writing unit.
Publications under such diverse titles as The History of the Nebraska
Orthopedic Hospital and "Nebraska Republicans and Reconstruction" and
another ethnic study, The Italians of Omaha, were issued during the
year.

In October and December, two more booklets containing early

settlers' history, "Pioneer Life in Nebraska (1

&

2)," were published

by the Nebraska Writers' Program, bringing the total number of
9Nebraska Federal Writers 1 Project,
March 24, 1941 (mimeographed), pp. 1-8.

11

Information Bulletin, 11
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Nebraska FWP folklore pamphelts to 32.10
Work on other projects was continued. The Neihardt biography,
the Febold Feboldsen tales, and a proposed "Nebraska Pictorial Guide''
received special attention.

Because of Nebraska's cowboy history and

prominence as a beef-producing state, a "History of Grazing" project,
sponsored by the U.S. Department of the Interior, received particular
attention from the Nebraska writers, and much information was compiled
for this project.11
The Nebraska Writers• Program of the WPA began its seventh year
in November 1941.

In Washington, "American Guide Week" was proclaimed

the same month to honor the publication of the last state guidebook of
the FWP, the Oklahoma Guide. Minor celebrations in Nebraska marked
the completion of the new guidebook series for the nation.

Less than

a month later, however, an unexpected event occurred which quickly
brought the end of the Writers' Program in Nebraska and most other
states as well.

This was the attack on Pearl Harbor which catapulted

the United States into war in Asia and Europe.

New demands were thrust

upon Americans, and as the nation geared for full-scale war, interest
lOThese last two folklore pamphlets, which were sponsored by the
Nebraska State Historical Society rather than the State Superintendent
of Schools, which had sponsored previously issued folklore booklets,
are not listed in the 1941 "WPA Writers• Program Publications
Catalogue" of the national FWP office.
11As part of this project, an index of Nebraska ranch owners•
cattle brands was compiled by FWP workers. (Box 86, WPA Records, RG
515, NSHS).
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in New Deal programs rapidly began to decline.12
The WPA Writers' Program in Nebraska was an early casualty of
World War II.

Shortly after the December declaration of war by

President Roosevelt, word reached WPA officials in Lincoln that all
13
federal support for the FWP would end shortly.
Personnel and funds
were needed elsewhere, and with the return of full employment, the
need for a white-collar relief program was difficult to justify.

In

a final effort to prolong the existence of his project, Rudolph Umland
proposed a number of war-related programs for the Nebraska writing
unit,14 but it was obvious the Writers' Program was drawing to a
close.

In February 1942, almost exactly six years after he joined

the FWP, Umland himself left the project as a volunteer for the war

12McKinzie, "Writers on Relief" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
Indiana University, 1970), p. 256, reports that the WPA Writers' Programs across the country had been on the decline since mid-1940. From
that time until November 1941, the number of Writers• Program personnel
fell from 4,000 to 2,200. Similarly, total WPA employment fell sharply
in 1941, and in Nebraska, the WPA reduced its rolls by over 7,000 persons between March and December 1941. (Final Report on the WPA--1946,
pp. 110-112) ~
13walter M. Kiplinger, National Director of WPA Public Activities
Programs, to Felton, December 12, 1941, "Nebraska 651.317 to 651.3179,
1939-1942,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.
14umland to Newsom, January 20, 1942, 11Nebraska 651.317 to 651.
3179, 1939-1942,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch. Umland to Merle Colby, Chief Editor, Writers' Programs, Washington,11 D.C., February 24,
1942, "Nebraska 651. 311 to 651. 3129, 1938-1942, FWP Records, RG 69,
Nat. Arch. Among other proposals, Umland suggested that Nebraska's
WPA writers prepare patriotic radio scripts, write war-related newspaper stories, and develop other morale-building publications.
Examples of such patriotic writing are a radio script titled 11We1re All
Americans11 and a pamphlet headed "The Home Front--Victory News11 in the
11Love
Library" Box, WPA Records, RG 515, NSHS.
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effort.15
The final stages of the WPA Writers• Program in Nebraska were
as unnoticed by most of Nebraska s
1

people as its beginnings had been.

One of the project s editors, Zerne Haning, was named supervisor of
1

the unit, but Haning s principal duty was to oversee the winding down
1

of the program in Nebraska. At this point, less than a dozen workers
remained in the writers• group, now operating from an office in
Lincoln s Montgomery Ward Building.16
1

On March 1, 1942, the Federal

Writers' Program in the state was officially terminated.17
Thus ended Nebraska's best known agency among the New Deal arts
programs. After six and one half years of mixed successes and disappointments, this white-collar relief program was quietly disbanded.
It had completed its primary objective, publication of the Nebraska
Guide, and its folklore, ethnic, and local guide projects had earned
it a national reputation among WPA writing programs.

In all, over

50 books and pamphlets were published by Nebraska's WPA writers.18
15The same month, National FWP Director John Newsom also resigned
from the Writers• Programs office to join the Army.
16Haning to author, June 16, 1976.
17colby to Felton, April 6, 1942, "Nebraska 651.311 to 651.3129,
1938-1942,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.
18This estimate is derived from Nebraska FWP catalogues of
Writers• Project publications and an examination of FWP materials in
the holdings of the Nebraska State Historical Society.
It includes 32
folklore pamphelts, the anthology of creative work, 11Shucks,11 and over
a dozen bound volumes written by FWP workers.
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To Jerre Mangione, historian of the Federal Writers• Project, this was
outstanding:

II

the Nebraska Project, with not a single prominent

writer to its name, exceeded, on a per capita basis, all other states
in the number of books published.1119
Although many projects the Nebraska group had begun were never
finished and a number of manuscripts went unpublished, Nebraska s
1

writers on relief had reason for pride in their performance. The WPA
Writers• Project had begun as a temporary experiment in the field of
white-collar work relief, but in Nebraska the program had gained some
distinction and a degree of permanence over the years.

Yet in the end,

the transitory nature of the program once again became apparent by the
speed with which it passed from the scene. A small housekeeping organization remained active in Washington to oversee the final handling of
FWP matters until February of the following year,20 but early 1942
marked the final days of the WPA writers• group in Nebraska. After
supervising the closing of the Nebraska unit, Zerne Haning wrote an
epitaph for the project:

"The Writers• Project, itself a war casualty,

lives on in its publications.1121
19Mangione, The Dream and the Deal (Boston:
Company, 1972), p. 112.
20Ibid, p. 366.

Little, Brown and

21zerne Haning, "Nebraska Writers• Project," Nebraska History,

Vol. XVXII, No. 1 (1942), p. 79.
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PART B--AN ASSESSMENT OF THE FEDERAL
WRITERS' PROJECT IN NEBRASKA
An evaluation of the WPA Writers' Project in Nebraska raises
a number of questions.

Who were the people who worked on the project?

How successful was the program as a writers' project? How successful
was the Nebraska FWP as a work relief agency? What were the merits
of the program of writing and research administered
Nebraska? What were its chief faults?

by

the WPA in

Even with the benefit of

over forty years of hindsight, some questions are unanswerable.
These kinds of questions, however, must be asked to complete any
realistic appraisal of the Nebraska unit of the Federal Writers'
Project.
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CHAPTER VII--THE PEOPLE OF THE NEBRASKA WRITERS' PROJECT
This section begins with an examination of the people who were
employed by the Nebraska branch of the Federal Writers' Project.
After all, as the project was originally conceived by administrators
of the WPA, it was to function as a hiring agency for white-collar
unemployed more than anything else.

Guidebooks were the principal

product of the FWP, but its workers were its most important raw
materials.

Not surprisingly, the success of the WPA's writing program

depended more upon its employees than any other factor .
.From the beginnings of the Writers' Project in 1935, the FWP
inherently attracted different types of people than most WPA programs.
But they were also unlike people in the other three branches of Federal
One.

Compiling guidebooks and collecting historical information re-

quired different talents than producing fine art work, acting in plays,
or performing musical productions.

Despite the hopes of Federal One's

planners that the WPA guidebooks would be literary creations, there
was a definite lack of emphasis on creative work in the FWP.

The

project hired personnel more skilled as technicians than artists.

But

this allowed many non-writers to find employment in the Federal
Writers' Project.

In the early days of the organization, Henry Als-

berg said that FWP employee lists "should not only include writers
and research people but also librarians, architects, reporters, editors, lawyers, and others whose classification, interests, or education would make them useful to us.

We are now even including insurance
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salesmen, of whom there are a great number everywhere.111

The FWP

continued such liberal hiring policies throughout its lifetime. As
a result, in Nebraska, no less than in other regions, a wide variety
of past occupations--some of them not even remotely related to professional writing--were represented by the workers of the state's
writing unit.
Several project workers were unemployed educators. The Nebraska program's first director, Miss Elizabeth Sheehan, was a former
school teacher.

Leila Hallock was another teacher assigned to the

group from the unemployment rolls. More experienced as a writer than
most workers, she had prepared articles for Nebraska newspapers and
had written short pieces for the Lincoln-based Nebraska Farmer!
Ethel Schiable was a third teacher who found work with the WPA
writers.

She came to the Nebraska unit less because she wanted a

career as an author than because she needed to support an invalid
1McDonald, Federal Relief Administratio~ and the Arts (Columbus:
Ohio State University Press, 1969), p. 681.
2Mrs. Hallock apparently donated many of her personal papers and
newspaper articles to the Nebraska State Historical Society after she
left the Federal Writers' Project. The "Leila Ball Hallock Collection"
in RG 515 of the Nebraska State Historical Society's holdings contains
a number of materials related to the Writers' Project and provides an
intimate view of the life of one relief worker in the Nebraska branch
of the FWP.
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mother.3

Elmer Holme, valuable for his personal knowledge of poet

John Neihardt, was another former teacher.4

All of these people

arrived at the offices of the FWP with few credentials as writers, but
they qualified as white-collar unemployed and were eligible for
positions with the WPA Writers' Project.
Other employees of the Nebraska FWP came from more diverse
backgrounds. Mrs. Harlan Mossman, an early supervisor of the writing
unit in Qnaha, was "a nice society lady." Harold Moss had been a
salesman.

Seventy-year old George Bucklin, the oldest member of the

Nebraska group, had been a traveling photographer. A man named Nelson
had been a banker before the Depression closed his business. Corrine
Larrimore was a former osteopathic physician.

Henry Richmond had been

in the Nebraska House of Representatives in 1915, and Neil McDonald,
once the Associate Director of the Nebraska FWP, also had served as a
3Miss Schiable had been employed as a graduate "reader" by the
English Department of the University of Nebraska and had taught at
an Iowa college before going on relief in the early Thirties. Although she had never published anything when she joined the FWP, her
experience as a relief worker actually began with a job on the FERA's
research projects carried on by the State Historical Scoiety in 1934.
Thus, even though the Writers' Project was in its infancy when she
joined the Nebraska unit, Miss Schiable was already somewhat familiar
with government sponsored research and writing. (Interview with
Ethel Schiable, Lincoln, NE, March 1976).
4Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976.
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representative in the state legislature.5

Even clerical workers and

interviewers who were not directly involved with writing and editing
represented a variety of occupational experiences. Like the people
on the writing staff, though, most of them had been brought together
because they were unemployed, not because of prior relationships
with publishers or editors.
Nevertheless, a few employees offered some experience as writers
to the FWP.

J. Harris Gable had written two short books and had a

small reputation as an author when he came to the Nebraska Writers'
Project.

But Gable had been trained as a librarian and little experi-

ence as an editor.6

Rudolph Umland was hired by the WPA with some

journal articles to his credit and an unpublished novel in his portfolio.

Most recently, however, he had worked the family farm and done

5Ibid. Interviews with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, April 1976
and June 1976. McDonald represented voters from the Hastings district
for two terms before joining the WPA. The Nebraska Senate Journal,
50th Session (1935), p. viii, lists his occupation as "mortician."
6Gable had published The Boys' Book of Astronomy in 1929, and The
Boys' Book of Exploration in 1930. Although he was one of the student
founders of the Prairie Schooner, however, he had no training as an
editor of book-length volumes when he was hired by the FWP. Still,
as Jerre Mangione points out on p. 111 of The Dream and the Deal
(Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1972), Gable was offered more
money for the Nebraska FWP directorship than he had ever earned as a
librarian, and he did not allow his lack of experience to deter him
from accepting the position.
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a three year tour of the country as a rail-riding hobo.7

Other workers

in the Lincoln office of the project, like Robert Carlson, Fred
Christensen,

Loren Eiseley, Weldon Kees, and Kennetha Thomas, were

fresh out of college.

Like Umland, most of their writing experience

when they joined the FWP had been limited to serving as contributors
to Nebraska University's Prairie Schooner.

As time passed, more of

the Nebraska group became "writers" by virtue of their experience in
the FWP.

But even in mid-1937 when the project's non-essential

workers had been pared away by personnel cuts, less than half of
the Nebraska writing and editorial staff had published any kind of
material.8
Aside from Gable and the group of ex-University of Nebraska
students who had written for the Prairie Schooner, about the only
people who could claim to be "writers" on the Nebraska FWP staff were
the former newspapermen who worked on the project.
Henry Richmond, Arthur Bukin, and a Mr. McCandless.

Among these were
As it turned out,

these "reporter types" were only somewhat useful to the WPA's writing
7umland's "Journal of a Floater" never was printed, but by 1935,
five of his articles had been published in the Prairie Schooner. One
of them, "Spring of the Black Blizzards," which appeared first in the
fall of 1935, was reprinted in the February 1936 issue of Digest and
Review. But Umland--a self-described "imaginative introvert with an
appetite for books and adventure--hardly saw himself as more than a
28-year old ''clodhopper" when hired as an editor by the Writers'
Project in 1936. (Umland to Lawrence Vendel, April 17, 1968, personal
file of Rudolph Umland).
8Gable to Alsberg, July 10, 1937, "WPA FWP Administrative
Correspondence, MONT-NE, 1935-1939,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.
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program in Nebraska, and fellow workers were well aware of their
limited capabilities as writers and researchers.9
As was the case in other states, many of the staff members of
the Nebraska Writers' Project were women.

About 40 percent of all

FWP workers were women at the height of the program in 1936,10 but
in Nebraska, the number appears to have been about 10-20 percent
higher.11

An even larger percentage of interviewers and researchers

in the project in out-state Nebraska were women.12

Some were recent

high school graduates, but many had college training.
housewives or middle-aged job seekers.

Others were

The first director of the

Federal Writers' Project in Nebraska was a woman, and in all of the
9Interviews with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976 and
June 1976. Interview with Robert Carlson, Lincoln, NE, August 1976.
10National Archives of the United States, "Records of the Federal
Writers' Project, Work Projects Administration, 1935-1944," Preliminary Inventory No. 57, compiled by Katherine H. Davidson (Washington,
D.C.: The National Archives, 1953), p. 2. (Hereinafter referred to
as Davidson, "Records of the FWP).
11This estimate is taken from personnel reports of the Nebraska
FWP in RG 69 of the National Archives and RG 515 of the Nebraska State
Historical Society Archives. Sixty-one percent of the workers in an
FWP "Time Report" of August 1936 in Box 109, RG 515, NSHS, were women:
53 percent of the signers of a December 1936 petition from FWP workers
in out-state Nebraska in the "WPA FWP Administrative Correspondence,
MONT-NE, 1935-193911 file, FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch., were women;

and 44 percent of the "security personnel" listed in a report of August
1938 in the "FWP Administrative Correspondence" file were female
employees.
12Twenty-two of thirty-two workers (68 percent) in Nebraska's FWP
offices outside Lincoln and Omaha in mid-1936 were women. ("Time
Report," August 1936, Box 109, WPA Records, RG 515, NSHS).
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state's FWP offices, women were in supervisory positions.13

Few of

the women employed by the FWP in Nebraska had much experience in writing or data gathering, but the Writers' Project was one division of
the WPA which encouraged hiring of female employees, and work was
available for even inexperienced persons.14
There were no major discoveries of talented unknowns in Nebraska
like those of Richard Wright and Saul Bellow in Illinois or Ralph
Ellison in New York,15

but some of the Nebraska· WPA writers did receive

13see the August 1936-November 1936 and June 1937-July 1937
"Time Reports" for the WPA project #6903 and the December 1937-January
1938 "Time Report" for WPA project #565-3-3 in Box 109, WPA Records,
RG 515, NSHS. Despite the leadership of women in the Nebraska Writers'
Project in its early months, the problems Miss Sheehan caused for the
FWP hurt the prospects for future supervisory roles for other women in
the group. In June 1936, Henry Alsberg wrote Neil McDonald of the
Nebraska WPA: "In view of the Nebraska experience to date, it would
be preferable to have a man put in charge of the Writers' Projects."
("WPA FWP Administrative Correspondence, MONT-NE, 1935-1939," FWP
Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.).
14The relatively large number of women employed by the FWP may
have been at least partially the result of the reorganization of the
WPA arts program which occurred in 1936, discussed by McDonald,
Federal Relief Administration on pp. 164-168. After this date,
Federal One was under the jurisdiction of the "Division of Women's
and Profess iona 1 Projects of the WPA," and a woman, Mrs. Ell en S. Woodward, was named to head the division. Another reason may be found in
the fact that many women were among the white-collar employees who
lost their jobs in Nebraska in the 1930s and that most other WPA programs were designed to employ more men than women.
15see Kathleen McKinzie, "The Federal Writers' Project" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Indiana University, 1970), p. 265, and
Milton Meltzer, Violins and Shovels: The WPA Arts Pro·ects (New York:
Delacorte Press, 19 6 , p. 1 6 for listings of the FWP's best known
alumni.
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national attention.

Margaret Lund's poem

A Legend Passing" was

11

included in American Stuff, a 1937 anthology of after-hours work by
FWP personnel from WPA writing units across the country.16

Weldon

Kees' poems were published in the editions of Poetry, Direction, and
New Masses dedicated to the Federal Writers' Project in 1938, and he
later became a writer of national renown.17

Although he was employed

by the Writers' Project only briefly, in later years Loren Eiseley's
poems and books on a variety of topics were to receive acclaim.

Best

known for The Immense Journey and Darwin's Century, Eiseley enjoyed a
long career as an author and scholar.18

Gable published more photo-

graphy books and became a documentary film director in Hollywood.
16Federa1 Writers' Project. American Stuff (NY: Viking Press,
1937), p. 252-255. One of the better-educated members of the Nebraska
staff, 23-year-old Mrs. Lund held a Master's degree in Latin from
Columbia University.
17Kees apparently was the Nebraska darling of anthologists of
creative work by members of the FWP, and in 1949, he was chosen to
write the essay on American Literature for Henrr Alsberg's four-volume
American Guide (New York: Hastings House, 1949}. Son of a well-to-do
factory owner from Beatrice, NE, Kees is best remembered by fellow
workers for his aloofness and spells of moodiness during the year he
was a WPA employee. An apparent suicide, Kees disappeared in 1955.
(Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, June 1976; interview
with Robert Carlson, Lincoln, NE, August 1976).
18Eiseley was with the Nebraska project only briefly, but he wrote
the Nebraska Guide sections on geography, palentology, and archeology.
He later became head of the anthropology department at the University of
Pennsylvania. Eiseley--who died in 1977--has written a number of books,
including his 1975 autobiography, All The Strange Hours. As a result
of his post-FWP reputation, if any well known author can be traced to
the WPA Writers' Project in Nebraska, it is Eiseley. (Interview with
Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, June 1976; Mangione, p. 109). For more
about Loren Eiseley, see Who's Who in America, 39th Ed., 1976-1977,
Vol. l (Chicago: Marquis Who's Who, Inc.), p. 907.
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Other employees of the Federal Writers' Project continued to write
after they left the Nebraska group.

Cora Pheobe Mullin was named

"Poet Laureate" of the Nebraska Federated Women's Clubs.19

Fred

Christensen went on to edit the Prairie Schooner for over 40 years.
Robert Carlson became a regular contributor to Nebraska newspapers,
and Ethel Schiable and Leila Hallock continued to write occasional
newspaper pieces after leaving the project.

Some of Carl Uhlarik's

short stories were published,20 and Rudolph Umland was employed as
a technical writer, wrote pieces for national magazines like Esquire,
and became a frequent reviewer of books for the Kansas City Star.21
In general, however, the only real writing most Nebraska FWP
workers ever produced was written during the time they were WPA
employees.

Few of those former workers interviewed for this study felt

the program prepared them for future careers as authors, and fewer
19Nebraska Writers' Guild, Bulletin, October 1941, p. 13.
20rwo brief pieces by Uhlarik appear in Virginia Faulkner's
Roundup: A Nebraska Reader (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
1957).
21Although he has published numerous short pieces, Umland's
promising career as an author never reached its full potential. He
was stricken by a debilitating brain disorder in his mid-forties and
was forced into premature retirement. Most of Umland's short stories
and essays have been published in the Prairie Schooner but his work
also appears in anthologies like Benjamin Botkin1s Treasury of American
Folklore (New York: Crown Publishers, 1944), Whit and Hallie Burton's
Fiction of the Forties (New York: Dutton Publishers, 1949), and
Virginia Faulkner's Roundup: A Nebraska Reader (Lincoln: University
of Nebraska Press, 1957).
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still attempted to become professional writers when they left the
FWP.22
If inexperience was so prevalent a feature of the WPA Writers'
project in Nebraska, how did the Nebraska group manage to secure a
national reputation as one of the best FWP branches?

Part of the

answer lies in the kinds of people who worked on the project in
Nebraska.

Even though there were many short-term employees because

of the nature of the program the WPA administered,

a core of workers

in Lincoln's FWP headquarters brought competence and stability to the
Nebraska unit.

At the heart of this collection of employees were the

people FWP historian Jerre Mangione has called

Wimberly's Boys.1123

11

Included in this group were Gable, Umland, Carlson, Christensen,
Eiseley, and Kees, all young ex-students of the editor of the Prairie
Schooner, Lowry Wimberly, and his influence on the shape the project
22Former Nebraska FWP folklore editor Robert Carlson does not
believe the FWP experience helped his future efforts as a writer.
(Interview with Robert Carlson, Lincoln, NE, August 1976.) Zerne
Haning says the project 11was not a real training ground for future
writers. On a national level, many writers did get a start on the
project. But they would have made it on their own if not discovered
by the WPA.11 (Haning to author, June 16, 1976.) Rudolph Umland once
wrote another student of the FWP: 11My six years ..• of supervisory
work with the WPA Writers' Program prepared me for 25 subsequent years
of federal service. I never had a career as a writer [and] have been
only a Sunday writer of essays and stories.11 (Umland to Penkower,
May 28, 1968.) Of those workers questioned for this study, Miss Ethel
Schiable alone says the Writers' Project provided useful training for
professional writers. (Interview with Ethel Schiable, Lincoln, NE,
March 1976.) While few of the Nebraska FWP's employees became fulltime writers, several maintained connections with literary work by
taking positions in colleges and universities. Among these persons
were Miss Schiable, Fred Christensen, Loren Eiseley, Norris Getty, and
Neil McOona 1 d.
23Mangione, The Dream and the Deal, p. 109.
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, ,

assumed was obvious. While the proteges of the Schooner editor had
limited literary experience when they accepted WPA positions, the fact
that they had worked and studied under Wimberly prepared them to do
most of the actual writing of the guidebooks from the rough copy sent
in to the state office by field workers.24
Other employees simply remained with the WPA Writers' Project in
Nebraska long enough to become proficient guide writers and researchers.

Persons in this category include Ethel Schiable, who was em-

ployed by the Federal Writers' Project from November 1935 to the
project's tennination in 1942, and Allen Kennedy and Margaret Scott,
who were on the FWP rolls from 1935 to 1941.25

With such tenure,

these people understood the workings of the project as well as anyone
possibly could and added permanence to an otherwise temporary program
known for frequent changes in policies and personnel.

Even though

24Ibid., p. 116: "Without the recruiting services of Lowry
Wimberly and the efficient editorial-administration team of Umland
and Gable, the Nebraska project probably would have limped along
with few books to its credit and with the burden of writing falling
on one or two individuals. This was the general pattern that developed in most of the states where experienced writers were either
scarce or unwilling to go on relief." According to Umland,
"Wimberly's Boys" partially repaid their mentor by helping to save
the Prairie Schooner from financial difficulties in 1938. (Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, June 1976}.
25The list of "security personnel" of August 16, 1938 in the
"WPA FWP Administrative Correspondence, MONT-NE, 1935-1939" file,
FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch., verifies the longevity of some
workers on the program in Nebraska: 11 of 47 persons had been employed by the FWP since November 1935 and another 8 employees had
been assigned to the Writers' Project before November 1936.
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Jake Gable once boasted of 11building the project from less than noth-

ing,1126 experienced people on his staff were invaluable, and it is
likely the lengthy employment of many members of the Nebraska group
had much to do with the fortunes of the FWP unit Gable supervised.
Another factor which made the Nebraska division of the FWP a
success among WPA writing groups was the high degree of co1T111itment
many of its members had to the Federal Writers' Project. While
workers like Robert Carlson 11hated to be on relief11--even though
indigence was the prerequisite for most project positions--they thought
of their work on the Writers' Project as legitimate employment with
worthwhile goals.27
In contrast to writing units in New York and elsewhere, there
was little political radicalism in the Nebraska group.

If there were

few 11stars11 among FWP personnel in Nebraska, at the same time, there
were few workers who viewed the project as a vehicle to serve other
purposes than guide-writing.

A small circle of workers in Lincoln

liked to consider itself representative of left-wing intellectualism,
26 Gable to Kerr, March 24, 1941, "Nebraska 651.317 to 651.3179,
1939-1942,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch. A look at the October
1936 issue of the Nebraska Writers' Guild Bulletin, p. 8 shows an
interesting contrast between Gable's view of his staff when he assumed
the FWP directorship and that of outgoing director Elizabeth Sheehan:
11Miss Sheehan found that almost the entire 85 members of the group
were writers of ability, many of them graduates of well-known colleges
and universities.11
27Interview with Robert Carlson, Lincoln, NE, August 1976.
Interview with Ethel Schiable, Lincoln, NE, March 1976.
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but fellow employees saw this group as no more than "Parlor Pinks.1128
Rudolph Umland was periodically accused of having radical sympathies,
and the Omaha guidebook was labeled a device to spread radical doctrine, but neither of these claims were supportable.29

Umland later

wrote that 11the only thing Red about me was my mustache,1130 and the
lack of criticism the Nebraska writers received during the Dies'
Comnittee investigations is indicative of the group's dearth of
political activism.

On at least two occasions some workers of the

Nebraska FWP drew up petitions to protect personnel cutbacks by the
WPA,31 and one woman wrote directly to Harry Hopkins to complain about
28Interview

with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976. In
a letter to Penkower, May 28, 1968, Umland wrote: "[In the Nebraska
FWP] there was more sexual activity than •.• political activity.11
Miss Schiable recalls that "communism was always discussed among [FWP]
workers, but it was always opposed as unacceptable." (Interview with
Ethel Schiable, Lincoln, NE, March 19761,
29Monty Penkower, "The Federal Writers' Project" (unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1970), p. 366, found that
employees of several other state FWP branches were accused of being
11Reds11 by jealous or spiteful co-workers, indicating that the unfounded
charges concerning Umland's political views were not unique to the
Nebraska group. Likewise, since a favorite tactic of Federal One's
opponents was to label FWP materials 11leftwing propaganda," the group's
problems with the Omaha book were not exceptional either.
30

Umland to Penkower, May 28, 1968.
31one petition, dated December 31, 1936, came from Harlan County.
The other was dated April 22, 1937 and was signed by workers in the
Lincoln office of the FWP. (11WPA FWP Administrative Correspondence,
MONT-NE, 1935-1939,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.).
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hiring policies in the Writers' Project,32 but these efforts were
not accompanied by publicity campaigns like those in New York City
and California.33

There were clearly few employees of the Nebraska

FWP who had political axes to grind, and this proved to be a
stabilizing factor for the unit.
This is not to say that incompetent writers and researchers
were not employed by the WPA Writers' Project in Nebraska. As was
apparently true of every Federal Writers' branch, Nebraska had its
share of "dead timber," as State Director Gable once referred to his
less useful workers.34

At the top of this class of employees was

the state's first FWP director, Elizabeth Sheehan.

Neither writer

nor administrator, she contributed little to the project.

According

to Zerne Haning, Nebraska's last supervisor of the Writers' Project,
Sheehan only "pretended" to be a writer and was scarcely capable of
intelligent conversation, let alone management of the office she was
assigned.35

The appointment of some employees was wholly political:

32A. Dalby, position unknown , to Mary Lloyd, Chief of FWP Personnel, January 1936, "WPA FWP Administrative Correspondence, MONTNE, 1935-1939, FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch. In the margin of this
1 etter from a woman in Gering, NE had been written: "This 1 etter
doesn't.need an answer. I hope she doesn't write you again .•• and
add the hope that she will not have to be told 'No, no--a thousand
times, no~· Her next missive will probably be addressed to the
President. God Forbid."
33see Mangione, The Dream and the Deal, p. 155 ff., and McKinzie,
"Writers on Re l ief ," pp. 183-201.
34Gable to Alsberg, July 10, 1937, "WPA FWP Administrative
Correspondence, MONT-NE, 1935-1939, FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.
35Haning to author, June 16, 1976.
11

11
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the hiring of Elizabeth Sheehan has already been discussed at length
in this paper, and Henry Richmond, assistant director of the writing
unit for a while, was another such example.

Richmond is remembered as

one who "never did anything" as a writer or editor.36
staff members were no more dependable or competent.

Some other
At least two

Nebraska workers had serious drinking problems which affected their
performances,

and others simply were incapable of carrying out the

tasks they were given.37
Perhaps the best picture of the Nebraska unit's less talented
employees is the one painted by Rudolph Umland in the 1939 Prairie
Schooner article, "On Editing WPA Guide Books":
36Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976. Reed
Harris, Associate Director of the FWP to Jacob Baker, Director of
Professional and Service Projects, April 10, 1936, "WPA FWP Administrative Correspondence, MONT-NE, 1935-1939," FWP Records RG 69,
Nat. Arch.: "Mr. Richmond is a broken-down newspaperman ..• and is
at present hobnobbing with political aspirants on the outer rim of
Nebraska's political activities. Neither by training nor inclination
is he capable of carrying out supervisory or editorial duties." For
more about Richmond, see Rudolph Umland, "Henry C. Richmond: A
Politician of the Old School," Prairie Schooner, Vol. XV (Fall 1941 }.
Umland recalls another "purely political appointment" occurred when a
convicted forger whose family had influence with local WPA officials
was assigned to the Nebraska Writers' Project. To Umland's relief,
however, this man fit in well with the Nebraska unit. (Interview
with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976).
37Interviews with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, June 1976 and
August 1976. Interview with Robert Carlson, Lincoln, NE, August
1976. Umland remembers the Nebraska group employed more than one
worker like Mrs. Cecilia McNulty--"a nice old lady with arthritis
who needed work but didn't accomplish much."
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One day I was given a manuscript to edit on the margin of
which the state director, then a lady, had inscribed: "Such
beautiful writing!" The manuscript, relating to the experiences of an early traveler crossing the Nebraska plains, gave
me nightmares for weeks. A brief quotation will suffice: "After
a pleasant evening, he set out on his return to camp in the
midst of a terrible storm, against the wishes of his hosts.
Then followed his experiences: he fell into a ravine; he became
lost; he saw wolves. When daylight which he awaited came, he
tried to reach the Platte River. Here he came upon a hidden
glen where were many buffalo bones piled high, a fearful sight.
He sang snatches from grand opera and recited all the poetry he
knew to pass the night. During the time, he knew no hunger; he
had eaten mushrooms and other wild growths. He had great
strength, probably aroused by the great strain of fear and
danger; he saw antelope and wolves. In fact, he wanted to
fight a wolf but the wolf would not come out of his den."
When I finished reading the manuscript, I was ready to
fight several wolves myself. I could see little hope for the
Federal Writers' Project in Nebraska. Better, I thought, for
the WPA to put these scribblers to work on a project that was
less exacting.38
Another so-called writer in the project's early days, wrote Umland,
"was inspired to such heights ..• that it became necessary to tie
millstones to his feet" to keep him from soaring above the clouds--a
euphemistic way of saying the man was fired from the project.39
Some incompetent workers were released by supervisors; other
"lesser wits" were assigned research tasks or transferred to different
government agencies.40

Some, as recounted by Umland in the Prairie

Schooner article, resigned when their work was criticized:
38Rudolph Umland, "On Editing," Prairie Schooner, Vol. XIII
(Fall 1939), pp. 160-161.
39Ibid., p. 161. Umland to Penkower, May 28, 1968.
40Mangione, The Dream and the Deal, p. 113.
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On one occasion, the tour editor--a poetess of some
renown in the state--wrote an essay that needed revision.
It was given to one of the rewrite editors for alteration:
an act that drew bitter resentment from the poetess. "I
have had 20 years of editorial experience and am the author
of several books,11 she exclaimed. "What do you mean by
giving Mr.
my essay to rewrite? He'll take away
all its color, destroy its beauty!" The essay was greatly
improved by removal of its purple passages and superfluous
wordage. But it was an affront that the pride4~f the
poetess could not bear. She left the project.
Umland later wrote that one worker in ten was a "direct welfare case"
but by the same token, he and Gable did not like to see people to
whom a job meant survival released for lack of ability.42

If positions

could be found, even the "deadwood" was allowed to remain on the
Nebraska staff.

As a result, in the words of State Director Gable,
the Federal Writers' Project in the state was 11a most heterogenous

group," composed of good and bad writers, experienced workers and
beginners, talented individuals and charity cases.43
Although writers and researchers of every level of competence
were employed by the Writers' Project in Nebraska, for the most part,
however, the FWP staff in the state was characterized by diligent
workers who were interested in the quality of their work.

People

who had no previous experience in writing and editing did quite well
in meeting project demands.

Ex-salesman Harold Moss proved to be an

41Rudolph Umland, "On Editing," Prairie Schooner, Vol. XIII
(Fall 1939), p. 163.
42umland to Penkower, May 28, 1968. The "chore of hiring and
firing" was primarily Umland's responsibility,11 and according to
Mangione, The Dream and the Deal , p. 115, he suffered deep tonnent
whenever he received orders from Washington to reduce his staff.11
42Gab1e to Alsberg, November 5, 1936, 11WPA FWP Administrative
Correspondence, MONT-NE, 1935-1939,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.
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outstanding interviewer.44

Robert Carlson received praise for his

role as editor of the folklore projects, despite an admitted lack of
training in the area.45

Dean Clark was noted for "working like a

mole" in newspaper research vaults.46

J. Harris Gable and his staff

frequently put in long hours of unpaid overtime work to finish assignments and meet deadlines.

Above all this, by every account Rudolph

Umland's devotion to the project seemed a unifying force which held
Nebraska's project to a high standard of productivity for over six
years.47

Responding to a charge that Nebraska had "only three or four

people ... who can do any real writing or research work" in mid-1937,
Gable wrote Alsberg that he was pleasantly surprised what an "excellent
staff of capable persons" his review of employee qualifications

had

indicated.48
As was true of every WPA program, there were undoubtedly some
freeloaders employed by the Writers' Project in Nebraska.

But for the

most part, hard work was the rule for the majority of Nebraska's FWP
staff.

Long hours spent on research and writing are remembered today

44Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976.
45Ibid.
Interview with Robert Carlson, Lincoln, NE, August 1976.
46Interview with Robert Carlson, Lincoln, NE, August 1976.
47According to three former project workers, Carlson, Haning, and
Schiable, Umland was responsible for a large share of the successes of
the Federal Writers' Project in Nebraska. In their view, Gable may
have been the official director of the project, but Umland was its real
driving force.
48Gable to Alsberg, July 10, 1937, "WPA FWP Administrative Correspondence, MONT-NE, 1935-1939,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.
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by fonner employees of the project as much as anything else,49 and
contemporary reports show their supervisors in the national office
of the FWP recognized this trait in the Nebraska group.50

Even though

staff members were officially limited to about 30 working hours per
week by WPA regulations, many more hours were devoted to project needs.
As a result, there were no charges of "boondoggling" leveled at the
Nebraska group, and no complaints about workers• sloth came from
officials of the Writers' Project in Washington.51

In retrospect, it

almost appears as though the people who were long-time members of the
project viewed their work as a labor of love, and accordingly, they
were willing to make personal sacrifices for the FWP.
49Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976. Interview with Ethel Schiable, Lincoln, NE, March 1976. Haning to author,
June 16, 1976.
50Penkower, "The Federal Writers 1 Project, 11 p. 142, describes

former FWP administrator Lawrence Morris' recollections concerning the
hard-working staff in Nebraska: "Morris continually found people so
afire with the idea of putting out a book about Nebraska ... that they
spent weekends digging through libraries and historical archives at
their own time and expense." In at least one instance in 1936, Morris
wrote Umland that he was working too hard in trying to get the Nebraska
guidebook completed (Morris to Umland, March 10, 1936, personal file of
Rudolph Umland), and another FWP supervisor, Joseph Gaer, reported to
Alsberg later in the same year that the diligent Nebraska writing unit
was "well on the way of producing a Guide which they and we will be
proud of.11 (Gaer to Alsberg, July 13, 1936, "WPA FWP Administrative
Correspondence, MONT-NE, 1935-193,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.).
51Mangione, The Dream and the Deal, p. 206, notes that the folklore
projects in Wyoming brought charges of boondoggling in the WPA Writers'
Project, but in Nebraska, workers were so enthusiastic about the program that no such accusations were made. An FWP chart showing unit
productivity for 1936 reprinted in McDonald, Federal Relief Administration, p. 736, shows the Nebraska writers were second only to the
Illinois branch--which was four times larger than the Nebraska group-in output for this region.
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Although not every employee of the Nebraska writing group was
pleased to be working for the WPA, attention to detail, concern for
quality, and devotion to the aims of the Writers' Project seem to
have been key characteristics of the Nebraska staff.

If the Nebraska

Writers' Project could boast no established writers and only a few
with genuine literary talent, at least most of the people who found
employment on the project knew the meaning of the word work.

Nebra-

ska's complement of "professional writers" was never large, but most
FWP workers in the state were willing to give an honest day's effort
for their pay.

This--perhaps more than any other factor--was

responsible for the good reputation the Nebraska writers' unit enjoyed
among people who were familiar with the WPA arts program.

Most

personnel of the Nebraska FWP needed and wanted work when they came
to the project.

This co1T1Tient incentive contributed much to the kind

of labor they devoted to the program.52
A major goal of the originators of the Federal Writers' Project
was to provide worthwhile employment for white-collar personnel which
would preserve the dignity of individual workers while removing the
52Mrs. Robert Carlson says the FWP was a "godsend,11 providing
a job at a time when she and her husband were near suicide. (Interview with Mr. and Mrs. Robert Carlson, Lincoln, NE, August 1976.)
Ethel Schiable used the same term to describe the WPA Writers'
Project. (Interview with Ethel Schiable, Lincoln, NE, March 1976.)
While this may be an overstatement, it illustrates how important
employment in the writing program was to some Nebraskans in the
Thirties.
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stigma of being involved in a work relief program.

In light of the

quantity and quality of work produced by the many individuals who made
up the Nebraska Writers' Project, this aim was at least partially
achieved in the Cornhusker State.
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CHAPTER VIII--THE PROGRAMS OF THE
NEBRASKA WRITERS' PROJECT
Because most of the planning for WPA Writers' Project programs
came from administrators in Washington, the Nebraska branch of the
FWP had limited responsibility for many of the policies and programs
it was expected to carry out.

Still, because these policies and

programs were determinative of the kind of writing unit which was
developed in Nebraska, it is important that they be examined.
Initially there was much confusion among workers of the Nebraska
Writers' Project about just what it was they were supposed to do as
WPA employees. They knew they were to write a portion of a national
guidebook series in 1935 and 1936, but they understood little else of
the Federal Writers' Project. This may have been caused by the early
leadership problems the state's division of the FWP experienced as much
as anything else, but whatever the reason, confusion did exist.1 In
fairness to the group in Nebraska, though, it must be said that not
even the planners of Federal One's programs in Washington were not altogether certain what kinds of projects or policies were needed in the
1Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976.

Interview with Ethel Schiable, Lincoln, NE, March 1976. Umland was named
"State Editor11 upon being hired by the FWP, but since instructions
from Washington were late in reaching Lincoln, he was unsure what his
duties were. Assuming he would eventually learn what the job entailed,
he put his staff to work gathering information for the state guidebook.
According to Miss Schiable, the first director of the project in the
state was totally unable to provide guidance for the Nebraska FWP:
"Miss Sheehan didn't know what the project was all about.11
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early days of the Writers' Project and the other arts programs.2
This clearly contributed to local uncertainty about program direction
and operation.3
Some goals of the WPA Writers' Project remained the same throughout the existence of the program.

From beginning to end, FWP efforts

centered on the writing of guides to the United States.
the FWP's emphasis on cooperative writing--partly

Additionally,

reflecting the

collectivist philosophy of artists in the Thirties--was always a key
feature of the programs of the Writers' Project.4

Then too, the

2Jerre Mangione, a former FWP administrator, speaks of the "dismaying confusion that attended nearly everything we did" on p. 9 of
his book on the Writers' Project, The Dream and the Deal: The Federal
Writers' Project, 1935-1943 (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1972).
Monty N. Penkower, 11The Federal Writers' Project: A Study in Govern-

ment Patronage of the Arts" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia
University, 1970}, p. 182, notes that it was not until June 1936 that
the Washington office of the FWP issued lucid instructions to its state
units.
3To some critics of the Nebraska writers, lack of direction was
apparent in the writing the group produced. Penkower, p. 164, claims
Nebraska's WPA writers did not know how to write the architecture
section of the state guidebook, pointing out that they failed to mention Nebraska was the first state to build a tower for its capitol.
In Treasur of Nebraska Pioneer Folklore (University of Nebraska Press,
19-6, p. xv1, Nebraska o klor1st Roger Welsch echoes a similar complaint about the group's handling of the folklore projects--inexperience and lack of direction are apparent in their inferior quality.
4Kathleen O'Connor McKinzie, "Writers on Relief: 1935-1942"
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Indiana University, 1970), pp. 119120, says the relief function of the FWP meant the Federal Writers'
Project emphasized "group efforts" more than a truly "collective
approach" to 1 i terature. It is unlike 1 y, though, that members of the
Nebraska writing group noticed this distinction.
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primary objective of the FWP, the employment of jobless white-collar
workers, was a high priority for the project at all times.

But

throughout its lifetime, the WPA Writers' Project was marked by
numerous changes in policy and direction.

The major overhaul of

the program which occurred in 1939 presented difficulties for workers
in Nebraska, but it was only one of a series of program revisions in
the FWP.
Examples of changes in the WPA s
1

varied:

writing program were many and

The "American Guide Manual11--the FWP's set of instructions for

guide writing--had to be completely rewritten shortly after it was
issued by the central office of the Federal Writers' Project.5

Plans

to write a single guidebook for the entire country were abandoned in
favor of a series of individual guides to each state and territory.6
Policy concerning wordage requirements for FWP workers was altered to
bring about production of higher quality writing at local levels.7
Employment requirements and wage scales were continually being modified
by WPA officials.8

Some of these changes occurred in the developmental

stages of the Federal Writers' Project, but frequent policy revisions
5Ibid., p. 73. Not only was the FWP's instruction manual completely rewritten, 18 supplements to it were issued in coming months.
6National Archives of the United States, "Records of the Federal
Writers• Project, WPA, 1935-1944,11 Preliminary Inventory No. 57, compiled by Katherine H. Davidson (Washington, D.C.: The National
Archives, 1953), p. 3.
7McKinzie, 11Writers on Re l tef ," p. 74.
8Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976.
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were prominent in the history of the agency.
Shifts in policy and changes in project regulations were very
unpopular with FWP personnel in Nebraska.

It is not surprising that

workers were dissatisfied with fluctuating employment quotas and
regulations since these threatened their jobs with regularity.

But

administrators and staff members alike in the Lincoln office also
felt their work was hindered by the impermanence of both programs and
policies.9

New WPA directives took time to implement and diverted

labor from writing and editing. The major publication of the unit,
the Nebraska Guide, for example, suffered one delay after another
because of policy changes.

Partly because of this, the book took over

three years to complete and caused a great deal of frustration for
project workers in the state.10
Another characteristic of the Federal Writers' Project which
workers in Nebraska had complaints about was the bureaucracy of the
9Ibid.

Haning to author, June 16, 1976. In Umland's view, many
talented workers were lost because of the WPA's reassignment rules.
Individuals could be removed from project rolls on short notice, and
as a result, supervisors faced difficult planning problems since they
were uncertain how many employees the project would carry any given
year. Because of staff reductions in 1937, Gable had to choose between
losing workers in Lincoln or closing the outstate offices of the project. He clearly disliked both options, saying either choice would
"greatly handicap the work in the state.11 (Gable to Alsberg, June 23,
1937, 11WPA FWP Administrative Correspondence, MONT-NE, 1935-1939,11 FWP
Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.).
10Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976. A letter from Gable to Alsberg in November 1936 is typical of his complaints
about the pace of work on the state guidebook. (WPA FWP Administrative
Records, MONT-NE, 1935-1939,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.). In
contrast, the Idaho Guide was the first state guidebook to be issued
and was published in January 1937. The 1942 Oklahoma guidebook was the
last of the series to be printed.
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WPA and its subdivisions.

Problems with the organizational

of the massive work relief system were numerous.
process by which the FWP machinery operated.

structure

One concerned the

Report writing, project

proposing, and fiscal accounting seemed without end, and staff members
who wanted to get on with the business of writing and editing FWP
publications generally saw these kinds of things as unnecessary red
tape.

Workers like Rudolph Umland were convinced the piles of paper-

work required for each FWP activity severely restricted their effectiveness as either writers or administrators.11

and reports took much time:

Filing multiple forms

each year an entirely new budget had to

be proposed, submitted, reviewed, revised, and finally, accepted by
each level of the FWP and WPA administrations; every publication
followed a similar course, seemingly supported by a myriad of WPA forms
as sponsors, local officials, editors, and publishers all had to comply
with directives from the WPA before a book would be printed.

The same

was true of orders for supplies, requests for office space, or advice
about personnel problems--the WPA demanded that proper channels be
followed and that requisite documents be submitted. These systematized
processes were time-consuming and limited unit productivity. The WPA's
writers in Nebraska often felt that guidewriting was dreary work, but
they were convinced their efforts were wasted wholly when it came to
11rnterview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976.
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official paperwork.12
A second trait of the WPA's bureaucracy which exasperated Nebraska's FWP employees was the predicament of having "too many bosses.11
Even though the Federal Writers' Project was designed to be fairly
autonomous, in practice it was not.

Workers in the WPA's writing

units had to answer to their own supervisors, the national office of
the FWP, the administrators of Federal One, and the Works Progress
Administration.

But they were also under the jurisdiction of WPA

officials at district and state levels, and this posed difficulties
for employees of the Writers' Project.13
12workers on other white-collar WPA projects in Nebraska felt the
same way about the WPA's emphasis on fonns and report writing: Harold
C. Hill, former director of Nebraska's WPA Recreation Projects says
"paperwork and politics" were always two major concerns for WPA project
personnel in Nebraska. (Interview with Harold Hill, Lincoln, NE, June
1977). The files of RG 515 of the Nebraska State Historical Society
contain a number of pieces of correspondence between Historical Society
superintendent Addison Sheldon and directors of WPA-supported museum
and research projects which raise the same grievance.
13Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976. Mangione, The Dream and the Deal, p. 79, lists problems with state WPA administrators as one of the largest headaches for state directors of the
Writers' Project. In Nebraska local WPA officials' sensitivity to
political radicalism was apparent from the earliest stages of the FWP.
A February 1936 memorandum from State WPA Administrator Dwight Felton,
for example, ordered supervisors of Nebraska's Womens' and Professional
Projects to quash radical talk among their employees in that election
year: "communism and socialism must not be discussed." ("Love Library"
box, WPA Records, RG 515, NSHS). Less than a year after the Writers'
Project opened, Felton attempted to tenninate it in Nebraska "for the
reason that we do not have the kind of people on relief rolls to carry
on a project of this k+nd." (Felton to Hunter, August 28, 1936, 11WPA
FWP Administrative Correspondence, MONT-NE, 1935-1939,11 FWP Records,
RG 69, Nat. Arch.). In this setting, it is little wonder Nebraska's
writers were concerned about the numerous supervisors who had some
control of their program.
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In Nebraska, the most apparent problems caused by the WPA's
abundance of supervisors related to the employment of FWP personnel
and the publishing of FWP works.

In the first instance, all too

often political considerations dictated the hiring of employees.
The appointment of Elizabeth Sheehan as director of the project in
the state was one patent example, and the employment of Henry
Richmond, appointed primarily to mend political fences for Nebraska
Democrats, was another.
in the FWP.

Politics also influenced work assignments

On one occasion, a young woman was transferred to Lincoln

from an outstate office of the project to facilitate a romance with an
admiring administrator.14

Another female employee was dispatched from

the Writers' Project to the Historical Records Survey to break up a
second intra-office affair.15

At other times, incompetants, alcoholics,

and ne'er-do-wells were sent to the offices of the Federal Writers'
Project by WPA administrators for purely political reasons.

Most were

not hired by the FWP, and those who were usually did not remain with
the project very long.

But the simple fact was that Nebraska's FWP

supervisors were not always able to hire the best people for their
14Interviews with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976 and
June 1976. Interview with Robert Carlson, Lincoln, NE, August 1976.
15Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, August 1976.
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16
.
f erence b y th eir
. superiors.
.
program because o f inter
The number of supervisors the Nebraska writers had to contend
with also limited the group's productivity as a writing unit.

It

often seemed as though everyone but Nebraska's own writers and editors
had the power to decide what was acceptable and what had to be rewritten. While the assistance provided by the office in Washington
undoubtedly improved the quality of many manuscripts, the process by
which works found their way into print was another source of
frustration.17
The matter of getting materials published was as bothersome for
Nebraska's WPA writers as the bureaucracy-related personnel problems
the unit faced.

Because the Works Progress Administration lived from

one Congressional appropriation to another, administrators at all
levels of the WPA and FWP hierarchies were constantly reminding the
Nebraska group about the need for efficiency and cost reductions
16Rudolph Umland says much of his time as an FWP supervisor was
spent interviewing people sent from the state WPA offices for jobs with
the Writers' Project but that many simply were not qualified for FWP
positions. At times, on the other hand, the FWP lost useful workers
because of political considerations: Louise Perry, replaced when local
WPA officials discovered her father was a Republican politician, was
one such example. (Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March
1976). In 1968, Umland wrote Monty Penkower that in about one-tenth
of the cases he handled, "employment was little better than direct
welfare." (Umland to Penkower, May 28, 1968).
17Even though Umland wrote Penkower in 1968 that "the relationship between the Nebraska and Washington offices always remained
good," in a March 1976 interview, he was less complimentary about the
FWP's publication regulations. Furthermore, writing John Newsom in
1940, Gable mentioned that the Washington staff had lost a previously
mailed copy of the Neihardt manuscript, pointing out another difficulty
in dealing with editors 1300 miles distant. (Gable to Newsom, April
22, 1940, "Nebraska 651. 317 to 651 . 3179, 1939-1942, FWP Records, RG
69, Nat. Arch.).
11
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wherever possible.

The importance supervisors placed on money served

to emphasize the temporary nature of the Writers' Project, and
financial concerns made efficiency considerations a high priority in
its programs.18
Partially as a response to the need for additional funding for
the federal arts projects, the WPA relied extensively on sponsors to
18wPA administrators' emphasis on keeping FWP costs low is
underscored by several letters in the FWP files of the National
Archives: WPA officials in Nebraska wanted to close the project
because Miss Sheehan remained on its payroll. {DuVon to Alsberg,
November 23, 1936, "FWP Field Reports, MICH-NYC, 1935-1939"); Gable
found himself practically begging for money to hire just one11WPA
more
worker more than once. {Gable to Alsberg, April 22, 1937,
FWP
Administrative Correspondence, MONT-NE, 1935-1939"; Gable to Alsberg,
June 23, 1937, 11WPA FWP Administrative Correspondence, MONT-NE, 1935193911); Gable was reprimanded for allowing project costs to surpass
budget limitations and for his handling of financial matters related
to FWP publications. {Kerr to Felton, March 8, 1939, "Nebraska 651.
317 to 651.3179, 1939-1942" and Newsom to Felton, February 10, 1940,
"Nebraska 651.317 to 651.3179, 1939-1942, FWP Records, RG 69, Nat.
Arch.); finally, Gable lost his job with the Writers' Project for
misappropriating labor and materials valued at less than $63.00
(Gill to Felton, April 12, 1941, "Nebraska 651.317 to 651.3179, 19391942," FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.).
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.
i a 1 support f or 1. t s wr1. t.1ng program. 19 Th e sponsors h.1p
provide f inane
scheme, however, introduced another element into the Federal Writers'
Project--censorship.

While there was little direct censorship of

writing or project planning from FWP headquarters in Washington,20
the fact that both WPA officials and local sponsors had to give their
joint blessing to any FWP undertaking all but insured that some
restrictions would be placed on the WPA's writers.

For the group in

Nebraska, the stillborn Omaha guidebook was a graphic illustration of
19sponsors were local government agencies and officials which
provided some funding for WPA projects, including the FWP. Local
sponsors' most important contribution to the FWP in Nebraska was
office space, although some of the facilities they offered were hardly
ideal for writing. (See Rudolph Umland, "On Editing WPA Guide Books ,"
Prairie Schooner, Vol. XIII, Fall 1939, p. 160). After the reorganization of Federal One in 1939, sponsors became an essential part of
the Writers' Project because they had to provide 25 percent of the
financing of any federal project. Pursuant to this requirement, the
College of Arts and Sciences of the University of Nebraska assumed
sponsorship of the Nebraska FWP in August 1939. For more about sponsorship, see U.S. Federal Works Agency, Final Report on the WPA ProTramj 1935-1943 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
946 , pp. 63, 95, 100 (hereinafter referred to as Final Report on the
WPA--1946) and William F. McDonald, Federal Relief Administration and
the Arts (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1969), pp. 264-265.
The term "sponsor" also had another meaning in the jargon of the
WPA Writers' Project. It referred to local organizations and public
officials who underwrote publication costs of the FWP. This meant a
number of sponsors were connected with the Nebraska unit, more than 30
of which are listed in the "DPS 20, MO-NE" file, FWP Records, RG 69,
Nat. Arch.
20umland to Penkower, May 28, 1968. Mangione, The Dream and the
~' p. 220, however, reports that as a result of the controversy
created by the treatment of the Sacco-Vanzetti case in the Massachusetts Guide, an official censor was added to the Washington staff in
1939.
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how sponsors could act as censors simply by refusing to carry out
their conmitments if they were displeased with the writers' work.21
In other instances, offensive sections of certain manuscripts had to
be rewritten before sponsors would agree to support their publication.
The Omaha guidebook is also an example of a manuscript which was
heavily edited to please local sponsors.

Among other things, FWP

supervisors in Washington infonned the Nebraska writers that

the

11

federal government cannot endorse the CIO," and that editors in Lincoln
should delete any references to the opposition of wealthy Omahans to
the city's labor movement.22

For the most part, though, overt censor-

ship was less of a problem in Nebraska than the difficulties posed by
finding enough sponsors to support project publications.

Inability to

obtain sponsors caused more than one local effort to be scrapped in
Nebraska, and while this itself amounted to a kind of censorship,
project workers were more concerned about securing backers for their
publications than they were about restrictions sponsors might place
21Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976. Further
illustrating this problem, in late 1941, Umland wrote the Washington
office of the FWP that Nebraska's "Health Almanac for 194211 was in
danger of being abandoned by its co-sponsor, the State Department of
Health, because 11the sponsor's representative holds a political bias
against the Work Projects Administration.11 (Umland to Newsom, December
31, 1941, "Nebraska 651.317 to 651.3179, 1939-1942,11 FWP Records, RG
69, Nat. Arch.). See Penkower, "The Federal Writers' Project," pp.
196-220, for examples of conflicts between sponsors and the WPA's
writers in other states.
22cronyn to Gable, October 12, 1937, Box 90, WPA Records, RG
515, NSHS. Alsberg to Gable, April 1938, cited by Penkower, "The
Federal Writers' Project," p. 215.
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upon them.23
Cost consciousness was always a trait of the Federal Writers'
Project in Nebraska.

Gable and Umland had to account for every

penny spent, and as a result, much effort was devoted to reviewing
budgets and financing.

Financial records and personnel reports for

the WPA Writers' Project in Nebraska, however, apparently are unavailable for much of the time the project was in operation in the
state.24

A complete evaluation of project costs, therefore, is not

attempted in this paper.

Even so, sufficient data are available for

23As Umland wrote Penkower in 1968, "local organizations had
no money in those days.11 This meant sponsorship problems were numerous. The American Legion refused to sponsor the Lincoln Guide for
fear of financial losses. (Penkower, "Federal Writers' Project,11
p. 243). And the Negroes of Nebraska was nearly issued as a mimeographed booklet before the Omaha Urban League agreed to support its
publication. (Gable to Newsom, March 15, 1940, "Nebraska 651.317 to
651.3179, 1939-1942,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.). In addition
to the book for Omaha, guidebooks to cities like Hastings and Grand
Island died for lack of sponsors. (Umland to Newsom, May 27, 1941,
11Nebraska 651.317 to 651.319,11
FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.).
About all the FWP could offer prospective sponsors was the assurance they would be serving their state and corrmunities; there certainly
was no profit motive involved as even the best-selling Lincoln guidebook netted only $210. (Woodruff Publishing Co. publication
royalties
statement, March 14, 1940, 11Nebraska 651.317 to 651.319, 11 FWP Records,
RG 69, Nat. Arch.). Furthermore, after 1937, sponsors had to settle
for copies of publications in lieu of royalties for their support.
(Gable to Newsom, March 21, 1940, "Nebraska 651.317-651.319, 11 FWP
Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.).
24RG 69 contains fairly comprehensive financial records for the
Federal Writers' Project's operations in Nebraska through mid-1939.
Records for fiscal 1937 are most complete. Other reports for the same
period are in the files of RG 515 of the Nebraska State Historical
Society. Cost and employment figures for the last 31 months of the
project, on the other hand, are available only in miscellaneous FWP
reports and correspondence between officials in Washington and Lincoln.
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a limited discussion of the financing of the WPA writers• group in
Nebraska and to provide some understanding of how this white-collar
relief program's costs differed from other WPA projects.
Between October 1935 and August 1939--the period of Federal
One's existence--the FWP in Nebraska was allotted approximately
$200,000 in WPA funds.25

This amounted to about $4,300 per month26

and met the majority of the project's financial needs.

During the

period the FWP was a federal project, employment totals ranged from
a low of 25 persons when the program was initiated to a high of 85
people in April 1936.27

The WPA s hiring quotas for the Federal
1

Writers' Project varied from month to month, but the project seems
to have maintained an average of 50-55 persons on its rolls during
25setween 1935 and 1937, the Nebraska FWP received about $95,000
in WPA funds. ("Federal Projects 1-6, Voucher Payments, Fiscal Year
Ending June 30, 1937,11 WPA Financial Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.
Hereinafter referred to as 111937 Voucher Payments ," WPA Financial
Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.). From July 1937 to August 1939, approximately $103,000 was alloted to Nebraska's WPA writers. (Woodward to
Felton, July 15, 1938, FWP Financial Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.; "WPA
330 Forms ," January 26, 1938, WPA Financial Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.;
Kerr to Felton, January 9, 1939, "Nebraska 651.317 to 651.3179,
1939-1942,11 FWP Records, RG 69 Nat. Arch.; Sanmann to Kerr, July 13,
1939, "Nebraska 651.317 to 651.3179, 1939-1942,11 FWP Records, RG 69,
Nat. Arch.).
26This estimated monthly allotment is computed by dividing
$200,000 by the 47 months Federal One was administered as a federallysponsored project.
27Nebraska Emergency Relief Administration, "Repor t of the Statewide Co-ordinating Meeting of Federal Agencies Operating in Nebraska,11
April 24, 1936, p. 31-A. April 1936 was the peak month for FWP employment across the country, but even at that point, Nebraska's contingent
of writers amounted to little more than 1 percent of the total number
of FWP employees.
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these years.

Financial records and personnel rosters for the period

following the inauguration of state control of the Writers' Project in
1939 were not located during this study, but in March 1941, State
Supervisor Umland reported that 53 persons were employed by the writing
unit in Nebraska.28

Even though less than a dozen workers remained on

its rolls at the close of the project in 1942,29 this would seem to
indicate that employment totals for the Nebraska FWP changed little
after 1939.

If previous financial trends also continued during the

period of state sponsorship, perhaps another $135,000 was spent by the
Federal Writers' Project in Nebraska by 1942, bringing total expenditures by the FWP in Nebraska to about $335,00o.30
A more meaningful picture of the cost of the Federal Writers'
Project in Nebraska may be found in another classification of WPA
expenditures.

One measurement of project cost relied on by admini-

strators was the "man/month" standard.

In 1937, the average cost of

employing one person for one month on the Nebraska Writers' Project
was $92.30.

In 1938 it was $98.57.31

The latter figure was nearly

28Nebraska Federal Writers' Project, "Informat ion Bulletin,"
March 24, 1941 (mimeographed), p. 2.
29Haning to author, June 16, 1976.
30rhis figure--$133,000--is derived by multiplying $4300 (estimated monthly allotment) by 31 (number of months the Nebraska FWP
operated as a state-sponsored project). By way of comparison, according to the Final Report on the WPA--1946, p. 122, some $27 million in
all was spent by the Federal Writers' Project.
31111937 Voucher Payments,11 WPA Financial Records, RG 69, Nat.

Arch. FWP Records for 1938 show that man/month costs for the Federal
Writers' Project ranged from $113/month in New York City to $73/month
in New Mexico.
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double the average WPA worker's earnings in Nebraska during the same
period and was much higher than the average man/month cost for most
WPA projects in the country in 1937 and 1938.32

While project

expenses in Nebraska were not disproportionate to the costs of the
other arts programs in the state and were only a small percentage of
total WPA expenditures in Nebraska,33 the obvious conclusion is that
the FWP was markedly more expensive to operate than other WPA projects.
The FWP's higher costs led to a persistent complaint about the
Federal Writers' Project in some sections of the country: many people
felt that the project paid too much for too little production.

The

Writers' Project in other states was variously accused of producing
"made-literature," of encouraging "word-doggling,11 and even of costing
a dollar for every word printed.34

In Nebraska, a 1939 Omaha

32According to a table provided by the WPA in the Congressional
Record, 76th Cong., 1st Session, Vol. 84, Pt. 1, p. 900, the average
worker in the Nebraska WPA received $50.87/month in 1938. The Final
Report on the WPA--1946, p. 26, sets the average earnings for WPA
workers nationally over an eight-year period at $54.33/month.
33Financial records of Federal One in RG 69 of the National Archives disclose that the FWP spent less than the FMP or FTP in Nebraska
during 1937 and the two years which preceded it:
Cumulative Total
Fiscal 1937
FMP •.. $191,692
FMP .
$120,319
FTP .•. $109,351
FTP ..• $ 69,368
FWP ... $ 94,570
FWP ••• $ 58,900
HRS ..• $ 29,880
HRS ... $ 25,361
The WPA Division of Statistics, "Statistical Bulletin," May 1942,
p. 7, shows $24,372,000 had been spent by the WPA in Nebraska through
June 1937. A comparison of this statement with the above table indicates that FWP expenses at that point amounted to less than 1 percent
of all WPA allocations for Nebraska.
34Penkower, "The Feder a 1 Writers' Project," p. 137. Mangione,
The Dream and the Deal, p. 369, cites Time magazine as reporting that
the WPA Writers' Project spent $27,000 per publication.
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World-Herald article spoke of some WPA writers "leaning on their
typewriters," giving the impression that this was common in FWP programs everywhere. 35 In addition, the Fremont (NE) Tribune reported
that local critics had termed the Nebraska Guide "a striking example
of the waste of public money" shortly after the book was published.36
But while there was other criticism of white-collar relief programs by
elected officials in the state,37 no further direct complaints about
the Nebraska writing unit were discovered in Nebraska newspapers during
the research for this study.
It is doubtless, however, that there were critics of expenditures
by the Nebraska Writers' Project.38

Two things must be remembered

about the FWP, though, if costs of the program are to kept in perspective.

First, this was a temporary relief program in which 95 per-

cent of the expenditures were labor-related.

This is in contrast to

35In a review of the California Guide on July 16, 1939, the newspaper opined: "There are doubtless those in the WPA who lean on their
typewriters as well as on their shovels ...• "
36Fremont (NE) Tribune, n.d. A clipping of this article is in
Box 116, WPA Records, RG 515, NSHS~
37A May 18, 1941 World-Herald headline read: "'White-Collared'
WPA Jobs Under Curtis/Stefan Fire," and the following article went on
to say that two of Nebraska's Congressmen were highly dissatisfied
with the WPA's white-collar programs in the state, claiming that
white-collar employment took one-fourth of Nebraska's monthly WPA
allotment.
38Gable to Kerr, March 24, 1941, "Nebraska 651.317 to 651.3179,
1939-1942,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch. In this letter, Gable
claimed he had to ''sell" the program to Nebraskans when he first came
to the Nebraska FWP.
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the average WPA project s labor-related expenditures of 89 percent.39
1

Second, even though many non-writers were employed by the FWP, this
white-collar program was intended to pay higher wages than other WPA
undertakings.

About 3-5 percent of the WPA's workers were listed in

the 11professional11

category, but in the Federal Writers' Project, the

number of persons in this classification was significantly higher.40
Furthermore, there were many more non-relief workers in the Writers'
Project than in other WPA programs of proportionate size.41

And

finally, the WPA's policy of paying unemployed white-collar workers
more than their blue-collar counterparts also produced increased costs
for the Federal Writers• Project.42

As a result, more money was spent

39woodward to Felton, July 15, 1938, FWP Financial Records, RG
69, Nat. Arch.: "non-labor costs shall not exceed 5.1 percent of
project costs." Final Report on the WPA--1946, p. 96.
4°Final Report on the WPA--1946, p. 37. Of the 67 workers on the
August 1, 1936 "Time Report" in Box 109, WPA Records, RG 515, NSHS, who
received hourly wages, 28 of them (42 percent) were classified as
"professional personnel.11
41To begin with, as was the case with the rest of the WPA, 90 percent of all FWP workers had to come from relief rolls, their employability certified through the WPA's "means test.11 (See the Final Report
on the WPA--1946, p. 7-21). The federal arts projects, however, received a special exemption from this regulation and were allowed to
hire up to 25 percent of their employees from outside the pool 11The
of relief workers before the exemption expired in 1937. Penkower,
Federal Writers' Project,11 p. 120, says that 7-25 percent of the
personnel assigned to the Writers' Project were non-relief workers at
various times in the life of the program.
42McDonald, Federal Relief Administration, pp. 231-233. See
McKinzie, p. 169, for a discussion of the WPA1s "prevat l inq wage11
policy, which established pay rates according to skill level and
geographic area.
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on a per capita basis by the WPA's writers in Nebraska than was
spent to emp1oy most other relief workers in the state.43
Comparative1y higher costs do not mean that money was frivo1ously
spent or that the people of the state were short-changed by the program.

Despite the affair which led to Gable's dismissal and and de-

spite the employment of some less than zealous workers, the Nebraska
Writers' Project seems to have given the government a good return on
its investment.

Most of the FWP employees in the state were diligent

and conscientious,

and non-relief workers do not appear to have taken

unfair advantage of their positions by doing substandard work for
their WPA checks.44

Furthermore, it is likely that Gable and Umland's

pride in the project made it as efficient as any WPA operation in
Nebraska.45

There certainly was no public outcry about WPA funds being

wasted by Nebraska's writers, and the Nebraska FWP's publications
43The other programs of Federal One were also expensive to administer. McDonald, Federal Relief Administration, p. 232, states
that overall, the WPA1s cultural programs cost 69 percent more than

other WPA projects.
44rf anything, non-relief workers appear to have carried much of
the work load in Nebraska. This was partially because there was a high
turnover rate among relief workers, particularly after a rule was
established in 1939 which required rotation of WPA employees
after 18
consecutive months on any project. But as Penkower, 11The Federal
Writers' Proj ect ," p. 120, found in a number of FWP branches, nonre1ief personnel were often more skilled than their fe11ow employees
from the re1ief rolls.
45outside of WPA State Administrator Felton's criticism of the
Nebraska writing group during the Sheehan days and the accusations
culminating in Gable's dismissal, there seems to have been nothing but
praise for the Nebraska Writers' Project from WPA administrators.
Even though the WPA was not particularly popular in Nebraska, this
fact--combined with the absence of public criticism of the WPA writers
in Nebraska--would seem to indicate that the unit was known for
efficiency and quality work.
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plainly received much more praise than criticism.

The cost of the

Federal Writers' Project in Nebraska seems less important than the
fact that hundreds of Nebraskans who needed work were employed in a
meaningful way over a period of several years.

Moreover, the

Writers' Project was responsible for such a small portion of total
WPA expenditures in the state that most Depression-era Nebraskans
probably disregarded the expense of the program.

Money concerns were

a fact of life for the WPA writers in Nebraska, though, and there
can be no doubt that money-related problems were a consideration at
every stage of the operation of the project in the state.
A word needs to be said about the kinds of projects pursued by
Nebraska's FWP.

In addition to the frustrations caused by policy

changes and bureaucratic demands, the projects chosen for the federal
writers were also troublesome for some staff members in Nebraska.
The lack of creativity involved in writing guidebooks discouraged
more than a few workers.

FWP jobs were often unchallenging, espe-

cially for writers who had little interest in research and the gathering of folk history.

To make matters worse, employees had little to

say about their assignments, and WPA administrators insisted that the
writers of FWP publications remain anonymous.46

As a result, the

Writers' Project held little fascination for most truly talented
46Although not mentioned by former Nebraska workers as a weakness
of the FWP program, Penkower, "The Federa 1 Writers 1 Project, 11 p. 318,
found this problem elsewhere, suggesting that anonymity may have
discouraged prospective writers from applying for Writers' Project
jobs.
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writers and probably never attracted many potentially valuable staff
members who might otherwise have joined the unit in Nebraska.

The

Nebraska project failed to hold either of its best known writers,
Loren Eiseley and Weldon Kees, very long,47 and this may stand as an
indictment of a program which was more properly prepared to provide
relief work than assistance for writers.
It should be noted that the WPA did attempt to offer each branch
of the Federal Writers' Project programs which were suited to the
uniqueness of each area of the country.

For Nebraska, this meant

that there was a heavy emphasis on pioneer folklore research and
collection of information about early settlers.

In addition, indi-

viduals like author John Neihardt and the fictional Febold Feboldsen
were studied by members of the project. Two of the state's major
ethnic groups, its blacks and its Italians, were examined in some
detail.

Nebraska's FWP unit played an important role in the writing

of the FWP's books on the Oregon Trail, and much research was prepared
for an unpublished "History of Grazing." WPA administrators, furthermore, allowed members of the writers' group to provide assistance in
both writing and editing volumes of Nebraska History, the journal of
the Nebraska State Historical Society, the Prairie Schooner, Nebraska
University's well-known literary magazine, and the Nebraska Scholar,
the University's academic publication.
47According to Mangione, The Dream and the
was employed by the writing program 1n Nebraska
Poetry magazine's 11Federal Poets' Number,11 July
reported that Kees had been associated with the
fourteen months.

Deal, p. 111, Eiseley
about four months;
1938, p. 245,
Nebraska group for
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These concessions to local interests, however, did not remove
major shortcomings in the WPA's writing program.

Indeed, it is safe

to say the Nebraska Writers' Project suffered from the same kinds of
problems which plagued other WPA operations in the state.

Looking

back, though, there may have been little the WPA could have done to
solve the problems its organization and administration caused for the
FWP in Nebraska.

Bureaucratic structure and a management system

accompany every government undertaking, and the federal arts program
was no different.

In addition, the sheer size of the WPA compounded

organizational problems for the Writers' Project.

Furthermore, since

the federal arts program was not primarily a cultural operation, the
Federal Writers' Project had to compete for artists with more artistic
endeavors in addition to competing for funds with a number of other
relief agencies.

Finally, there was sound reasoning behind the pro-

grams the WPA chose for its writers.

Federal One's developers feared

that the writers on relief might produce imflammatory literature if
given a free hand, so they chose a project as politically aseptic as
possible, restricting creative expression for pragmatic reasons.
Guidebook wrtting might have been mundane work for aspiring novelists
and poets, but in light of the criticism even this kind of literature
received in many places, the WPA could scarcely have given its writers
any more independence in the program.

Guidebook writing also allowed

the WPA to employ many non-writers, research personnel, and clerical
workers in this white-collar relief agency who otherwise would have
been excluded from a creative writing program.

Some workers may have
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been dissatisfied with the way their skills were used, but in Nebraska, where almost no professional writers were on the relief rolls,
it is apparent only the non-creative character of the FWP program
enabled many others to find jobs with the Writers' Project at all •48
Bureaucratic entanglements, public pressure, and political
considerations were evidently present in every division of the WPA
Writers' Project and the Nebraska branch was no exception.

In the

end, however, the programs and policies set in motion by the FWP in
Nebraska in 1935 produced lasting contributions for both the unemployed
of Nebraska and the people of the state:

jobless white-collar workers

were given meaningful work and Nebraska's people were given a kind of
regional literature which emphasized discovery and pride at a time of
low morale and confidence.

The WPA's programs and policies for its

writers' project in Nebraska had numerous flaws, but considering the
attitudes of the day toward work relief programs, the nature of the
WPA, and the novelty of government workers producing literature in
America, little else could have been expected.
48The August 1936 "Time Report" in RG 515 of the Nebraska State
Historical Society archives classifies 27 of 74 workers on the
project rolls as "professional writers" for pay purposes. In a
report to Alsberg dated July 10, 1937, Gable wrote that 14 of his 29
employees had published material in the past but revealed that just
9 of those 14 people "can actually do writing." (Gable to Alsberg,
July 10, 1937, "WPA FWP Administrative Correspondence, MONT-NE,
1935-1937," FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.). Penkower, "The Federal
Writers' Project," p. 144, found that in mid-1938, only 82 of the
FWP's 4,500 employees nationwide were "recognized writers," indicating
that Gable's characterization of his staff may have been more
optimistic than factual.
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CHAPTER IX--THE PUBLICATIONS OF
THE NEBRASKA WRITERS PROJECT
1

No discussion of a writers• program would be complete without
an evaluation of its publications.

Due to the nature of the Federal

Writers' Project, though, conventional standards of appraisal are
not wholly applicable here.

The FWP was part of a relief program

first and foremost, and this poses special problems in discussing the
works the project produced.

Still, any study of a unit of the WPA

Writers' Project must use quality as one standard to judge its
programs; Nebraska's WPA writers were white-collar relief workers,
but they were authors too.

With this in mind, some time will be

taken here to examine the characteristics of the· books and pamphlets
produced by the Nebraska Writers' Project.
In March of 1941 the Nebraska FWP issued a report on its
accomplishments to date.1
three categories:

Activities of the project were divided into

national, state, and local.

Various publications

and unfinished projects were then described under each of these headings.

This catalogue of Writers' Project work from the Nebraska group,

which was released about a year before the project was terminated in
the state, is a good point of reference to begin a discussion of
Nebraska s
1

FWP publications.

Only one published item was listed under the section titled
"Nat lone'l Act+v+ttes ."

This is the book, The Oregon Trail (1939),

1Nebraska Federal Writers' Project, "Informat ion Bul letf n ,"
March 24, 1941 (mimeographed). This report listed sixteen 11Activities
Completed11 and twenty-two 11Activities in Progress.11
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which combined contributions from Nebraskans with work from FWP
writers in several other states.
guidebook totals just 37 pages.

Nebraska's part of this large
Like other sections in this volume,

it is intended to tell of one state's role in the westward movement
of Americans and to present a modern guide to the portions of Nebraska
crossed by Oregon-bound travelers in the 1840s and 1850s.

Most of the

writing which went into this publication amounted to little more than
a reorganization of material previously assembled for the Nebraska
Guide.

The completed book was a good one, though, and Nebraska's WPA

writers were proud to include it among their accomplishments.2

Three

other national projects, described as "activities in progress," in
early 1941, were never completed.3
In the "State Activities" classification, the pride of Nebraska's
FWP branch was Nebraska:

A Guide to the Cornhusker State (1939).

Not

only was it the largest volume produced by the WPA Writers' Project in
the state, it was also the best.

The book is more than a simple tour

guide; it is an encyclopedia of information about Nebraska.

Divided

into four main sections--"The State in Review," "Cities and Towns,"
"Tours,11 and 11Appendices"--the Nebraska Guide presents a picture of the
state from prehistoric times through the first 70 years of statehood.
2According to Kathleen McKinzie, "Writers on Relief" (unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation, Indiana University, 1970), p. 133, The Oregon
Trail was one of the best of the FWP's regional guidebooks.
3Among these projects, the Nebraska staff devoted the most energy
to the Department of the Interior's "History of U.S. Grazing."
Material compiled for this publication--including an index of Nebraska
ranchers' cattle brands--is in Box 86, WPA Records, RG 515 NSHS.
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With a chronology chart spanning over 300 years, a bibliography of over
100 titles, and a 12 page index, comprehensiveness
the book.
The guidebook's format and completeness,
it from the realm of interesting reading.

is a hallmark of

however, do not remove

It provides useful and

entertaining reading for armchair readers as well as tourists.
Guide, for example, offered its Depression-era

The

readers up-to-date

facts about the Cornhusker State, noting, among other things, that less
than 500 of Nebraska's 14,000 blacks lived outside the cities of Omaha
and Lincoln in 19364 and that Catholics and Lutherans together composed
nearly half the church membership of the state.5

For less factually-

minded readers, the book also provides humorous asides about life in
Nebraska, telling of people like Grand Island's "Champion gum-chewer116

and the hog caller from Norfolk whose "prize-winning bellow" temporarily
shut down the local radio station.7

Priced at $2.50, the book was

affordable for the average Nebraskan and sold hundreds of copies before
going out of print.8
4Nebraska Federal Writers' Project, Nebraska: A Guide to the
Cornhusker State (New York: Viking Press, 1939), p. 103.
5Ibid., p. 117.
6Ibid., p. 166.
7Ibid., p. 207.
8viking Press apparently has not maintained a record of the number
of copies of the Nebraska Guide which have been sold. The book, however, has been reissued three times since its initial appearance in
1939: a second edition of 2,650 copies was reprinted in October 1947
by Hastings House of New York, and a third printing has been available
from Scholarly Press, Inc., of St. Clair Shores, Michigan since 1974.
University of Nebraska Press, Lincoln, NE, reissued the Nebraska Guide
in May 1979.
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The fact that the book is a tour guide makes it unique among
major publications about Nebraska.

No other guidebook had devoted

so much space to Nebraska's character, history, and points of
interest.

In the process of describing the state, the Nebraska Guide

reproduces small town stories, out-of-the-way sights, and bits of
trivia for travelers to discover and everyday readers to remember.

One

example is the story of John Quincy Adams Harvey, a pioneer physician
and first coroner of Madison:
He became a "doctor" because he had read a few medical books
and did some emergency practice. Called on one occasion to
a homestead cabin whose occupant had been frozen to death,
Coroner Harvey opened the door, glanced in~ and instantly
proclaimed his verdict: "Deader 'n Hell!"~
Another tale of pioneer days came from Sidney, a railroad and trading
town:
Shootings were daily events that drew little attention. Someone was shot at a dance one night and instead of stopping the
dance, the incident only served to heighten the entertainment.
The corpse was propped up in a corner and the dancing continued.
During a later blast of gunfire, another man was killed. His
body was set up beside that of the first victim. It was not
until a third corpse was added to the group that the party
came to an end.10
Modern day towns are described succinctly, but no less colorfully-Valentine:

"a typical cow town11;11

Pony Express station";12 Brownville:
9Nebraska Guide, p. 288.
lOibid., p. 347.
11Ibid.' p. 314.

12Ibid., p. 337.

Lexington:

"the offspring of a

"a mere shadow of the bustling
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town it once was."13

This kind of narrative added greatly to the

appeal of the Nebraska Guide and accounts for much of its popularity
when it first appeared.
The book received the praise of contemporary
A. E. Sheldon of the Nebraska State Historical
no means an impartial
Nebraska Baedeker"
Nebraska:

reviewers.

Dr.

Society, although by

critic, hailed the state guidebook as "the first

in the forward to the volume.14

More importantly,

A Guide to the Cornhusker State received short, but favor-

able, reviews by the New York Times and the New York World-Telegram.15
In Nebraska,

the state's most influential

newspaper,

Herald, gave the Guide a friendly treatment.
Lasch of the World-Herald

about Nebraska like this."16

"[The

huzzah from all readers, whatever their

reaction to the WPA may be .•.•

13Ibid.,

In fact, reviewer Robert

was full of praise for the book:

Guide] deserves an impartial
emotional

the Omaha World-

[T]here has never been a book

The Nebraska Writers'

Guild Bulletin

p. 372.

14Ibid,

p. v.
15Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976; New York
Times, August 6, 1939; Gable's promotional announcement of August 3,
1939 for the Nebraska Guide mentions "critic Harry Hansen of the New
York World" as one of the book's favorable reviewers.
(Local Guides,
A-Z, Nebraska 651.3172,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.).

16omaha World-Herald, June 25, 1939. Ironically, these compliments were printed in Nebraska's most powerful Republican newspaper
just one week after the World-Herald had published a stron9 attack on
Federal One. (See June 19, 1939 editorial "Art in Relief"). According to Monty Penkower, "The Federal Writers' Project" (unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1970), p. 271, this kind of
uneven treatment of the WPA arts projects in newspapers was not uncommon as the FWP was often praised in the back pages of an issue which
damned FDR and his programs on page one.
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called the Nebraska Guide "a gold mine of infonnation,1117 and in
Washington, officials of the Federal Writers' Project paraded the book
before Congressmen as an example of the quality work WPA writers were
capable of turning out.18

In general, those most familiar with the

FWP seemed quite pleased with the major work of the Nebraska group.
Still, there are some unattractive features of the Nebraska Guide
which should be mentioned too.

One is its size.

A hardbound book of

over 400 pages comes closer to being a textbook than a guidebook.

The

sheer bulk of the work probably prevented many travelers from reading
large portions of it, let alone carrying it as a tour guide.

In this

respect, the book seems more suited to the needs of students of
Nebraska's history and culture than to those of tourists.19
17Nebraska Writers• Guild Bulletin, October 1940. Except for
this brief note over a year after the Nebraska Guide was released,
the monthly Bulletin of the Nebraska Writers' Guild seems to have
ignored both the FWP and its guidebooks after Miss Sheehan--a Writers'
Guild member--was removed from the directorship of the Nebraska
Writers' Project.
18Alsberg to Abe Lerner, Viking Press, May 20, 1939, "Nebraska
651 . 317 to 651 . 3179, 1939-1942, 11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch. :
"It is very important that I have a copy of the book ... in order to
exhibit it to a Congressional Corrrnittee as evidence of work accomplished."
19Jerre Mangione, The Dream and the Deal (Boston: Little, Brown
and Co., 1972), p. 358, questions the applicability of the term
"guidebook" to many WPA Writers' Project publications. In his
opinion, both the retail cost and size of books like the Nebraska
Guide removed them from the category of tour guides during the
Depression. The FWP's guidebook to Washington, D.C. was the longest
WPA guidebook at 1 ,141 pages. According to Mangione, p. 209, this
1937 giant "weighed about five and a half pounds .... Harry Hopkins
said it would make a perfect doorstop."
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Furthennore,

sections of the book were offensive to some readers,

primarily booster-minded
his World-Herald

Robert Lasch had predicted in

review that "Chambers of Co1T1T1erce will not be

entirely satisfied,
disappointments

Nebraskans.

for the book tells about shanty towns and civic

as well as about fine parks and flourishing

and claims to fame.1120

businesses

He was right; Omaha was presented in a less

than flattering light in several passages,21 and this did not go unnoticed by readers in the state's largest city.

Fremont's description

included the statement, "many of the early dreams of a great future
[for the town] ultimately vanished.1122

This view was enough to prompt

at least one angry letter to the sponsor of the book and an uncomplimentary article in Fremont's local newspaper, in which the guidebook
200maha World-Herald, June 25, 1939.

21The entire Nebraska Guide section on Omaha (pp. 219-253), is
replete with poor press for the city. Sandstonns, floods, shanty
towns, and lynchings are described as corrmon in Omaha's not too distant
past. The Guide includes a poem from Harper's magazine in 1869 which
warned visitors to avoid Omaha as they entered Nebraska (p. 226) and
says the city was fonnerly a "slave market" for railroad labor (p. 86).
It also contains this uncomplimentary characterization of Nebraska's
urban center:
"Omaha has not yet lost a sense of surprise over becoming
a big town; at heart, it is still a city in the making,
with Saturday night brawls, "drug-store cowboys," and
packing house workers on parade. Overalls and straw hats
are not out of place in the marble lobby of the Livestock
Exchange, and an occasional Indian is seen on the streets.
The city has the small town's interest in local boys who
made good; the front page always has space for the doings
of any "fonner Omahan,11 whether he wrote a script for
Hollywood or was arrested for theft in Denver," (p. 220).
22Nebraska Guide, p. 156.
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was called "a striking example of the waste of public money.1123

Civic

leaders in more than one town were insulted by the FWP writers' habit
of refuting "firsts," "oldests,11 and "greatests" in their account of
life in Nebraska.24

Whether this fact increased or diminished the

readership of the book is not clear, but it is obvious that less
candid language might have calmed some of the books' detractors.
Other criticism of the guidebook is more serious.

One student of

the Federal Writers' Project, Monty Penkower, says the book is an
example of those "competent but dull" FWP books put out by state units
with few professional writers.25

He goes on to say:

"The Guide to the

23Paul Colson, President of Fremont Chamber of Commerce to Dr.

Addison Sheldon, Superintendent of Nebraska State Historical Society,
September 5, 1939, Box 116, WPA Records, RG 515, NSHS: "Apparently
the persons writing this history of Fremont made little or no effort to
find out the facts .... " A newspaper clipping from the Fremont (NE)
Tribune, n.d., is found in the same filebox in RG 515.
24Interview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976; Rudolph
Umland, "On Editing WPA Guide Books," Prairie Schooner, Vol. XIII (Fall
1939), p. 166-168. As Umland admitted in this article, p. 168: "The
Nebraska State Guide does describe cities and towns of the State in
terms less roseate than those used by Chambers of Commerce." An
example of the kind of "terms less roseate" Umland is speaking of is
found in this statement about Grand Island on p. 162 of the Nebraska
Guide: "Today there are few towns in Nebraska where 'the other side
of the tracks' has greater meaning."
25Penkower, "The Federal Writers' Project," p. 266. The dullness
to which Penkower refers may not be all the fault of the authors of
the book. In one of his reports to the Washington office, FWP Field
Supervisor Joseph Gaer wrote: "Points of interest outside of cities
in Nebraska are few, and merely clocking underpasses and overpasses
does not make the material very exciting." (Gaer to Alsberg, May 25,
1936, "WPA FWP Field Reports, MICH-NYC, 1935-1939,11 FWP Records, RG
69, Nat. Arch.).
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Cornhusker State gave superficial and fleeting treatment to the impact
of slavery upon Nebraska' antebellum history, William Jennings
Bryan's importance in the 1890s, and Tom Dennison's long reign as
political boss of Omaha.1126

In another place, he discusses the archi-

tecture section of the book and points out that its authors fail to
mention that Nebraska's capitol was the first to employ a tower instead
of a dome.27

To Penkower, these omissions are basic weaknesses of the

Gui de.
One standard by which any book is judged--its popularity over the
years--is especially damaging to the reputation of the Nebraska Guide.
Few Nebraskans today are aware of the book's existence and even fewer
have read it.

The best known history of the state, James C. Olson's

History of Nebraska, mentions the guidebook only briefly.28
students of Nebraska seldom open the book.

School-age

A poll taken by the Prairie

Schooner during the state's centennial year among Nebraska authors and
historians--including some former members of the FWP--failed to produce
any votes for the Guide as the "best book on Nebraska.1129
Another problem with the Nebraska Guide is that it simply took
26Penkower, "The Federal Writers' Project,11 p. 266.
27~.'

p. 164.
28James C. Olson, History of Nebraska (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1955), pp. 292, 374.
29Prairie Schooner, Vol. XII (Su111T1er 1967), p. 265. The "best
book" judges included ex-employees of the Nebraska Writers' Project
Loren Eiseley, Carl Uhlarik, and Rudolph Umland. In addition, Dorothy
Weyer Creigh, author of Nebraska: A Bicentennial Histor (New York:
W.W. Norton and Co., Inc., 19 7 , a so fa1 s to ist the Nebraska
Guide--or any other FWP books--in her lengthy bibliography of important
sources of information about Nebraska.
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too long to complete.

While this has nothing to do with the quality

of the writing, considering the number of people the project employed
and the money which was available for it, the book should have been
finished sooner.

Of course there were extenuating circumstances behind

the delays in publication and other Nebraska FWP projects were in
progress while the Guide was being written, but these facts do not
justify taking more than three years to complete the book.
These observations do little for the defense of Nebraska:

A Guide

to the Cornhusker State, but to brand the book as a failure for such
reasons would be unfair.

In comparison to guidebooks produced by

writers on relief in other states--particularly those in rural states-the Nebraska book is an exceptional piece of writing.30

The book was

apparently good enough to satisfy most contemporary critics and readers,
and if it met their criteria for evaluation, perhaps it is unjust to
apply harsher standards at this late date.
Among other publications included under "state activities" in the
FWP catalogue were Almanac for Nebraskans (1939), Calendar of Events
(1940), and Military History of Nebraska (1939).

While the first two)

booklets sold well, the third appealed to fewer readers.

Origin of

Nebraska Place Names (1938) listed the sources of names for Nebraska's
93 counties and over 700 of its towns.

Although this little book is

interesting, it was hardly unique since placename books for the state
30Penkower, "The Federal Writers' Project, 11 p. 266, is more
critical of the Nebraska Guide than most reviewers, but he also lists
the Nebraska guidebook among those which made valuable contributions
to American readers in the Depression.
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had been issued by private authors in 1925 and 1933.31
Of the lesser statewide projects of the FWP in Nebraska, the
unit's folklore program has received the most attention.

Folklore

materials were distributed to the public in several ways by project
employees.

One was the series of 30 mimeographed pamphlets sponsored

by the State.Superintendent of Schools and circulated among school
children between 1937 and 1940. 32 One pamphlet, Pioneer Reco 11 ect2· ons
11

11

(January 1940), was approvingly reviewed in the New York Times under
the head! fne "Life on Frontier Vividly Recalled ."

33

Reprints of

fl -

lore pamphlets were issued as four separate bound volumes betwee~~939
and 1941 as a second segment of the folklore program of the Nebraska
group.34

A third means of disseminating pioneer history and tales was

the "Weekly News Service" of the Nebraska Writers' Project.

This

31The two publications which preceded the FWP's placename book-Lilian Linder Fitzpatrick's Nebraska Place-Names, University of Nebraska Studies in Language, Literature, and Criticism No. 6, 1925, and
John T. Link's The Orilin of the Place-Names of Nebraska, Nebraska
Geological Survey 11Bul etin No. 7 ,11 1933--were compiled by University
of Nebraska personnel and issued in mimeographed form. It is likely
that neither work was widely circulated, encouraging the Writers'
Project to print its own book about the sources of city and county names
in the state. The FWP's Origin of Nebraska Placenames, however, is not
mentioned by editor G. Thomas Fairclough in a later edition of the
Fitzpatrick and Link studies. (Lincoln: Bison Books of University of
Nebraska Press, 1960).
32rhe titles of these pamphlets are listed on p. 4 of the Nebraska
Federal Writers' Project's "Information Bul l et in ," March 24, 1941.
33New York Times, February 7, 1940.
34Both of these 32 page booklets were published by Woodruff
Printing of Lincoln, the company which received most of the FWP's
publication contracts in Nebraska.
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program distributed folklore items from files of the Nebraska State
Historical Society to newspapers in the state as a public service.35
Through all of these methods, Nebraskans learned of stories which
otherwise might have been lost, or as one FWP worker put it, "before
the last of the pioneers went to their graves.1136
The folklore program of the Nebraska FWP is not without critics
too.

Monty Penkower has called the Nebraska folklore pamphlets

"decidedly inferior" to those produced by other FWP branches.37
Nebraska's premier folklorist of recent years, Professor Roger Welsch
of the University of Nebraska, is also critical of the efforts of the
WPA's writers in Nebraska.

In the introduction to his Treasury of

Nebraska Pioneer Folklore he says that while folklore collection was
"an important phase of the FWP's activities," the "rather crude presentation," "incompleteness," and "deficiencies common to FWP studies"
which are evident in the Nebraska materials have limited their usefulness.38 Although FWP workers themselves realized they knew little
about assembling folklore information, critics like Dr. Welsch believe
this portion of the Nebraska FWP program could have been improved.
The fg1klore presentations did succeed in several ways.

They

offered tales and songs about Nebraska's past which might have gone
35The Nebraska FWP's "Information Bulletin" for 1938, p. 4,
claimed the news release program had "turned the State [FWP] office
into a veritable information bureau on state lore."
36umland to Penkower, May 28, 1968.
37Penkower, "The Federal Writers' Project," p. 296.
38Roger Welsch, Treasury of Nebraska Pioneer Folklore {Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1966), p. xvi.
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unremembered to a mass audience.

They foreshadowed the "oral history"

projects currently carried on by a number of institutions.

They were

inexpensive to administer and added to the national prestige of the
WPA writers in Nebraska.

Considering these strongpoints, the contri-

butions made by the folklore program of the Nebraska FWP are not
outweighed by its flaws.
Among the "Local Publications" listed in the 1941 FWP index, the
Lincoln City Guide (1937) is most noteworthy.

This book brought a

number of "firsts" for the Nebraska writing group; it was the first
real publication for the unit; it was first in sales among all
Nebraska Writers' Project editions; it was the first book to bring
national recognition for Nebraska's WPA writers.

The little book may

also be the best guidebook by the Nebraska group.39

Brief, yet in-

formative and honest, the Lincoln City Guide arouses one's interest in
the city it describes and makes for enjoyable reading at the same time.
A paragraph explaining the city's ties to rural Nebraska illustrates
some of the skill behind the book:
The city still smacks of the soil; its people are at heart
farmer folk, and the talk of crops and weather is neverending on the streets. In February the winds come over the
rim of the basin sharply sweet with the scent of winter
wheat greening between each snow flurry. Every spring the
ancient worry wakes as to whether the rain will come before
the corn is planted, after it has sprouted, or not at all.
Lincoln is unavoidably weather-minded, since all its
39Alsberg to Gable, September 9, 1937, "Nebraska 651.313 to
651.317, 1935-1938,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.: "The Lincoln

Guide was an especially good job .... 11 As Rudolph Umland reports 1n
110n Editing," Prairie Schooner, Vol. XIII (Fall 1939),
p. 165, even
the Omaha World-Herald1s reviewer was forced to admit Nebraska's first
book from the Writers' Project was "more than ordinarily good.11
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businesses, even its schools, are dependent upon the
income of the fanners.40
While creative writing was not stressed by FWP administrators, this
section shows Nebraska's WPA writers could produce excellent descriptions in their guidebooks.

The 87 page Lincoln Guide quickly sold out

its edition, but the flavor and history of Nebraska's capital through
the mid-Thirties remain captured within its pages.
Other Nebraska FWP publications were not as neatly constructed
as the Lincoln City Guide, however.

The project's second book, Old

Bellevue (1937), was disjointed and amateurish in comparison.

All

650 of its printed copies were sold, but its popularity in no way
matched the appeal of the Lincoln book.41

The Nebraska unit's two

major ethnic studies, The Negroes of Nebraska (1940) and The Italians
of Omaha (1941) suffered because of the prejudicial attitudes of their
authors.

The language of the first is overly paternalistic, and the

second is unduly praiseful.42

Still, the book on Nebraska's blacks

does openly discuss racial prejudice in the state, and even today,
both books are useful references for students of these cultural groups.
Neither work, though, seems important enough to be touted as a major
accomplishment of the WPA writers in Nebraska.
40Nebraska Federal Writers' Project, Lincoln City Guide (Lincoln:
Woodruff Printing Co., 1937), pp. 6-7.
41According to Rudolph Umland, "On Editing," Prairie Schooner,
Vol. XIII (Fall 1939), p. 165, the Lincoln Guide sold over 16,000
copies in less than a year.
42Mangione, The Dream and the Deal, mentions both of these books
in his history of the FWP but calls The Italians of Omaha a grossly
superficial account,11 (p. 284). Nevertheless, The Italians was reissued in 1975 by Arno Press of New York.
11
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Some of the "local" works of the Nebraska branch of the Federal
Writers' Project appealed to a more restricted readership than those
already mentioned in this section.

Printing Comes to Lincoln (1940),

A Pageant of Wausa Nebraska (1940), and The History of the Nebraska
Orthopedic Hospital (1941) were of limited interest even to Nebraska
readers.

But sponsors were secured for each of these specialized

projects, and all of them were eventually published in limited
quantities.

Because of this fact, these brief pieces were counted

as reputable achievements by FWP workers and supervisors alike.
This brings up an important point about analyzing the success
of FWP programs.

To some in the Writers' Project, the printing of a

book or pamphlet was as important as what the volume itself contained.
Thus, in their view any published piece of work was a success.43

This

attitude may have resulted from the WPA's emphasis on employment of
workers rather than production of quality literature.

In part too,

it may be traced to the desire of inexperienced writers to prove their
worth; beginning authors are likely to believe that any publication is
an accomplishment.

Whatever the source of this view, the fact remains

that getting material into print was equated with success in Nebraska's
FWP unit.
Not surprisingly then, the WPA's writers in Nebraska experienced
their greatest disappointments over projects which never resulted in
43The idea that getting manuscripts published was the most important task of the Nebraska group comes through clearly in Gable and
Umland's reports to their superiors in Washington. In several instances
they described the status of Nebraska's various FWP programs by explaining how near each piece of writing was to publication and how many
sponsorship agreements had been arranged.
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publications.

"John Neihardt:

Poet Laureate ,"

The

11

Exploits of

Febold Febolson,11 and "The History of Grazing11 were favored manuscripts which involved much research, writing, and editing, but none
of these pieces of writing was ever put into book fonn.

The Nebraska

writers most disappointing failure, however, concerned a local project, the Omaha Guide.44

Work on a tour guide to Nebraska's industrial

capital began soon after the FWP was established in the state, but as
late as 1942, efforts were still being made to get an Omaha guidebook
published.

One delay after another plagued this particular project,

but the final blow to the Omaha Guide program came when the proofreader's copy of the edited manuscript disappeared after it had been
sent to prospective sponsors in Omaha.

On that note, the ambitious

goal of writing a book about Nebraska's largest city was abandoned.45
In the end, the publications of the Nebraska FWP must be viewed
from a variety of perspectives to evaluate them as guidebooks, history,
or literature.

Because this branch of the federal arts program

stressed work relief more than writing, some books and pamphlets can
be regarded as achievements simply because they were published.

Others

received praise from both FWP administrators and literary critics and
should be judged as successes because they satisfied contemporary
44rnterview with Rudolph Umland, Lincoln, NE, March 1976;
Umland to Penkower, May 28, 1968.
45Ibid. Infonnation related to the Omaha Guide project is
scatterecrthroughout the files of RG 515 of the Nebraska State
Historical Society, but the "Omaha City Guide" box of this collection
contains what appears to be a complete manuscript of the unpublished
guidebook to Omaha.
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authorities on work by the Federal Writers' Project.

In addition,

the favorable treatment the Nebraska branch of the WPA writing program
has received from later students of the Writers' Project is some indication of the comparative quality of the publications it produced.
In a more negative light, the FWP program was not cost efficient,
and the cost per publication seems to have been high.46

To make

matters worse, the books the Nebraska group produced were not profitmakers.47

Furthennore, only a small number of employees, primarily

those in the Lincoln office, actually did much writing.

Many of the

WPA 11writers11 in Nebraska simply did not write for the project.48
Perhaps, however, it is unjust to use cost efficiency as a criterion
to evaluate the FWP unit in Nebraska.

It may be that it has no more

bearing on the success or failure of the unit's publications than the
46Even though over 50 books and pamphlets were issued by the
Nebraska Writers' Project and FWP workers contributed to magazines
like Nebraska History, the Nebraska Scholar, and the Prairie Schooner,
only the Nebraska Guide was more than 120 pages in length. Moreover,
only seven other books produced by the FWP in Nebraska exceeded 50
pages. If the total cost of the writing program in the state was
about $350,000--as has been estimated previously in this study--the
cost per publication for these very short books ranges in the thousands
of dollars.
47since FWP publications were not intended to compete with the
works of private authors, administrators of the Federal Writers'
Project apparently were content if revenues from book sales matched
publication costs. (Newsom to Felton, February 10, 1940, "Nebraska
651.317 to 651.3179, 1939-1942,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.).
48Furthennore, as a 1936 report indicates, some key essays in the
11
Nebraska Guide were written by 11outsiders
who were not employed by the
11WPA
FWP. (Gaer to A 1 sberg, May 25, 1936,
FWP Field Reports, MI CH-NYC,
1935-1939,11 FWP Records, RG 69, Nat. Arch.).
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criterion of creativity, which was never intended to be a primary
objective of the WPA's writers.

In the same manner, the program's

administrators clearly valued employment over thrift and viewed
publication costs as less important than the publication process.
Finally, the publications of Nebraska's WPA writers themselves
tell the most about the Federal Writers' Project in the state.

Some

of them were enthusiastically received when they first appeared and
are still valuable today.

They represent the best side of the FWP

program and are its finest legacy in Nebraska.

On the other hand,

much of what was written by the Nebraska Writers' Project was of
limited value when it was published, and much additional material that
was written by the Nebraska group never reached the people of the state.
These facts have done little to enhance the reputation of the
writers employed by the WPA in Nebraska.

Professional critics can

be answered by saying they are too harsh on white-collar workers who
wanted jobs more than they wanted to be professional writers, but time
has not been particularly kind to the name of the FWP in Nebraska.
Obscurity seems to have been a principal feature of the Federal Writers'
Project in the state during the life of the program, and in the thirtyodd years which have passed since the demise of the FWP, the publications it produced have done little to bring Nebraska's WPA writers more
recognition.

Whether good or bad, most of the books and pamphlets in

the bibliography of the Nebraska branch of the Federal Writers' Project
remain unknown to the people for whom they were written.

This must be

taken as a significant statement about the publications produced by
Nebraska's writers on relief.
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CHAPTER X--THE NEBRASKA FEDERAL WRITERS'
PROJECT IN RETROSPECT
The FWP made significant contributions
1930s.

to Nebraska life in the

Its most obvious presentations were the publications

produced during more than six years of operation.
Project's guidebooks,

historical

it

The Writers'

pieces, and books on an assortment

of topics were widely circulated in the state, and the Lincoln Guide
and Nebraska Guide gained especially large readerships.

Less well

known was the work relief function of the Federal Writers' Project
in Nebraska.

Nonetheless,

the jobs the writing program provided had

an impact on both the welfare system of the state and on the people
who were employed by the project.

On the one hand, the FWP reduced

the amount of money spent for direct relief, and on the other, it
provided worthwhile employment for a diverse group of Nebraska's
white-collar unemployed.
Nebraska author John Neihardt once expressed skepticism about
the idea that unemployed workers could produce literature in a
government-directed

arts program,1

but Nebraska's WPA writers fared
,

better than might have been expected.
amount of writing.

They produced a substantial

They also achieved a national reputation for the

Nebraska branch of the FWP. And additionally, they gave the Writers'
Project a long and profitable life in Nebraska.
1Neihardt's criticism of FWP objectives is mentioned in

Kathleen O'Connor McKinzie's "Writers on Relief: 1935-194211
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Indiana University, 1970), p. 10.
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There are, however, some critical observations to be made about
the Nebraska Writers' Project. Although the Federal Writers' Project
in the state did produce a nwnber of books and unpublished manuscripts,
the works of the Nebraska FWP are not without faults. One has been
noted by Kathleen O'Connor McKinzie in reference to publications by
other branches of the Writers' Project~ given the nature of the FWP,
she says a better title for the program would have been the "Federal
Research Project.112

The publications of the Federal Writers' Project

contribute to "rediscovery and restoration" in their patriotic
approach to describing America,3 but little original thinking or new
historical interpretation appears in the writing prepared by the group
in Nebraska.

Research, not writing, was the strength of Nebraska's

FWP organization.
This leads to another point about the Nebraska FWP's books.
Despite the WPA's insistence that the FWP was part of the "federal
arts project," artistry does not predominate in the Nebraska group's
writing. With few exceptions, the books are not striking literary
pieces.

In defense of the Nebraska staff, it must be said that the

WPA did not encourage creative writing in this branch of Federal One.
Yet even if it had done so, Nebraska's writers probably would have had
difficulty achieving artistic goals in their works. The group's only
collective venture in creative writing, the booklet "Shucks ," is not
2Ibid., p. 24.
3Monty N. Penkower, "The Federal Writers' Project: A Study of
Government Patronage of the Arts" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
Columbia University, 1970), p. 266.
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impressive, and the fact that so few project workers from Nebraska went
on to become writers seems indicative of their limited capabilities
as authors.
The publications of the Nebraska group, moreover, do not appear
to have left a lasting mark on the people of their state.

E. Current-

Garcia, writing in "American Panorama,11 a Prairie Schooner article on
the Federal Writers' Project, has said that the onset of hard times
caused the white-collar worker to become "the forgotten man" in
America.4

This generalization may or may not be true, but it is clear
that the FWP's publications have become the 11forgotten literature11 in
Nebraska.

Most Nebraskans simply are unaware of the WPA's writing

program or its publications.
of causes:

This lack of knowledge may have a variety

it has been forty years since the FWP's books were issued

and many are no longer in print; a number of the FWP publications
are devoted to specialized topics {e.g., A Military History of Nebraska, Printing Comes to Lincoln, and Nebraska Republicans and
Reconstruction), and attract only a limited number of readers; and
finally, in Nebraska the WPA is neither associated with literature
nor recalled without bringing to mind the stigma of the "dcle ."
Whatever the reasons, though, the fact remains that the impact of
the group's publications on Nebraskans over the years does not seem
to have been great.
A second important point of criticism concerns the "national
reputation" of the Nebraska writers.

The prestige of the group can

4E. Current-Garcia, 11Arneri can Panorama {Federal Writers'
Pro.iect}," Prairie Schooner, Vol. XII (Surrmer 1938), p. 79.
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probably be attributed to a handful of personalities rather than to
the production of the writing unit.

J. Harris Gable and Rudolph

Umland have had the most to do with the good name of the Nebraska
FWP:

Gable attracted the attention of the project's administrators

in Washington with his salesmanship and sav6ir-faire; Umland maintained their affection by using his managerial skills to minimize
problems in the Nebraska writers' branch.

The hearts of certain key

people in the Washington office--including National FWP Director
Henry Alsberg--having thus been won, Nebraska's writers were assured
a prominent place in the history of the agency.5

As a result of

Gable and Umland's reputations, recent students of the Federal Writers'
Project like Jerre Mangione and Monty Penkower have devoted a good
deal of attention to the Nebraska writing group.
Suggestions that the Nebraska project was one of the best units
in states without professional writers on the relief rolls or that it
was one of the best programs in a rural state notwithstanding,7
5Judging from correspondence in the files of RG 69 of the National
Archives and RG 515 of the Nebraska State Historical Society, the
personal letter files of former FWP employees, and studies of the FWP
by present-day writers, FWP officials Joseph Gaer, Reed Harris, Jerre
Mangione, and Lawrence Morris were also favorably impressed with Gable
and Umland. With so many Writers' Project administrators convinced
of Gable and Umland's worth, it is not surprising that the Nebraska
project is treated kindly in later studies of the FWP.
6Jerre Mangione, The Dream and the Deal: The Federal Writers'
Project, 1935-1943 (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1972). Penkower,
11The Federal Writers' Project."
7see Mangione, The Dream and the Deal, pp. 109-116; Penkower,
"The Federa 1 Writers 1 Project, 11 p. 266; Current-Garcia, "Writers in
the 'Sticks' ,11 Prairie Schooner, Vol. XII (Winter 1938), pp. 306-307.
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Nebraska's FWP publications vary little from those of nearby states.
Indeed, the project in neighboring farm state Iowa--which is mentioned not at all in the text of Mangione's The Dream and the Deal-issued more major publications than Nebraska's writers and certainly
put out more guidebooks than the Nebraska group.8

It seems as though

the books of the Nebraska Writers' Project have less to do with its
prestige than the two men who dominated its program.
A final observation pertains to the long life of the FWP in
Nebraska.

It is true that Nebraska's Writers' Project remained

operational longer than most other FWP branches.

It is also true

that the Nebraska program has been viewed as a success by both FWP
administrators and students of the Federal Writers' Project.

Lon-

gevity, however, is not necessarily a sign of success in this particular case.

The Nebraska Writers' Project may have lasted as long

as it did principally through obscurity and insertia--obscurity protected it from local criticism and bureaucratic inertia helped the
program continue from 1935 to 1942.9
8see "Selected Publications of the WPA Federal Writers' Project
and the Writers' Program" by Arthur Scharf in Jerre Mangione's The
Dream and the Deal, pp. 380-381.
9This explanation for the Nebraska FWP's longevity may be inequitable, but it is likely the project continued to operate in the
state year after year for much the same reason that the WPA remained
active for almost a decade: once the program was set in motion, it
developed a sustaining power of its own. Not until the beginning of
WWII, which brought a major change in the way the nation's energies
were directed, did either the FWP or WPA start to decline.
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In discussing the accomplishments of the Nebraska unit, the dual
function of the Writers' Project also reflects upon the success of the
Nebraska program.

The FWP was supposed to produce worthwhile litera-

ture for Americans, but it was also designed to provide employment for
out-of-work writers and editors.

Since unemployed authors were a

scarce co11111odity in the Cornhusker State, the work relief function of
the Nebraska unit was simplified:

this branch of the WPA was expected

to provide jobs for almost any white-collar worker who was sent to its
offices.10

In view of the employment record of the WPA Writers' Proj-

ect in Nebraska, this objective was achieved in part.

But on another

level, the project was not successful as a hiring agency.

Job secur-

ity--something workers wanted badly in the Oepression--was

never

provided by the FWP in Nebraska.

The positions of employees were

always temporary, and individual workers had little to say about the
impennanence of their jobs.

The tentativeness of FWP employment in-

spired a poem by one of the project's older members which illustrates
his uneasiness about this problem.

Writing of the possibility that any

given moment a worker might receive his

40311 (the WPA's dismissal

11

notice), he penned the following lines:
The Federal Writers' Project
What a record they carved
After coming half starved
To work on the F.W.P.
They were not much for looks
But they put out good books
While a-waitin' for their Four-0-Three
10As Katherine Kellock, Tour Editor of the FWP, wrote in "WPA
Writers: Portraitists of the United States," American Scholar, Vol.
IX (October 1940), p. 479, all too often the WPA assumed "that a
writer is anybody who can qualify for a place in a spelling bee.11
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They were as busy as bees
Though not always at ease
When they wrote of the things they would see
For over them hung
As their pencils swung
The sword of the Four-0-Three
They worked and they moiled
And their clothing got soiled
Out researching what they could see
They got sun-burned and tanned
But they wrote things up grand
While a-waitin' for their Four-0-Three
There were shy ones and bold ones
There were hot ones and cold ones
And there was only one old one--and that's me
There were none that were lazy
Though some went nearly crazy
11
While a-waitin' for their Four-0-Three
In both strengths and weakness, the Nebraska Writers' Project
apparently was not markedly different from FWP branches in other
states.

As Kathleen McKinize discovered elsewhere,12 the Nebraska

program was relatively inexpensive, it provided dignified work for
white-collar personnel in a time of need, it made notable advancements
in the area of historical research, and it produced useful publications.

On the other side of the balance, the FWP in Nebraska did not

produce many writers.
of Nebraska literature.

Its books are not known as memorable examples
And it did not convince Nebraskans that this

11Mangione, The Dream and the Deal, p. 115, reprints this poem
from J. H. Norris, an Olriaha worker who was released from the project.
According to Mangione, Norris was especially disheartened over losing
his job because he was supporting an indigent black family in Omaha
with his WPA checks.
12McKinzie, "Writers on Relief," p. 263.
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government patronage experiment should continue once the crisis of the
depression decade had passed.

In Nebraska, however, the WPA Writers'

Project seems to have been a good idea for its time.

Those who knew

of the project had little ill to say of it, and those who read its
books generally praised them.

While it is debatable that, as Rudolph

Umland once wrote, "the FWP made the country history-conscious,1113

it

is undeniable that the Nebraska group's research and writing had
some effect on the state during its existence.

What is more difficult

to ascertain is how estimable that influence was and how long-lasting
it has been.
Considering the size of the WPA Writers' Project in relation to
the whole of the FWP--and in even greater contrast, to the whole of
the WPA--Nebraska's

writers were clearly small fish in a small pond.14

This admission, however, neither detracts from their achievements nor
diminishes their pride in the project.

The writing of the Nebraska

Writers' Project may not always have been of the highest quality, but
the unit's employees wanted to work and gave their best efforts to the
WPA's writing program.
As a final note, what Leonard Rapport wrote concerning the Federal
Writers' Project in a 1973 review of Jerre Mangione's history of the
13umland to Penkower, May 28, 1968.
14Reca11ing that nationwide, the FWP employed less than threetenths of one percent of all WPA workers and that at the peak of FWP
employment in April 1936, Nebraska's staff was less than one percent
of the FWP's personnel, even this may be something of an overstatement.
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FWP also seems a fitting conclusion about the Nebraska Writers'
Project:
If the Writers' Project, viewed in retrospect, comes close
to qualifying as a well-intentioned boondoggle, it was not
a scandalous waste of the taxpayers' money. It made nobody
rich. It helped a number of people through some bad times,
and if when they left most were no nearer to being writers
than when they came, the experience did them little hann.
Within a few years many of them were fighting or working in
a war, the cost of which exceeded in one day the entire
expenditure on the project.15
"Well-intentioned boondoggle" or not, the people the project employed,
the people who appreciate literature about Nebraska, and the people
of the state in general are all better off because there was a
Federal Writers' Project in Nebraska.
15Leonard Rapport, Review of The Dream and the Deal by Jerre
Mangione, American Historical Review, Vol. 78 (October 1973), p. 1144.
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APPENDIX
PUBLICATIONS OF THE FEDERAL WRITERS' PROJECT IN NEBRASKA
Almanac for Nebraskans, 1939. Sponsored by the Nebraska State
Historical Society. Lincoln: Woodruff Printing Co., 1938.
A Military History of Nebraska. Sponsored by the National Guard
of Nebraska. 1939. (Mimeographed).
A Pageant of Wausa, Nebraska. Sponsored by the Wausa Improvement
Club, Wausa, NE: Wausa Gazette. 1940.
Calendar of Events, 1940. Sponsored by the Editorial and Publicity
Department, University of Nebraska. 1940. (Mimeographed).
Histor of the Nebraska State Ortho edic Hos ital. Sponsored by
t e Department of Socio ogy, University of Nebraska. 1941.
(Mimeographed).
Histor of the Universit of Nebraska R.O.T.C. Sponsored by the
Department o 1 itary Science, University of Nebraska. 1942.
(Mimeographed).
"Information Bulletin."

December 1938.

"Information Bulletin."

March 24, 1941.

(Mimeographed).
(Mimeographed).

Italians of Omaha. Sponsored by the Sons of Italy, Inc. Omaha:
Independent Printing Co., 1941. (Reprinted by Arno Press,
New York, 1975).
Lincoln City Guide. Sponsored by the Nebraska State Historical
Society. Lincoln: Woodruff Printing Co., 1937.
Nebraska: A Guide to the Cornhusker State. Sponsored by the Nebraska
State Historical Society. New York: Viking Press, 1939.
(Reprinted by Hastings House, New York, 1947. Reprinted by
Scholarly Press, St. Clair Shores, MI, 1974. Reprinted by
University of Nebraska Press, Lincoln, NE, May 1979.
Nebraska Folklore (Book I). Sponsored by the State Superintendent of
Public Instruction. Lincoln: Woodruff Printing Co., 1939.
Nebraska Folklore (Book II). Sponsored by the State Superintendent of
Public Instruction. Lincoln: Woodruff Printing Co., 1940.
Nebraska Folklore Pamphlets (l-30).
tendent of Public Instruction.

Sponsored by the State Superin(Mimeographed).
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

24.
25.
26.

27.
28.
29.

Cowboy Songs. May 1937.
Indian Place Names. May 1937.
Children's Singing Games. June 1937.
Historical Legends. June 1937.
Febold Feboldson. July 1937.
Animal Legends. August 1937.
Children's Games. September 1937.
Febold Feboldson and Antoine Barada. September 1937.
Proverbs, Prophecies, Signs, and Sayings. October 1937.
Proverbs, Prophecies, Signs, and Sayings (Part II). October
1937.
Cowboy Songs (Part II). November 1937.
Indian Ghost Legends. November 1937.
Tall Tales. July 1938.
Place Name Stories. August 1938.
Songs About Nebraska. September 1938.
Ballads. October 1938.
Nebraska Cattle Brands. November 1938.
Fanners' Alliance Songs of the 1890s. December 1938.
Reminiscences of Dad Streeter. February 1939.
More Fanners' Alliance Songs of the 1890s. May 1939.
Santee Sioux Indian Legends. May 1939.
Pioneer Dance Calls. June 1939.
More Santee Sioux Indian Legends. October 1939.
Dance Calls (Series II). November 1939.
Pioneer Recollections. January 1940.
Pioneer Reli~ion. February 1940.
Dance Calls {Series III). April 1940.
Early Nebraska Cooking. · May 1940.
Pioneer Tales. July 1940.
Pioneer Schools. December 1940.

30.
Nebraska Folklore Pamphlets. Sponsored by the Nebraska State Historical
Society. (Mimeographed).
Pioneer Life in Nebraska (I). October 1941.
Pioneer Life in Nebraska (II). December 1941.
Nebraska History. A quarterly publication of the Nebraska State
Historical Society, Lincoln, NE. First Writers• Project
contribution, September 1941.
Nebraska Recreational Handbook. Sponsored by the Virginia Conservation
Commission. Northport, NY: Bacon and Wieck, Inc., 1941.
Nebraska Republicans and Reconstruction. Sponsored by the Department
of History, University of Omaha. 1941. (Mimeographed).
Old Bellevue. Sponsored by the Sarpy County Historical Society.
Papillion, NE: Papillion Times, 1937.
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Origins of Nebraska Place Names. Sponsored by the Nebraska State
Historical Society. Lincoln: Woodruff Printing Co., 1938.
Printing Comes to Lincoln. Sponsored by the Benjamin Franklin Club.
Lincoln: Woodruff Printing Co., 1940.
"Shucks." A collection of after-hours articles, stories, and
poems. 1936. (Mimeographed).
The Search for Oil in Nebraska. Sponsored by the Conservation and
Survey Division, University of Nebraska. 1942. (Mimeographed).
The Nebraska Scholar (Series). A quarterly publication of the
University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE. 1940-1941.
The Ne~roes of Nebraska. Sponsored by the Omaha Urban League.
Lincoln: Woodruff Printing Co., 1940.
Editorial
Lincoln:
Weekly News Stories (Series). Sponsored and released weekly by the
Nebraska Press Association. First issued February 1941.
(Mimeographed).
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